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Summary
The constitutive modelling of microheterogeneous materials is a subject of consid­
erable practical and theoretical interest. Among many approaches computational 
homogenisation is particularly powerful and versatile. This is based on the numerical 
estimation of the mechanical response of a volume element representing the material’s 
microstructure.
This thesis is concerned with computational homogenisation and its particular use 
in characterising materials with hyperelastic microstructures through an optimisation 
based methodology.
Details of a finite element implementation of the computational homogenisation 
procedure are presented. These are derived from a variational treatment of the ho­
mogenisation problem. Examples of the application of the method to hyperelastic 
microstructures are reported.
Next a procedure to provide a convenient characterisation of the behaviour of 
composite material is considered. This consists of adopting a conventional explicit 
model to approximate the macroscopic mechanical behaviour. Parameters of the 
model are chosen by established optimisation methods so that the macro model best 
fits the calculated homogenised response of a model of the microstructure.
The optimisation based methodology is applied to the problem of modelling the 
constitutive behaviour of artery walls.
wise m an proportions his beliefs to the evidence. ”
H u m e
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 H eterogeneous m aterials
This thesis is concerned with heterogeneous materials or more precisely micro- 
heterogeneous materials. That is to say materials for which it is possible to identify 
distinct macro and micro scales. The macro scale is the scale at which most useful 
physical measurements are made. Viewed at this resolution such materials appear 
uniform. At the micro scale however a heterogeneous structure becomes apparent. 
This microstructure is characterised by lengths much smaller than the macro scale 
but still large enough to lie within the domain of continuum mechanics. In some 
materials it is useful to consider even finer scales at which the constituent materials 
of the microstructure appear heterogeneous.
Heterogeneous materials are common and play important roles both in engineering 
and natural processes. Both man-made and naturally occurring examples abound.
Microstructural detail is seen in most if not all materials of biological origin. 
Timber and plant tissue for instance exhibit a cellular structure as illustrated in 
figure 1.1(a). A less regular microscopic structural arrangement is generally seen 
in coral, sponge and bone (figure 1.1(c))' The soft tissues of humans and other 
animals have particularly complex microstructures involving numerous constituents 
and substructures. The mechanical properties of such materials are of great interest 
for medical applications. Artery wall tissue is considered in some detail in chapter 7 
of this thesis.
Among man-made substances also are a great many whose mechanical properties 
depend on micro-heterogenities. Metallic alloys for instance have a polycrystalline
1
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microstructure. Metal foams have also been created with a porous structure. Figure 
1.1(d) shows the m icrostructure of a titanium  foam created for orthopedic applica,- 
tions. More common and longer established examples of inhomogeneous engineering 
materials are found in the construction industry. These include concrete and brick. 
M anufactured composites comprise another large class of heterogeneous materials. 
Polymers for instance are commonly reinforced with glass, carbon or aramid fibres. 
Carbon, rubber and ceramics are other examples of m atrix materials reinforced var­
iously with fibres, whiskers and particles of many materials. In recent years highly 
engineered materials have emerged whose m icrostructure is carefully controlled. One 
example, illustrated in figure 1.1(b), is a polymer sheet perforated by laser micro­
drilling th a t has been developed for biomedical tissue engineering applications.
(c) (d)
Figure 1.1: Images of natural and artificial microstructures: (a) norway spruce; (b) 
laser drilled sheet of polycaprolactone (PCT); (c) cancellous bone; (d) titanium  foam.
A pproaches to  m odelling he terogeneous m ate ria ls
There are then a wide variety of heterogeneous materials in existence. Many of 
these find application in engineering where it is valuable to be able to predict their me­
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chanical response. In principle one could model the entire microstructure as a single 
body over the macroscopic domain. However the size and complexity of the problem 
would in almost all cases be intractable analytically and make computational solutions 
prohibitively expensive. In any case generally speaking the microscopic fluctuations 
in stress and displacement are not ultimately of interest. Rather it is the stresses 
and strains measured at the macroscopic level with relatively coarse precision that is 
required. Thus a constitutive model relating macroscopic deformation and stress is 
usually sought. The simplest way to do this is to adopt a purely phenomenological 
strategy whereby an explicit macro model is proposed with parameters chosen to best 
fit experimental results. The unsatisfactory aspect of this approach is that it ignores 
any available microstructural information making it impossible to link known changes 
in the microstructural form and composition to the overall mechanical response. In 
order to overcome this shortcoming a number of modelling strategies have been put 
forward. Broadly speaking these can be divided into analytical and computational 
approaches.
The simplest of the analytical strategies is the rule of mixtures. This assumes 
that the overall moduli of composites of linear elastic materials are given by the av­
erage of the corresponding microscopic values of each constituent phase weighted by 
the respective volume fractions. The generalisation to non linear materials sets the 
macroscopic stress equal to the weighted average of the microscopic stresses assum­
ing the strain in each phase is uniformly equal to the macroscopic strain. The rule 
of mixtures does not generally provide a very accurate estimate of composite mate­
rial behaviour as it takes no account of interactions between different phases in the 
aggregate.
A more sophisticated line of analytical micro-mechanical investigation originates 
in the important work of Eshelby [23-25]. Eshelby considered an infinite linear elastic 
continuum containing a single linear elastic inclusion of ellipsoidal shape and obtained 
the dependency of the stress and strain fields on their far field values. The result allows 
overall properties of composites with dilute concentrations of particulate inclusions to 
be estimated. This approach, sometimes known as the effective medium approach, has 
been enhanced by many authors (e.g. [6,22,42,57,80,82]) to address other inclusion 
geometries and types of constituent materials as well as finite deformations.
The self consistent method originated by Hershey [46] and Kroner [88, 89] and 
elaborated by Budiansky [9], Hill [48-50] and others is a variation of the effective
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medium approach. The basic idea is to assign known material properties to the 
inclusion and the as yet unknown effective macroscopic properties to the surrounding 
infinite matrix. The requirement of so called self-consistency -  the equality of the 
inclusion strain with the overall average strain -  results in an implicit formula for the 
overall effective moduli. An extension of the method is the self consistent embedded 
cell model [1,21] whereby a structured cell rather than a simple inclusion is embedded 
in the effective medium. The procedure is generally not purely analytical and typically 
involves a finite element solution to a boundary value problem.
The application of variational principles (minimisation of energy) has extended 
the analytical approach to more complicated multiphase composites. The work of 
Hashin and Shtrikman [43,44] is of particular importance in this area. They obtained 
upper and lower bounds on the values of overall elastic modulli for materials with 
phases of arbitrary geometry. In particular cases the bounds are close enough to 
each other to provide a good estimate of effective properties. An extension of the 
variational approach to nonlinear constituent materials by Talbot and Willis [108,110, 
124] has been used to establish bounds on the effective energy functions of composites 
reinforced with elastoplastic fibres [109]. Further bounds and estimates have been 
derived by Ponte Castaneda [115-117] and Suquet [105,106] among many others.
Another analytical approach to modelling inhomogeneous materials is provided by 
asymptotic expansion homogenisation. This theory is based around the separation of 
macro and micro scales. A local position variable y  =  x /e  is defined in terms of the 
macroscopic position x  and a scale parameter e = l/L  representing the ratio between 
a characteristic macroscopic length L  and the characteristic microscopic length I. 
The dependence of field variables on y  is generally assumed to be periodic making 
the approach applicable to repetitive microstructures. Results are derived through 
an asymptotic expansion of the field variables about x  with respect to the parameter 
e. Accounts of the theory and its application may be found in [5,19,29,32,33,51,67, 
90,118] for example.
As outlined above considerable effort has been directed toward analytical mod­
elling of heterogeneous materials. A comprehensive introduction to the field may be 
found in the text by Nemat-Nasser and Hori [83]. However the purely analytical ap­
proach is generally limited to simple microstructural geometries and materials. Most 
results require quite strong and restrictive assumptions such as small deformations, 
linear elasticity or ellipsoidal geometry or they provide only approximate bounds.
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In order to address materials with more complicated heterogeneities computational 
homogenisation methods have been developed.
Central to computational homogenisation (as well as many analytical methods) is 
the concept of the representative volume element (RVE). The RVE is a microscopically 
scaled continuum domain containing a distribution of materials that is considered to 
be representative of the microstructure of the heterogeneous material. Essentially it is 
a sample of the microstructure large enough to be considered typical but much smaller 
than the macroscopic body of material. Computational homogenisation has two es­
sential steps -  localisation (or macro-to-micro transition) and homogenisation proper 
(or micro-to-macro transition). Localisation consists of determining the microscopic 
fields over the RVE from given macroscopic values. Most commonly a deformation 
driven approach is used. In this case the macroscopic deformation or strain is the 
given input from which constraints on the RVE are derived. This allows a boundary 
value problem to be formulated and solved computationally thus providing the micro­
scopic deformation and stress. The homogenisation step consists of calculating overall 
macroscopic variables from the micro fields. This is almost always a matter of com­
puting the volume average. Thus the output of deformation driven homogenisation 
is the average micro stress which is adopted as the overall homogenised macroscopic 
stress.
Numerical solutions of the RVE problem have been obtained by several methods. 
The most common is the standard finite element method (FEM). Alternatives include 
the Veronoi cell finite element method [35,79], which is a specialization of the FEM 
designed to deal with non-uniform microstructures, and Fourier transform methods 
proposed for periodic microstructures [72,81].
The most direct application of computational homogenisation is the fully coupled 
multiscale method. In this approach a macroscopic boundary value problem is solved 
using a numerical algorithm such as the finite element method just as for a homo­
geneous material except that the response of the macro material is provided by a 
computational homogenisation procedure rather than by a conventional model. In 
other words the homogenised behaviour of the RVE directly provides the required 
constitutive relation for the macro continuum. In practice for a standard finite ele­
ment formulation this means solving a micro level boundary value problem at each 
Gauss point. The multi scale methodology has only been developed relatively re­
cently with notable contributions by Ladeveze et al. [64,65], Smit et al. [100], Miehe
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et al. [73-78], Terada and Kikuchi [113], Kouznetsova et al. [60], Terada et al. [114], 
Reese [95], Ibrahimbegovic and D. Markovic [56], Matsui et al. [58], Goktepe and 
Miehe [37], Li and E [69] amongst others.
Coupled multi-scale computations require the solution of nested boundary value 
problems and are therefore intrinsically computationally expensive. This drawback 
has been addressed through the use of parallelisation [26, 28, 66] and by selective 
use [34] of the procedure.
A further enhancement of the coupled multi-scale method is the use of second 
order homogenisation. In most computational homogenisation procedures the RVE 
response is governed by the macro deformation gradient alone -  that is the first 
gradient of displacement. As a consequence the absolute size of the RVE and its 
constituents have no influence on the overall response in contrast to empirical ob­
servations. In response to this shortcoming second order homogenisation has been 
developed by Kouznetsova and others [27, 59, 61-63] whereby the first and second 
gradient of the macro displacement govern the boundary conditions of the RVE.
Computational homogenisation has also been used to model heterogeneous mate­
rials without the direct coupling of micro and macro levels involved in the multi-scale 
method. One method is to compile an extensive database of RVE responses across 
a range macroscopic deformations [8,94,112]. The homogenised response to an arbi­
trary deformation, as required to solve a macro level problem, may subsequently be 
obtained by interpolation between discrete points in the database.
Another approach is to assume a form of macroscopic constitutive relation and 
use the homogenised response of the RVE to certain test loadings to obtain effective 
material parameters. In the simplest case the RVE constituents are linear elastic 
and a single loading is sufficient to determine the effective shear and bulk moduli if 
isotropy is assumed. Zohdi and Wriggers [128] used this approach to obtain a range 
of overall moduli for a statistical sample of randomised RVEs. Some authors have 
applied simple load histories such as incremental uniaxial stretching or shear tests to 
an RVE in order to obtain homogenised stress strain curves [11,87,101,125]. In some 
cases overall moduli such as elastic moduli and yield stresses are readily obtained from 
the results [3]. Testing an elasto-plastic RVE under a more comprehensive range of 
deformations has been used to calculate effective yield surfaces for the composite 
[92,97].
If the RVE consists of more complex constituents such as highly non-linear hy­
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perelastic materials, then its homogenised response may still be approximated by an 
explicit macroscopic constitutive relation. However a suitable macroscopic model will 
generally be more complicated. In such cases it is not usually possible to determine 
effective material parameters adequately from a small number of RVE loadings. In­
stead they may be obtained by an optimisation procedure fitting the macro model to 
the homogenised response across an extensive range of macro deformations. This is 
the methodology applied in the present work. A similar approach has been adopted 
by Van der Sluis et al [122]. They considered a 2-D microcell consisting of a vis­
coplastic matrix with a void and fitted a viscoplastic model of the same form as the 
matrix model to the averaged response. The six macro model parameters were de­
rived from a uniaxial tensile test with a single load history using certain simplifying 
assumptions. However the method used to obtain these parameters was specific to 
the form of the model and avoided simultaneous optimisation of all the parameters 
over a wider data set. More recently Reese et al. [96] have fitted an orthotropic hyper­
elastic model to the results from a finite element model of a sample of fibre reinforced 
rubber membrane. Their RVE (they do not use the terminology of homogenisation) 
is however relatively large and does not exploit the periodicity of the fibre configu­
ration. Moreover optimisation of macro parameters is performed using a hybrid of 
linear least squares estimation on the linear parameters and trial and error on the 
nonlinear parameters.
In conclusion the modeling of micro-heterogeneous materials has been approached 
in many ways and is a well established but evolving field of research. Computational 
strategies in particular are attracting growing interest. The concept of using optimi­
sation techniques to fit a macroscopic model to homogenised data, as discussed in the 
preceding paragraph, is central to this thesis. Chapter 6 discusses the methodolgy in 
more detail.
1.2 O utline
The work of this thesis has been directed toward two main goals -  firstly to develop 
and examine a computational strategy for homogenisation valid for large deformations 
and secondly to use this strategy in conjunction with optimisation methods to find 
explicit constitutive models to chracterise heterogeneous materials. This latter pro­
cedure has been applied to the modelling of arterial tissue.
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Chapter 2
Continuum mechanics provides the basic theory which underlies all of the ap­
proaches to mechanical modelling discussed in this introductory chapter and through­
out the thesis. The fundamentals of the subject are reviewed in Chapter 2. The focus 
is on the mechanics of non linear solid materials undergoing finite deformations.
Chapter 3
The use of the finite element method in solving boundary value problems in contin­
uum mechanics is discussed in chapter 3. This well established procedure is essential 
to the work of this thesis as it provides the basis of the computational homogenisation 
strategy employed in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 4
Chapter 4 is concerned with homogenisation itself. This is the procedure by which 
the average constitutive response of a representative volume element (RVE) typifying 
the material’s microstructure is derived. The variational formulation of the problem 
is described followed by details of its computational implementation by means of the 
finite element method.
Chapter 5
Some numerical examples using computational homogenisation are presented in 
chapter 5. These include comparisons of different boundary conditions used to cal­
culate the homogenised response and some simple studies of the effect of RVE mor­
phology.
Chapter 6
In chapter 6 an optimisation based procedure to characterise the large strain 
behaviour of heterogeneous materials with a hyperelastic microstructure is considered. 
This modelling approach consists of fitting the parameters of an explicit macroscopic 
model to the homogenised constitutive response of an RVE. An application of the 
method to a composite with rubber-like microconstituents is reported.
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Chapter 7
The procedure described in chapter 6 is applied in chapter 7 to the modelling 
of the tissue in artery walls. Two constitutive models from the literature are fitted 
to the homogenised response of a representative volume element made up of the the 
protein elastin reinforced with fibers of collagen. Results are compared in the solution 
of a simple macro scale boundary value problem.
Chapter 8
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a brief review of the work undertaken and 
some comments on its outcomes. Suggestions are offered for future research into the 
modelling of heterogeneous materials.
Chapter 2
Elem ents of Continuum M echanics
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a concise review of the theory of continuum mechanics that 
forms the basis of the rest of the work in this thesis. The main aspects of the theory 
may be identified as:
K inematics: This is the mathematical description of the motion and deformation 
of a body and develops the essential concept of strain.
Forces and Stresses: This topic provides a description of the forces acting on ele­
ments within the body.
Conservation and Balance Principles: These provide expressions of the funda­
mental physical laws as applied to a continuum.
C onstitutive Laws: These laws relate the deformation of a continuum body to the 
forces acting it and are specific to the type of material it is made of.
Subsequent sections of the chapter consider these items in turn prefaced by a brief 
discussion of the underlying concept of the continuum itself. The principal aim is to 
arrive at a formulation of the basic problem of determining stresses and displacements 
of a body subject to given initial and boundary conditions. Only purely mechanical 
processes are addressed without consideration of thermodynamics. The emphasis is 
on the quasistatic deformation of solids.
The material that follows has become standard theory and may be found in many 
texts. In particular the books by Holzapfel [52], Bonet and Wood [7] and de Souza
10
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Neto, Peric and Owen [17] have guided the present presentation of the subject. Other 
sources include Gurtin [40], Green and Adkins [39], Spencer [103], Ogden [85] and 
Chadwick [12]. Truesdell [120] offers an axiomatic approach to the subject with much 
greater rigour than has been attempted here.
2.2 T he C ontinuum  concept
Underlying the continuum approach to mechanics is the notion that physical bod­
ies can be considered as continuous (or piecewise continuous) distributions of matter 
with all its associated properties such as mass and energy. This is inconsistent with 
the fundamentals of modern physics in which atomic and subatomic particles feature 
in a more discretised quantum view of nature. However as long as the bodies under 
consideration are sufficiently large compared with their discontinuous microstructures, 
continuum theory has proved in practice to be highly effective in describing and pre­
dicting mechanical behaviour. The justification is empirical. All continuum models 
are therefore in this sense phenomenological. However this does not preclude taking 
account of microstructures which though much smaller than the overall dimensions 
of the body are still large enough compared with the atomic scale to be amenable to 
the continuum approach. Indeed in later chapters such continuum microstructures 
are the focus of attention.
2.3 K inem atics
Kinematics allows one to characterise the motion of material bodies in a quan­
titative and mathematical way. It provides measures of deformation and relations 
between them that are valid regardless of the specific materials which constitute the 
body.
2.3.1 Configurations and motions
We consider a general continuum body, occupying an open region Qq within
three dimensional Euclidean space, E3, at time to. Let P denote an arbitrary particle1 
in which lies at reference or material position X  relative to some origin O. At some
1The term particle is used here to indicate an infinitesimal part of the continuum and is not 
meant imply any discretisation of the body.
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other time t the particle has moved to its spatial or current position x  as illustrated 
in Figure 2.1. Although other formulations are possible we shall usually refer both 
X  and x  to the same fixed Cartesian basis (ex, e 2 , £3) with origin O. The mapping 
which relates the reference and spatial positions of each particle in the body is termed 
the configuration of 38 at time t and is denoted:
(/) : D0 E3 (2.1)
so that
x  = 4>(X) . (2.2)
The deformed body now occupies the region D = 0(DO). We assume that the mapping 
(f) is invertible thereby ruling out the interpenetration of matter from different parts 
of the body.
In general the configuration of the body will change with time. The continuous 
sequence of configurations undergone by 38 is known as the motion of the body. 
Denoting the motion by x  and time domain by T  G R, we can write,
r « » x r - 4 E3 (2.3)
with
x  = X {X, t )  . (2.4)
For any given time x  is a bijection between Do and the current spatial domain Q(t) 
so that the inverse relation X  = %_1(a;,t) is always well defined.
We have emphasised the functional relationship between x,  X  and t by using x
to indicate the mapping. In subsequent expressions however we shall frequently write
x ( X , t )  for x (X ,£ ) and X ( x , t )  in place of x -1 (* ,0 -
We conclude this section by defining the displacement as
U { X , t )  = x ( X , t ) - X  (2.5)
or equivalently
u(x ,  t) =  x  — X ( x , t )  . (2.6)
Clearly U ( X , t )  = u( x , t )  for all X , x  such that x  = % (X ,t). We use a capital U  
to express the displacement field as a function of reference position and a lower case 
u  when spatial position is the argument. The use of capitals to represent referential 
fields and lower case letters for variables with a spatial dependence is a convention
which for the most part will be observed in this chapter. The important distinction
between spatial and material fields is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2.1: General motion of a deformable body.
2.3.2 M aterial and spatial descriptions
The material or Lagrangian description of motion is a representation of the kine­
matics of deformation with reference to the material configuration. In this view the 
field variables are expressed as functions of reference position X  (and time). Such 
a field with T  x as its domain is termed a material or Lagrangian field. Concep- 
tially the Lagrangian approach is to follow a material particle through the motion 
and observe variables from this point of view.
Alternatively the motion of a body may be characterised in relation to its spatial 
configuration. This is known as the spatial or Eulerian description. In this represen­
tation spatial or Eulerian fields are used whereby quantities are viewed as functions of 
spatial position x  and time t. The Eulerian description can be thought of as focusing 
on a fixed point in space and observing the motion as particles of the body move 
through it.
Formally we may write
F ( X , t )  is a material field, and
f ( x , t )  is a spatial field,
where F  and /  are generic fields that may take on scalar, vector or tensor values.
Some caution needs to observed in applying the adjectives material and spatial 
because some quantities that are naturally associated with the spatial description may
be expressed as a material field and vice versa. An example of this is density with
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respect to deformed volume, p. This is the mass per unit of deformed volume and may 
be expressed as a spatial field p(x, t )  or a material field P ( X , t )  =  p (x -1( X ,£),t). 
However the material field must not be confused with the density with respect to 
material volume. This is a distinct field and represents the mass per unit volume 
of an element of the undeformed body. This second material density has a spatial 
description p0 but in general p0 (x, t )  ^  p(x, t ) .
2.3.3 Differentiating kinematic field variables 
S p atia l an d  m a te ria l g rad ien ts
Two types of gradients are defined in kinematics - the material gradient and the 
spatial gradient
As the name suggests the material gradient represents differentiation with respect 
to material position X  and is denoted by Vo or Grad (note the capital “G”) or by 
d( ») / dX.  For a generic material field, F ( X , t )  we may write
V 0F ( X , t )  = GradF(X,  t) = E E M l .
The spatial gradient by contrast is obtained by differentiation with respect to 
spatial position x  and is variously denoted by V, grad (with lower case “g”) and 
d(*)/dx.  For the generic spatial field /  we write
V f ( x , t )  -= Gradf ( x , t )  = •
T em poral derivatives: m a te r ia l an d  sp a tia l
Kinematic fields may be differentiated with respect to time in one of two ways. 
The first of these is to take the partial time derivative holding the reference position 
constant. This is termed the material or total time derivative. Alternatively one may 
differentiate with respect to time with spatial position held constant and this results 
in the spatial or local time derivative.
The material derivative is denoted D(»)/D t or by a superposed dot. Application 
to a generic material field F  is simple:
F (X ,t)  =
D F (X ,t)  f d F ( X , t )
^  \  dt )  X  const
An important example is the velocity field. This is the material derivative of the 
spatial position x ( X , t )  given by
V ( X , t ) = x ( X , t )  (2.7)
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or in its Eulerian description,
v( x , t )  = V ( X ( X, t ) , t )  . (2.8)
Evaluating the material derivative of a spatial field /  requires a little more care: 
K x t )  =  / 3 f ( x ( X , t ) , t ) \
V /  X = x  const
=  /  d f ( x , t ) \  / d f ( x , t ) \  d x
V 9 4  A  const V 9x Jt const dt
where we have employed the chain rule to obtain the last equality. We recognise the 
spatial gradient, V /  =  d f / d x ,  and velocity, v  = dx/dt ,  in this last expression and 
rewrite it as:
f ( x , t) = +  V /(a ,  t) • v(x,  t) . (2.9)
Equation (2.9) above makes it obvious that in general the material derivative of a 
spatial field is not equal to its spatial derivative, i.e.
d f ( x , t )
f { x , t )  ^ dt
2.3.4 The deformation gradient
Of fundamental importance in characterising the deformation of bodies is the
deformation gradient. This is the material gradient of the current position given
symbolically by,
3 x
F ( X , t )  = V 0x ( X , t )  = —  , (2.10)
or in component notation referred to Cartesian axes,
= (211>
F  maps infinitesimal line elements d X  in the reference configuration to the corre­
sponding line elements in the current configuration:
F d X  = dx  ,
as illustrated in Figure 2.2. In general the deformation gradient varies throughout the 
body but its evaluation at some material point can be thought of as a linearisation 
of the deformed coordinates with respect to the original position vector in a small 
neighbourhood about the point.
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Figure 2.2: Deformation of infinitesimal position vector.
It is often convenient to express F  in terms of the displacement field. In the 
material description we obtain:
F ( X ,  t ) = 9 { X  +f f ('X ' = I  +  Vo U ( X ,  t) , (2.12)
where I  is the identity tensor. In the spatial description we have
_  . d X  d (x — u(x ,  t)) _ __ . .
F  ^  =  ^ =  d x  = 1  ~ V u { x ' l ) ’
so that
F( x , t )  =  ( I -  V u ( x , t ) Y l . (2.13)
2.3.5 R ate of deformation and velocity gradients
It is sometimes useful in kinematics to consider the gradients, both material and 
spatial, of the velocity field V ( X , t )  = v ( x { X , t ) , t )  = v ( x :t).
The material velocity gradient is obtained by taking the material gradient of the 
velocity field i.e. VoV ( X , t ) .  By interchanging the order of temporal and positional
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differentiation this may be expressed in terms of the deformation gradient thus:
d V { X , t )
V 0V ( X , t )  = d X
d f  d x ( X : t)
d X  V dt
d f d x ( X , t ) \  
dt  ^ d X  )
= F ( X , t )  (2.14)
The spatial gradient of the velocity field defines the spatial velocity gradient and 
is denoted by I so that,
l (x,  t) =  Vv ( x ,  t) =  ^  • (2-!5)
We may related the spatial velocity gradient to the deformation gradient by consid­
ering the material time derivative of F  thus:
• =  a  f d x ( X , t ) \
dt  V d X  J
d f d x { X , t ) 
d X  V dt  
d f d x { x ~ l { X , t ) , t ) \  d x  
d x  V dt J  d X
dv(x, t )  dx  
d x  d X
= I F  . (2.16)
Solving for I yields,
l = y v  = F F ~ 1 . (2.17)
The spatial velocity gradient may be decomposed into symmetric and antisym­
metric parts to give two further tensor fields. The symmetric part, known as the rate
of deformation tensor and denoted by d, is constructed as follows:
d = \ { l  +  F)  . (2.18)
Its antisymmetric counterpart is called the spin tensor and is denoted by w  with the
following definition:
w = ± { l - l T) .  (2.19)
Clearly by construction the following relations hold:
d =  dT (2.20)
w  =  ii'J (2-21)
I =  d  + w .  (2.22)
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FdX
Figure 2.3: Deformation of an infinitesimal volume element.
2.3.6 Changes in volume and area
Problems in continuum mechanics frequently require us to integrate quantities 
with respect to volume and to area. This can be done in either the reference or the 
deformed configurations and it is invaluable to be able to switch between the two 
formulations. To this end we examine the relationship between differential volume 
and area elements in the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions.
Volume
Consider an infinitesimal volume element at some point X  in the reference config­
uration having edge vectors d X i5 d X 2 and d X 3 aligned with the Cartesian axes. At 
some time t the motion % deforms the element into a parallelepiped at x  = x (X , t) 
with edge vectors dxi = F d X i , d x 2 = F d X 2 and dcc3 =  F d X 3. Figure 2.3 illus­
trates the transformation.
In the reference configuration the volume of the element, dV, is given by the scalar 
triple product of the edge vectors so that:
dV = d X 1 ■ (d X 2 x d X 3)
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Written in terms of Cartesian components this expression becomes:
d V  =  •
Since dX i, d X 2 and d X 3 align with the orthogonal Cartesian axes this simplifies to
dV =  d X 1d X 2d X 3 , (2.23)
where dXr =  |dX /| for 7 =  1,2,3.
The volume of the deformed parallelepiped, dv, may also be obtained from the 
scalar triple product of its edge vectors F d X i ,  F d X 2 and F d X 3 so that:
dv = F d X j • (F d X 2 x F d X 3)
=  e ^ F ^ d X ^ F . j l d X . l K K l d X ^  . (2.24)
Now since each d X a (a = 1,2,3) is parallel to the corresponding basis vector e a we 
may write,
[dXi], =  Su d X t ■ [dX2] J  =  S2Jd X 2 ; [dX3]K =  S3Kd X 3 ;
so that equation (2.24) becomes:
du =  £pqrFpj5 \idX \Fqj52j d X 2FrKS3KdX 3 
—  £pqrFp i F q2F r 3d X i d X 2d X 3 .
It may easily be verified that the determinant of F  is given by det F  = epqrFpiFq2Fr3. 
In view of this and equation (2.23) we may write:
dv =  (det F )d V  .
The determinant of the deformation gradient, det F,  thus has a key role in relating 
reference and spatial measures of volume. It is known as the Jacobian and denoted 
J  so that,
J  = det F  , (2.25)
and
dv = J d V  . (2.26)
We see therefore that the Jacobian at some material point and time represents the 
ratio between deformed and current volumes locally. For physical reasons this ratio 
cannot be negative - otherwise negative volumes would arise. Likewise d e tF  must
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be non-zero so that F  1 exists and the motion is reversible. Thus the Jacobian is 
everywhere and always positive, i.e.
J ( X , t ) > 0  VX, t  (2.27)
It is useful to obtain the material time derivative of the Jacobian. Using the chain 
rule we may write
• d J  • d (d e tf ’) .
J  = d F - F = ^ r ~ - F -
Now by a well known result in tensor calculus (see e.g. [52] pp 41),
at A*. =  (det =  J F - t  _
d F
so that,
j  = J F -T : F  
= J F ~ T : ( F F - 'F )
= J (F ~ t F)  : ( F F - 1)
= J I  : ( F F -1) . (2.28)
Recalling equation (2.17), 
allows (2.28) to be rewritten as,
F F -1 =  V v  ,
J  = J I  -.Vv .
Finally recognising that I  : V(«) is equal to the divergence with respect to spatial 
coordinates, V • (•), we obtain the following expression for the total time derivative 
of the Jacobian:
j  =  JV  v  . (2.29)
A rea
Consider now an elemental surface in the undeformed body with area vector dS. 
We may construct a reference volume element dV  by forming the scalar product of 
dS  with an arbitrary infinitesimal vector dX . Thus we have,
dV  =  d S • d X (2.30)
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Under deformation the surface element maps to a spatial surface element with an area 
vector we shall denote ds. The arbitrary vector d X  maps to F d X  and the deformed 
volume element is given by
du — ds • F d X  .
However from equation (2.26) du may also be expressed as
dv = Jd V  ,
so that we may write,
J d V  = ds  • F d X  .
Using equation (2.30) to substitute for dV  gives:
J d S  • d X  = ds • F d X  . (2.31)
Now by definition of the transpose operation F  must satisfy,
u  • F v  =  F t u  ■ v
for any two vectors u  and v. We may apply this identity to the right hand side of 
equation (2.31) to obtain,
J d S - d X  =  F Tds  • d X  
( J d S - F Tds) = 0.
Since this holds for any d X  the term in brackets must vanish identically. Thus
J d S  =  F Tds  .
Re-arranging we arrive finally at Nanson’s formula
ds =  J F ~ Td S  (2.32)
which describes the important relation between infinitesimal surface area vectors in
the reference configuration to the corresponding area vectors in the current configu­
ration.
2.3.7 Polar decom position of the deformation gradient
It is sometimes useful to express the deformation gradient as the product of a 
tensor representing a rotation and a tensor which is positive definite and symmetric.
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More formally, it may be shown (see for example [52] chapter 2) that for every time
and position in a motion there exist unique tensors R , U  and V  such that
F  = R U , (2.33)
F  =  V R , (2.34)
R R t = I  and det R  — 1 (i.e. R  is proper orthogonal) , (2.35)
U T = U  and U  positive definite , (2.36)
V T = V  and V  positive definite, (2.37)
where I  is the identity tensor. Equation (2.33) is referred to as the right polar 
decomposition of F  with the symmetric, positive definite tensor U  known as the 
right stretch tensor. Equation (2.34) represents the left polar decomposition and 
introduces the left stretch tensor V  which like the right stretch is positive definite 
and symmetric.
Like F  itself, the rotation tensor, R , is a two point tensor acting on tangent 
vectors to the material position to give tangent vectors in the spatial description. By 
contrast the stretches are one point tensors. The right stretch, U, maps material 
tangents to material tangents while the left stretch, V, maps spatial tangent vectors 
to other spatial tangents. For this reason U  and V  are also known as the material 
stretch tensor and the spatial stretch tensor respectively.
The proper orthogonality of R  ensures that it preserves the length of vectors 
and can be interpreted as a local rigid rotation about the origin. To find a similar 
geometrical interpretation of the stretch tensors we note that their symmetry ensures, 
by the spectral theorem, that each has an orthonormal set of normalised eigenvectors 
with real eigenvalues. We may use these respective sets of eigenvectors as orthonormal 
bases and construct the spectral decomposition of each stretch tensor as follows,
3
u  =  Aa N a ig> N a (2.38)
a= 1 
3
v -  E  Aa n a 0  n a (2.39)
a=l
where N a and n a are the unit eigenvectors of U  and V  corresponding to eigenvalues 
Aq and Aa respectively, i.e.
U N a = Aa N a (2.40)
V n a = Xa n a . (2-41)
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However from equations (2 .33),(2.34) and (2.35) V  — R U R T and we may write
V  ( R N a) = R U R TR N a (2.42)
-  R U N a (2.43)
=  Aa (R N a). (2.44)
Comparing this with equation (2.41) we may make the following identifications
n a = R N a (2.45)
Aa =  Aa • (2.46)
The mutual eigenvalues of U  and V ,  henceforth denoted Aa , are known as the prin­
cipal stretches. Note that since U  and V  are positive definite, by definition, each
eigenvalue is strictly positive.
In order to appreciate the geometrical effect of U  acting upon an infinitesimal 
material vector d X  we use the eigen-basis {N i , iV2, N 3} to write,
d X  =  d X iN i  +  dX 2iV2 +  dX 3 iV3 ,
where dXi =  d X  • N i  and so on. We may imagine a cuboid in the material configu­
ration with edges d X iN i ,  dX2 lV2, and d X 3N 3 as illustrated on the left of figure 2.4. 
Applying the right stretch tensor to d x  in this form then gives:
U d X  =  d X 1U N 1 + d X 2U N 2 + d X 3 U N 3 
= X id X iN i  +  \ 2d X 2N 2 +  X3d X 3N 3 .
We now see that in the eigen-basis of U  each component of d X  has been scaled or 
stretched by a factor equal to the corresponding eigenvalue. The material cuboid is 
transformed into a distorted cuboid as shown in the middle part of figure 2.4 but the 
right angles between edges remain. Only the lengths of sides are stretched. This is 
the reason for U  being called a stretch tensor. The full mapping F  is completed by 
applying R  to the stretched cuboid. This preserves its the shape and size but rotates 
it in space. The right hand side of figure 2.4 illustrates the effect.
The left polar decomposition, F  = V R  may be analysed in a similar way except 
that we should consider an element parallel to the eigen-basis of V, { r i i ,n 2 , n 3}. 
This time the rigid rotation is applied first. Only then is the element stretched along 
its axes by the eigenvalues Ai, A2 , and A3.
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F  = R U
Figure 2.4: Right polar decomposition of F.
2.3.8 Strain Tensors
The deformation gradient has been introduced in section 2.3.4. This two point 
tensor relates infinitesimal changes in material position to corresponding infinitesimal 
changes in current position and is usually taken as the fundamental tensor describing 
deformation. However it is often useful to characterise a motion in terms of tensors 
which refer exclusively to either material or material descriptions. A number of such 
strain tensors may be constructed from the deformation gradient and are introduced 
in the following sections.
M a te ria l s tra in  tenso rs
The right Cauchy-Green tensor is defined as follows:
C  = F t F  . (2.47)
It is obvious from this definition that C  is symmetric.
The geometrical significance of the right Cauchy-Green tensor may be appreciated 
if we examine the ratio of the lengths of deformed to undeformed differential position 
vectors. Consider an infinitesimal change in material position dX  with length dX 
and direction N  (i.e. d X  =  dXAT) which deforms under a motion to the spatial line 
element da?. To first order da? =  F d X  = d X F N , so that we may write the square
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of the ratio of lengths as:
|ckc|2 dx  • dx
jd X f  =  d X - d X
(dX F N )  ■ ( d X F N )  
d X ~2
=  N TC N  . (2.48)
The local ratio of deformed to undeformed lengths is known as the stretch, A in the
material direction N .  The Cauchy-Green tensor therefore relates the square of the
stretch to the stretch direction via equation (2.48).
The right Cauchy-Green tensor may be expressed in terms of the right stretch 
tensor U  by inserting the right polar decomposition F  = R U  into definition (2.47) 
to obtain,
C  = (R U ) t R U  = u t r t r u
= U 2 , (2.49)
where we have used the orthogonality of R .
It is obvious from equation (2.49) that for any normalised eigenvector, IV^, of U  
with corresponding eigenvalue A^,
C N a =  U 2N a = A\ N a
Therefore C  and U  share the same eigenbasis, (N \, N 2, N 3) but the corresponding 
eigenvalues of C  are the square of those of U. It follows from this that the right
Cauchy-Green tensor may be represented in terms of the common eigenbasis as fol­
lows:
3
C  = J 2 Aa K a ® N a . (2.50)
A=1
Other material strain tensors include the Piola deformation tensor, defined as the 
inverse of the right Cauchy-Green Tensor:
B  =  C ~ l =  F ~ lF ~ T (2.51)
and the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, given by:
E = l- { C - I )  = 1 (1 *  F - I ) ,  (2.52)
where I  is the second order identity tensor.
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The Green-Lagrange tensor arises naturally when considering the difference be­
tween the square of the length of an infinitesimal line element in the deformed config­
uration and the square of its length in the original reference configuration. Working 
to first order we have
dx2 — d X 2 ~  F d X  ■ F d X  -  d X  • d X  
= d X  ■ F TF d X  -  d X  ■ d X  
= d X - ( F TF - I ) d X  
=  2 d X  ■ E d X  .
Recalling equation (2.49)we may express E  in terms of the material stretch tensor 
thus:
E = ' t { U 2 - I ) .  (2.53)
In this form the Green-Lagrange strain may be placed in a family of Lagrangian strain 
tensors defined by
' ~(U n — I )  n ^ O  ,
nV , (2.54)
E  =  E being obtained by setting n = 2. Other examples of the class are the 
Almansi tensor E^~l\  the Hencky tensor E ^  and the Biot tensor E ^ \
Spatial strain tensors
The left Cauchy-Green tensor is defined by:
b = F F t . (2.55)
Like its Lagrangian counterpart, the right Cauchy-Green tensor, b is symmetric and 
can be rewritten using the polar decomposition of F.  This time the left polar de­
composition, F  = V R ,  is used to give b in terms of the left stretch tensor V  thus:
V  =  V R  (V R ) t  =  V R R t V t  =  V 2 . (2.56)
It follows that b shares eigenvectors with V  but with corresponding eigenvalues
squared. Furthermore b may be represented in terms of the eigenprojection of V .  In 
a spatial analogue to equation (2.50) we have:
3
b = y ^ \ 2an a (g)na . (2.57)
a = l
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The spatial counterpart to the Green-Lagrange strain is known as the Almansi 
strain tensor and is defined as:
The Almansi strain belongs to a family of Eulerian strain tensors defined by:
2.4 Forces and Stresses
Having established a mathematical description of the motion of a continuum body 
we now seek a similar framework in which to discuss the associated forces that act 
upon the body.
2.4.1 Distributed Forces
As previously discussed m atter in continuum mechanics is considered to be dis­
tributed through space in a smooth continuous way. Likewise continuum theory also 
requires us to conceive of forces acting on the matter which are distributed rather 
than discrete in nature. Two types of such distributed forces may be distinguished: 
surface tractions and body forces.
Contact forces and surface tractions
Of fundamental importance in continuum mechanics is the concept of contact 
forces. These are forces acting on a continuum body which are applied at the bound­
ary surface of the body and which arise from material on the exterior side of the 
bounding surface. The body in question may constitute the entire body under con­
sideration in a given problem or a part of it.
The concept of contact forces has no place in an atomistic view of nature where 
forces are exchanged between particles at a distance. It is an idealisation of continuum 
physics to account for forces that are significant only over a range which is short in 
comparison to the scales of interest.
(2.58)
or in terms of the left stretch tensor:
(2.59)
(2.60)
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Once the notion of contact forces has been adopted it makes sense to consider the 
force per unit area acting on a given oriented surface. Figure 2.5 represents a general 
body occupying the region fio in its reference configuration mapped at some instance t 
by x ( t )  to its deformed configuration occupying the spatial region Cl. In the deformed 
configuration, illustrated on the right hand side, the arbitrary closed surface 5? lies 
within Ct and has outward normal n  at some spatial point x. A neighbourhood of 
surface points around x  is shown with area SS. The net contact force applied over 
this surface element and acting on the matter within S? is denoted Sf. The true or 
Cauchy traction, t  is then defined as
t  = lim . (2.61)
Js-*0 O S
It is assumed that this limit exists for any oriented surface in the continuum 
body. The total contact force acting on a body is then found by integrating the 
Cauchy tractions over the boundary surface of its current configuration. A further 
assumption, known as Cauchy’s postulate, is the statement that the traction at any 
given point on any oriented surface at any given instant depends only on the normal 
to the surface. That is to say that the traction on two or more surfaces which are 
parallel and coincident at some point is the same at that point regardless of their 
curvature. We may therefore write
t  = t(x,  n , t) . (2.62)
It is also possible to define a traction field which refers to the reference configu­
ration. If the surface element experiencing force Sf  originated from an undeformed 
surface element around material point X  with area SS and normal IV, as shown on 
the left of figure 2.5, then the first Piola-Kirchhoff traction is given by,
T ( X , N , t ) = } t o % .  (2.63)
B ody  Forces
In addition to contact forces applied to their surfaces, bodies may also be subject 
to forces applied throughout their volumes. These so called body forces arise from 
remote influences outwith the body and do not include boundary tractions. If an 
element around spatial point x  with volume Su in the current configuration is subject 
to a force Sf at time t then the body force at x  is defined as
..................  S f
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x(t)
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Figure 2.5: Traction on an infinitesimal surface element in the reference and deformed 
configurations.
More precisely equation (2.64) defines the body force with respect to current volume. 
It is also possible to define the body force with respect to reference volume from,
(2 -65)
where X  is the material point corresponding to x  and SV is the reference volume 
of the element with spatial volume Su. Some authors also refer to force per unit 
mass as body force. Note also that b and B  have previously been used to denote 
the left Cauchy-Green and right Piola deformation tensors respectively but in future 
equations it should be clear from the context which usage is being followed.
Internal and External Forces
It is important in the solution of problems concerning the motion a continuum 
body to distinguish between internal forces and external forces.
Internal forces are the forces acting on elements of a body due to the effect of the 
rest of the body. These are the forces that hold a solid together and stop it collapsing 
in on itself. It is assumed that all such forces can be accounted for by internal surface 
tractions. This amounts to an assumption that internal forces are essentially local so 
that remote parts of a body do not act upon each other directly.
External forces are the forces acting on a body from all sources outwith the body. 
These may be body forces applied throughout the volume of the body or boundary
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tractions applied to its bounding surface. A common example of the former is the 
gravitational attraction of a large external mass. A typical boundary traction is the 
pressure of a fluid acting on the inside of a solid cylinder. In this example the fluid 
or the cylinder might be the object of study. Thus what constitutes internal and 
external actions depends on the problem in question since this defines the continuum 
body to be studied.
2.4.2 The Cauchy Stress Tensor
It may be shown that the Cauchy traction, £, depends linearly on the normal 
n  to the surface under consideration. The relationship is therefore characterised by 
a second order tensor, termed the Cauchy or true stress tensor and denoted by cr. 
Hence we may write
t(tc, n , t) = <t ( x , t )n  . (2 .6 6 )
This crucial result is variously known as Cauchy’s stress theorem or simply Cauchy’s 
law. The proof, which may be found in many texts (e.g. the appendix to chapter 
3 in [12]), is obtained by considering the balance of momentum of an infinitesimal 
volume element within the continuum.
2.4.3 The First Piola-Kirchhoff Stress Tensor
We now seek the material analogue to equation (2.66). That is an expression 
relating the first Piola-Kirchhoff traction, T ( X ,  iV, t), to the normal surface direction, 
AT, in the reference configuration.
From equations (2.61) and (2.63) it may be seen that the force 5 f  acting on
an infinitesimal surface element may be expressed either in terms of the deformed
element area 5s and the Cauchy traction t  or in terms of the undeformed area of the
same element, 5S and the first Piola-Kirchhoff traction T. Thus we may write,
5 f  = 8s t ( x ( X ,  t), n , t) = 5 S T ( X ,  N ,  t) .
Substituting for t  from equation (2.66) introduces the Cauchy stress and gives,
5scrn = 6S T ( N )  , (2.67)
where for clarity we drop the explicit dependence on position and time. Recalling 
equation (2.32) (Nanson’s formula) we may relate the deformed and undeformed
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elemental areas via the deformation gradient, F,  thus,
6s n  = J F ~ t 6S N  .
Substituting for 5sn in the right hand side of equation (2.67) and cancelling the 
common factor 8 S  gives,
T ( N )  = ( J ctF - t ) N  .
Thus just as the Cauchy traction is linearly dependent on the spatial normal so the 
first Piola-Kirchhoff has a linear dependence on the Lagrangian normal. The first 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is defined as,
P  = JcrF~T , (2.68)
so that we may write,
T ( X ,  N ,  t) =  P ( X ,  t ) N  . (2.69)
2.4.4 Other Stress Tensors
A variety of other stress tensors may be defined in terms of the Cauchy stress. 
Two of the more commonly encountered examples follow.
The Second Piola-K irchhoff Stress Tensor
S  = J F ~ 1crF~T (2.70)
The Kirchhoff Stress Tensor
t  - Jcr (2-71)
2.5 C onservation P rincip les
We now seek to formulate some of the fundamental physical laws governing the 
mechanical behaviour of continua. Note that thermodynamic principles will not be 
addressed.
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2.5.1 Conservation of Mass
The Lagrangian or reference mass density at material point X  is defined as,
=  o W ’ (2 '72)
where 5M  is the mass contained within the infinitesimal material volume element 5V 
around X .
If at some time t, the reference volume element has deformed into a spatial element 
with volume v  at the point x  = x ( X , t )  then the Eulerian or current mass density 
is defined by
p ( x , t )  - lim ^  , (2.73)<Si>—>0 dv
where 5m is the mass contained within 5v.
Now since the spatial volume element 5v represents the volume occupied by the 
same matter originally contained within 5V in the reference configuration it follows 
that if mass is conserved then
5m = 5M .
Recalling equation (2.26) we may also relate current and deformed volume elements 
via the Jacobian, J  = det F, thus
Sv =  J5V  ,
so that the Eulerian density may be written,
p(x, t )  =  lim
5M
sv^o J5V '
Hence Eulerian and Lagrangian densities are related by,
Po = j p  ■ (2.74)
where of course po, p and J  are evaluated at corresponding material and spatial points. 
This equation expresses the principle of mass conservation for a continuum.
An equivalent statement of mass conservation may be obtained in terms of the 
Eulerian density and velocity fields alone without explicit reference to the reference 
density. Consider firstly that the Lagrangian density is independent of time so that 
its material time derivative vanishes. In view of equation (2.74) this means that
D ( J p )  Q
Dt
j p  T Jp = 0 . (2.75)
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Now the material time derivative of J  is given by equation (2.29) as
j  = JV  • v  ,
where I  is the second order identity tensor and v  the velocity field. Thus equation 
(2.75) becomes,
pJV  • v  +  Jp  =  0 .
The second term on the left of equation (2.5.1) may be expanded using expression 
(2.9) for the material time derivative of a spatial field so that,
p J V  ■ V + J  ( ^  +  Vp ■ t>) =  0
dp
—  +  pV • v  +  Vp • v  =  0 . 
at
Finally using the chain rule the last two terms on the left hand side may be consoli­
dated to give,
^  +  V • (pv) =  0 . (2.76)
Equation (2.76), sometimes known as the continuity equation, represents an expres­
sion of the principle of mass conservation in wholly spatial terms.
2.5.2 Balance of Linear M om entum
In classical mechanics the motion of a particle is governed by Newton’s second
law which equates the rate of change of the particle’s momentum to the force acting
upon it. This principle may be generalised to continuum mechanics by considering 
the total linear momentum of a continuum body,
Lift) =  f  pv dv (2.77)
Jo,
and the sum of the all forces acting on the body, f ( t ) .  We require every constituent 
particle of the body to obey Newton’s second law, so in the aggregate we have,
L(t)  = f ( t )  . (2.78)
Now the body will be subject to internal and external forces. However if Newton’s 
third law holds, stating that forces between particles are equal and opposite, then 
internal forces will cancel each other out in the sum over the body. In this case the
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total force on the body equals the sum of all external forces which may be external
surface tractions, t ( x , t )  or body forces b ( x , t ) .  Thus we have
f  = f external = f  tdv  +  [  bdv.
Jdn Jn
Assuming that the traction may be derived from a stress tensor field cr and applying 
the divergence theorem we obtain,
f  = [  (diver +  6)dv. (2.79)
Jn
Returning to consider the left hand side of equation (2.78), it is convenient to 
obtain the Lagrangian representation of the total momentum integral. Recalling 
(2.26) and (2.74), dv = J d V  and p0 — Jp , it follows that
pdv = p0dV  , (2.80)
so that equation (2.77) becomes
L  = [  povdV . (2.81)
J  fio
Since fio and Po are both independent of time we may readily differentiate to obtain
L =  f  pai)AV . (2.82)
J  fio
Using (2.80) again, this may be expressed in the spatial description as
L  =  f  pi)dv . (2.83)
J  fi
With equations (2.79) and (2.83) at hand, the linear balance equation (2.78) may 
be rewritten as
j  (diver +  b — pv )du =  0 . (2.84)
Jn
This equality holds for any domain of integration. It follows that the integrand must 
be zero everywhere and we finally obtain Cauchy  ;s f ir s t equation of m otion ,
diver +  b — pv =  0 . (2.85)
It can be shown that the equivalent expression of (2.85) in the material description 
is given by
D ivP +  B  -  p V d V  = 0 , (2.86)
where Div indicates the material divergence (the divergence with respect to reference 
coordinates), B  is the body force per unit undeformed volume and V  is simply the 
velocity expressed as a function of reference position.
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2.5.3 Balance of Angular M omentum
The total angular momentum of a body is given in the spatial formulation by
J  — / (x  x pv)dv ,
Jci
and equivalently in terms of integration in the material domain by
J  = / (x  x p0v)dV  ,
J  Oo
where as before (2.80) has been used to switch between spatial and material formu­
lations. In the latter form we may may readily differentiate with respect to time to 
obtain the rate of change as,
j  = / (x x  p0v  +  x  x p0v)dV
J  fio
= (x x  pQv)dV  .
J  fino
Using (2.80) again the spatial equivalent is obtained as
j  = (x x  p u ) d i
J  fi
Invoking linear momentum balance for each integral element we may say that pvdv = 
f ( x ) d v  where f ( x ) d v  is the net force acting on element du at spatial position x. 
This force will be made up of internal and external contributions. However if it is 
assumed that internal forces between particles are not only equal and opposite but 
also directed along the line joining interacting particles 2 then the moments of these 
forces will cancel out in the integral. In this case we need only consider external 
forces which may be surface tractions t  or body forces b. The balance of angular 
momentum for the body may thus be expressed as
(x x  p v )du = (x x  t)da +  / {x x  6 )du .
J  n  J  do, J  o
Assuming that the traction may be derived from a stress field cr this becomes 
/ (x x  pv)dv = (x x  <jn)da -f / (x x  b)dv ,
J  n  J  do, J  ci
2This condition is sometimes referred to as the strong law o f action  and reaction  in distinction 
to the weak law of action and reaction  whereby forces are equal and opposite but not necessarily 
central [38]. Such forces do exist but will not be considered here.
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where n  is unit normal to the boundary surface d£l. Applying the divergence theorem 
to the first term on the right hand side leads to
/ (x  x pv)dv  =  / (x  x diver — S  : cr)dv + /  (x b)dv ,
J </ 1/
where we have introduced the permutation tensor defined by S  =  e^k^i ® ® £k-
Rearranging yields
/  S  : adv  = x  x  (diver +  b — p v)d v  . (2.87)
Jsi Jo.
In view of the Cauchy’s first equation of motion (2.85) the right hand side above must 
vanish and since (2.87) holds for any domain Q it follows that
S  : a  =  0  .
It may easily be verified that this holds if and only if o is symmetric and so we finally 
may wuite
crT =  er . (2.88)
This important equation expresses the conservation of angular momentum and is 
known as C auchy’s second equation o f motion.
2.5.4 Balance of mechanical energy
It follows from the balance of momentum laws that the rate of work done by 
external forces on a body must equal the rate of work done by the internal forces 
plus the rate of change of the total kinetic energy of the body. To see how this comes 
about consider firstly the rate of work done by tractions on the boundary surface. 
Over an infinitesimal deformed surface element 5s the rate of work done by traction 
t  will be (t5s) • v . Thus the total power of the external surface tractions is JdQ t  • vds.
Expressing the traction in terms of the Cauchy stress and surface normal, t  = a n ,
and using the divergence theorem we may rewrite this power term as
/ t  • vds =  / (diver • v  +  cr : Vu) dv .
J  on J  n
Now from Cauchy’s first equation of motion (2.85) we may subtract the vanishing 
term (diva +  h — pv) • v  to the integrand above without changing the result to obtain
/ t  • vds =  / {diver • v  +  a  : Vv — (diver +  b — pv) • v} dv
J dQ J
=  / {er : I — h • v  +  p v  • v} dv ,
Jn
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where in the last step we have introduced the spatial velocity gradient I which by 
definition (2.15) equals Vv. Since a is symmetric by Cauchy’s second equation of 
motion (2 .8 8 ) we can replace I by its symmetric part, the rate of deformation tensor 
d. Noting also that v  • v  =  ^ ( | v  • v) we may rearrange the last equation to obtain
f  t  • vds +  [  b vdv = (  cr : ddv +  [  p—  (~v  • u)du .
Jan Jn Jn Jn  Dt 2
By use of (2.26) and (2.74) we take the material time derivative outside the integral
so that
f  t  • vds +  f  b • vdv  =  f  cr : ddv +  —  ( f  p - v  ■ v  j du . (2.89)
Jan Jn Jn  Dt \ J Q 2 J
This equation represents the balance of mechanical energy. The left hand side rep­
resents the rate of work done by external forces (surface tractions and body forces). 
The second term on the right is the rate of change of the total kinetic energy within 
Q. This leaves the first term on the right J^ cr : ddv which we identify as the rate of
work done by internal forces or total stress power. It may be shown that the stress
power has equivalent representation in terms of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress as
[  P  : F d V  . (2.90)
J  Oo
In view of (2.90) cr and P  are said to be work conjugate to d  and F  respectively.
cr : d d v  =
n  
2.5.5 Principle of Virtual Work
The statement of linear momentum balance provided by equation (2.85) is ex­
pressed in the so called strong form. It relates local values of the field variables and 
their derivatives in a point wise fashion. Conservation of momentum can also be 
expressed in a wholly equivalent weak formulation in terms of a global functional of 
the relevant fields. The weak form of momentum conservation provides the basis of 
most finite element method solutions to problems in solid mechanics.
Virtual Work in the Spatial D escription
We begin by invoking an arbitrary spatial vector field, ry(®), with the dimensions 
of distance. These virtual displacements, as they are known, are purely notional 
and are independent of time. Taking the dot product of equation (2.85) with 77 and 
integrating over the volume domain, f2, of the body gives:
/ (diver +  b — pv)  • rjdv = 0 for arbitrary 77. (2.91)
Jn
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Equation (2.85) clearly implies equation (2.91) as it states that (diva- +  b — pv) 
vanishes everywhere. Conversely equation (2.91) can only hold for every rj if the 
term in brackets is identically zero, so that (2.91) implies equation (2.85). 
Rearranging gives:
/ [diver • 77 +  (b — pv) • rj]dv = 0 for arbitrary 77. (2.92)
Jn
Considering the first term of the integrand, we have:
j  • dcFijf
d l v a ' v  =  & 7 1*
_ d „ \ drli
d x j Kl j n/  lJdxj  
=  div(crr7) — cr : V 77 .
Substituting into equation (2.92) gives:
/ [div(cr?7 ) — cr : V 77 +  ( 6  — pv) ■ rj]dv = 0  for arbitrary 77.
Jn
Application of the divergence theorem to the first term of the integrand yields:
/ (err)) • nds — /  [cr : V 77 — (b — pv) • r)]dv = 0 for arbitrary 77. (2.93)
J on Jn
The first integrand may be rewritten thus:
(0 -77) • n  = aijPjUi
= CTjiTiiPj since cr is symmetric 
=  (cm)  • 77 ,
so that equation (2.93) becomes:
/ (crn) • 77ds — / [cr : V 77 — (h — pv) • 77]du =  0 for arbitrary 77. (2.94)
J on J  0
On the boundary crn = i, where t  is the applied boundary traction. Thus we obtain 
the virtual work equation in  the spatial description :
/ t  ■ rjds — / [cr : V 77 — (b — pv) • 77]du =  0 for arbitrary 77. (2.95)
Jon Jn
If v  =  0 everywhere the body is in static equilibrium and equation (2.95) simplifies
to:
/ t  • ?7ds — [er : V 77 — b • 77]du =  0 for arbitrary 77, (2.96)
J  on J  n
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V irtual Work in the M aterial D escription
The principle of virtual work may also be expressed in terms of material quantities. 
Firstly we introduce the body force per unit reference volume, B  = J b , the surface 
traction per unit reference area, T  =  t  (the first Piola-Kirchhoff traction), and the 
material density, p0 — Jp > so that using relation (2.26) equation (2.95) becomes:
j  T  • rjdS — j  [Jcr : V 77 — (B  — poV) • rj]dV = 0 for arbitrary rj, (2.97)
J  dQo J  Oo
where V ( X )  — v(x) .  Considering the integrand of the second term in isolation:
drjiJcr : V 77 =  Jcr.
= Jcr
'3 dXj 
dpi d X k 
13 d X k dxj
=  JcrF~T : Vo rj .
Recalling equation (2.68), P  =  JarF~T , we obtain:
Jcr : V 77 =  P  : V 0T7 , (2.98)
so that equation (2.97) becomes:
j  T  ■ rjdS — f  [P : Vo^ — (B  — PoV) • rj\dV — 0 for arbitrary rj, (2.99)
J  <90 0 J  Oo
which expresses the principle o f virtual work in  the m aterial form .
In the case of static equilibrium, V  =  0, equation (2.99) simplifies to:
/  T  • rjds — I  [P : Vorj — B  • rj]dV = 0 for arbitrary 77. (2.100)
J  dQ. 0 J  Oo
2.6 C on stitu tive Laws
In previous sections principles governing the motion of continua have been ex­
pounded without making any distinction between different types of material. Expe­
rience shows that two bodies differing only in their material composition will deform 
differently under the same system of external forces. This is due to differing relation­
ships between stress and deformation. The role of constitutive theory is to formulate 
material specific laws which model these relationships. Moreover the problem of 
solving the equations of motion is not well posed without specifying a constitutive 
relationship.
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In this section three principles which inform the formulation of constitutive laws 
(following [119] for instance) are set out. We shall treat these as axiomatic 3. Fol­
lowing this we consider some special classes of constitutive models. Finally a small 
selection of specific material models are described.
2.6.1 Fundamental principles of constitutive theory  
Determ inism
At any given time the stress at a point in a body is determined by the history of 
the motion of the body up to that instant. In terms of the Cauchy stress this means 
we can write
<r ( X , t ) = s ( x i; X , t )  , (2.101)
where s is a functional of the history of the motion, x* as well as a function of material 
position X  and time t. Formally x* represents the restriction of the motion function 
%(X, r)  to the range — oo < t  < t. In other words only the past experience of a body 
influences its stress response. Note that here x 1 indicates the history of the motion 
of the whole body not just the trajectory of the particle at X .
Equivalently in terms of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress we write
P ( X , i ) = « p ( x ‘; X , t )  . (2.102)
Localism
The principle of local action states that the stress at material point X  depends 
only on the motion within a small neighbourhood of X .  The motion of distant 
particles is thus assumed to have no influence. This rules out considering long range 
forces such as gravity being considered as internal forces. If two motion histories x* 
and x* are identical within an arbitrarily small neighbourhood j V ( X )  of X  then the 
stress at X  must be the same no m atter how x 1 aRd X 1 differ outside jV (X ') .  This 
may be expressed formally as:
[ x ( X ‘, r) = x ( X ’, r) V X ' 6 JT{X),  r  <  t ]
=*• [ qp(x i;X ,« )  =  <p(xt; X , 0  ] . (2 .103)
3The fundamental nature of the principles of localism and material frame invariance have been
questioned in the literature. For instance Ryskin [98] rejects the strict validity of frame indiffer­
ence pointing to the violation of Newton’s laws in non inertial frames of reference. However for 
the purposes of the present work the principles assumed in this section are at least close enough 
approximations if not fundamental truths of nature.
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M aterial O bjectivity
In loose terms the principle of material frame indifference or material objectivity 
requires that constitutive laws are the same for all observers of a body undergoing 
deformation. A more precise account of the principle requires us to consider the way 
in which measurements in different frames of reference relate to each other.
We begin by introducing the notion of a Euclidean transformation. This relates 
the spatial position, x , and time t , measured by observer, O , to the spatial position, 
*, and time, t, measured by a second observer, O, according the following equations:
x ( X , t )  = c(t) + Q( t ) x ( X , t )  ; t = t + r ,  (2.104)
where Q( t ) is an orthogonal second rank tensor (representing a rotation) and c(t) is 
the displacement of the O ’s origin relative to CTs.
It may be easily shown that any displacement u  = y  — x,  where y  and x  are 
positions, transforms according to:
u  = y  — x  = Q (t)u  . (2.105)
Any spatial vector field which transforms in this way between observers is termed an 
objective vector field.
The distance between x  and y  , f f u  • it, has the same value in both frames, i.e.
u  • u  = Q( t )u  • Q (t)u  =  Q(t )Q( t )Tu  • u  =  u  • u  . (2.106)
A scalar variable which, like distance, remains the same in every Euclidian frame of 
reference is known as an objective scalar field.
Consider next the spatial gradient of an objective vector field, v , given by observer 
O as:
_  dv  
V u  =  —  . 
ox
Observer O will measure the gradient of the same field as:
- dv dv  dxV v  =  —  = --------- .
d x  d x  dx
Since v is objective, v  =  Q(t)v,  so that Jjj =  Q( t ) |^ .  It follows from equation (2.104) 
that =  Q T. Thus the gradient transforms according to:
V v  = Q ( V v ) Q t . (2.107)
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A spatial second rank tensor which transforms in this way is known as an objective 
tensor field. For instance it can be shown that Cauchy stress is objective so that:
& = QcrQT . (2.108)
In general a spatial tensor field of rank n, U\ ® u 2 0  • • • 0  u n is called an objective 
tensor field  if under a Euclidean transformation it changes according to the following 
rule:
(ui ® u 2 ® • • • <g> u n) = Q u i  ® Q u 2 ® • • • ® Q u n . (2.109)
Equations (2.105), and (2.107) are special cases of this.
The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor field is also considered to be objective but 
as a two point tensor it may be shown to transform according to
P  =  Q P  . (2 .1 1 0 )
The displacement gradient is also an objective two point tensor and transforms in the
following way:
— 3 x  3
F  =  d x  =  a x { c + Q x )  =  Q F - (2111)
We now state the principle o f m aterial objectivity in the following terms:
If a motion x  = (p(X,  t) and associated stress field cr as measured in one 
frame of reference satisfies a valid constitutive equation then the trans­
formed motion and stress (<p ,<t ) measured by another Euclidean observer 
must also satisfy the same equation.
In terms of the constitutive Cauchy stress functional s  we may say that if the consti­
tutive equation
a { X , t ) = s { Xt-,X, t )  , (2 . 112)
holds for the frame of reference of observer O then it follows that the same functional 
$ is valid for any other observer O so that
& ( X , t ) = s ( x t; X , t )  , (2.113)
where x* is the history of the motion observed by O (i.e. x* subjected to the Euclidean
transformation (2.104)). In view of (2.108) we may write
QS(xt; X Il)QT = S(x ‘;X , t )  . (2.114)
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Equivalently in terms of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress the objectivity condition be­
comes
Q<V(x t; X , t )  = ¥ ( x t\ X , t )  . (2.115)
Any constitutive law which does not satisfy this condition is frame dependent and 
must be considered invalid.
2.6.2 Special classes of constitutive law 
Simple M aterials
A material whose stress response to all deformation histories may be inferred from 
its response to all homogeneous deformation histories is termed a simple material We 
mean by a homogeneous deformation history one in which the deformation gradient 
at any given time is uniform throughout the body. It follows that the stress response 
at some material point depends only on the history of the deformation at tha t point. 
In other words the constitutive equation for a simple material takes the form
a { X , t ) = s { F \ X ) - X , t )  , (2.116)
where F t( X)  is the history of the deformation gradient experienced at material point 
X .  Note that since the gradient F  is defined with respect to a reference configuration 
the functional $ depends on the choice of this reference configuration.
The constitutive relation (2.116) clearly satisfies the principles of determinism and 
locality automatically. The principle of material objectivity requires that
Q s (F t)Q T = s ( Q F ‘) , (2.117)
holds for all rotations Q  and all F  where the dependencies on X  and t are now
understood. Applying the right polar decomposition (2.33) to the deformation history
on the right hand side we obtain
Q s(F*)Q t  -  s { Q R tU t) . (2.118)
Since R  is always proper orthogonal this must hold for Q(t)  =  (R t)T and so after 
rearranging we obtain
s ( F f) =  R h s i U ^ R 1)1 . (2.119)
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M aterials w ith internal variables
The dependence of the stress on the entire history of the motion is the most general 
form of constitutive relation but in practice too complicated to deal with in solving 
real problems. This difficulty is avoided in material models which employ internal 
variables. The stress response for such models depends only on the current state of 
the body as characterised by the current configuration and instantaneous values of a 
finite number of internal variables. These internal variables evolve in time according 
to rules prescribed for the model. They can be thought of as encapsulating the 
essential features of the deformation history which influence the present behaviour.
The stress dependence for a simple material with a set of internal variables a  may 
be written
cr = s ( F { X , f), X , t, a )  . (2.120)
Cauchy elastic m aterials
A simple material whose stress response at any point depends only on the current 
deformation gradient at that point is known as a Cauchy elastic material The path 
of the motion experienced by a body of such material in deforming from the reference 
to the current configurations is immaterial. The general constitutive relation for a 
Cauchy elastic material takes the form
a  =  s ( F ( X , t ) , X )  . (2 .1 2 1 )
Note that the function s does not depend explicitly on t since the stress response is 
path independent and therefore cannot depend on the time taken to reach the current 
configuration.
H yperelasticity
An important subset of the elastic materials is made up by so called hyperelastic 
materials. These are defined by the existence of a scalar field, ^ ( F ,  X ), known as 
the free-energy function, from which the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress may be derived 
according to:
M ( F , X )P ( X , t ) — po , (2.122)
where po is the material density. Some authors refer to hyperelastic materials as 
Green elastic materials.
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The free-energy represents a potential energy per unit mass. An equivalent func­
tion known as the Helmholtz free-energy function ( ^ h = Po1^ )  and representing 
energy per unit reference volume is sometimes used instead. In this alternative for­
mulation, the equivalent of equation (2 .1 2 2 ) may be written without the mass density 
Po•
A homogeneous material has a free-energy function which has no direct depen­
dence on position, X .  That is 4/ has the same functional dependence on F  throughout 
the material. This is not to say that 4/ has the same value at everywhere since F  
in general varies with position. A free-energy function that only depends on F  is 
referred to as a strain-energy or stored-energy function.
Other stress tensors may readily by derived from the free-energy function. 
Cauchy Stress Tensor:
<7 =  J~1P F t  = ■ (2-123)
Kirchhoff Stress Tensor:
r  =  J<T =  p0^ T . (2-124)
Second Piola-Kirchhoff Stress Tensor:
S  = J F - 1<j F ~ t = p0F ~ 1^  . (2.125)
It follows from the principle of material objectivity that any arbitrary choice of 4/ 
as a function of F  is not valid. In fact it can be shown that 4/ must only depend on 
F  through the right Cauchy-Green tensor C  — F F T. ie. there exists a function 'k 
such that:
4>(F) -  i ( C )  .
The function is referred to as the reduced form of the free-energy function 4/.
The stress relations (2.122), (2.123) and (2.124) (2.125) may be rewritten in the 
reduced form.
First Piola-Kirchhoff Stress Tensor:
d^fP  = 2Fp0—  , (2.126)
Cauchy Stress Tensor:
2  p o ^ w r
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Kirchhoff Stress Tensor:
(2.128)
Second Piola-Kirchhoff Stress Tensor:
(2.129)
2.6.3 M aterial sym m etry
In general the constitutive functionals s and are particular to the choice of 
reference configuration. However for some materials there exists a set of reference
configurations which have the same constitutive functional. Such materials are said 
to exhibit a degree of material symmetry.
We focus on Cauchy elastic materials and consider a motion with respect to two 
different reference configurations. Figure 2.6 illustrates the mappings x  = %(X) and 
x  = y '(X ')  from the two reference configurations to the same current configuration. 
The mapping between the two reference configurations from X '  to X  is denoted by k  
and is given by k  = x ~ l (x!{X')).  Now if the Cauchy elastic stress response function 
$ is the same for the two reference configurations then we have
where F  is the deformation gradient Grad%(X, t) and F'  is the deformation gradient 
G radx^X ', t). However by the chain rule F'  is given by
We denote by the set of all invertible tensors K  which satisfy (2.132) for arbitrary 
F.  It is easily shown that Sf contains an inverse for each member as well as the identity 
tensor and that it is closed under tensor multiplication. Hence in mathematical terms 
the set is a group termed the symmetry group of the response function s.
The symmetry condition may also be expressed in terms of the first Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress and its response function ^3. Unlike the Cauchy stress cr, the first Piola- 
Kirchhoff stress itself depends on the choice of reference configuration. Thus we have 
P  representing the current state of stress with respect to the reference configuration
s (F )  = s (F ' ) (2.130)
FGrad#c(X') =  F K (2.131)
where K  is the gradient of n (X ') .  Substituting for F'  in (2.130) gives
s{F)  = s ( F K )  . (2.132)
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with coordinates X  and P '  representing the same current state with respect to the 
second reference configuration with coordinates X ' .  Using the standard relation 
(2.68) between first Piola-Kirchhoff and Cauchy stress tensors P  is obtained from the 
stress response function 93
P  = =  det F s (F )F ~ t , (2.133)
defined in terms of the Cauchy response function s.  Similarly P '  may be obtained 
by evaluating the stress response function 9 ^  with respect to the second reference 
configuration:
P ’ = 93\ F ’) =  det F's '(F ')  {F')~T . (2.134)
where F '  = F K  as before and s'  is the Cauchy response function with respect to this 
second reference configuration. Suppose that K  belongs to the symmetry group 
of the Cauchy stress response function s  so that s' (F ')  = s (F ')  = s ( F K )  =  s (F) .  
In this case
= q j(F ')  (2.135)
and the right hand side of equation (2.134) becomes
d e t ( F K ) s ( F ) ( F K ) ~ T = det K  det F s ( F ) F - TK ~ T = d e t K ^ ( F ) K ~ T. (2.136)
Thus we obtain the symmetry condition
?P(FK) = det K * p ( F ) K ~ T, (2.137)
that is satisfied by all K  in the symmetry group & common to s  and ^3. Commonly 
K  represents a rotation so that det IT =  1 and K ~ l = K T. In this case (2.137) 
simplifies to
93 ( F K )  = 93 {F )K .  (2.138)
N oll’s rule
We consider again the Cauchy stress response functions s  and s  for the same 
material with respect to two different reference configurations Xo and %o respectively.
However it is not assumed that the gradient L  of the mapping from Xo to Xo is a
member of the symmetry group ^  of s.  The current deformation has gradients F  
and F  = F L  with respect to the two reference configurations and we may write
s ( F ) = s ( F ) , (2.139)
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Figure 2.6: Change of reference configuration.
for arbitrary deformation gradient F.  The left hand side above may be re-expressed 
thus
s ( F ) = s { F L ~ 1) (2.140)
=  s ( F L ~ lK )  where K  e & (2.141)
=  s ( F L ~ lK L ) \ . (2.142)
Taking (2.139) and (2.139) together we see that
s{F)  =  s ( F L ~ lK L )  , (2.143)
and thus the set of tensors of the form L ~ lK L  makes up the symmetry group ^  say
for the response function s. In other words the symmetry groups associated with the
two reference configurations are related by
<S = L ~ Yy L  (2.144)
This result is known as Noll’s rule.
Isotropy
A material model whose symmetry group contains all rotations is said to be 
isotropic. An isotropic Cauchy elastic model thus has a Cauchy stress response func­
tion that satisfies
s ( F ) = s ( F Q )  for all invertible F  and rotations Q.  (2.145)
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In terms of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress function ^3 this condition may equivalently 
be written
q2 ( F ) Q = s ( F Q )  for all invertible F  and rotations Q. (2.146)
For a hyperelastic material it may be shown that isotropy in conjunction with
the requirement of objectivity requires that the strain-energy may be expressed as 
a function of the principal invariants of the left Cauchy Green tensor b =  F F T. 
Accordingly we may write
^  =  ^ (6) =  f ( / 1, / 2, / 3) ,  (2.147)
where
I\ = tr[b\ , I2 =  ]^{ll ~  tr[b2]}, J3 = det b . (2.148)
The Kirchhoff stress may be derived from this potential according to:
t  =  2p0—  . (2.149)
The stress r  is an isotropic function of b. Using this fact it can be shown that r  can 
be expressed as:
r  = 7(j9_16-1 + I k !  +  Pib) , (2.150)
where:
Po =  2p0
P i =
V h
2 p0
' a t  a v '
0 I2 d l3
V h  dli
are known as the elastic response functions.
Another important way in which the strain-energy function may be represented 
is in terms of the principal stretches Ai, A2 and A3 . Recall that these are the eigen­
values of the stretch tensors (17 or V )  obtained from the polar decomposition of the 
deformation gradient. In this formulation the strain-energy is written as:
T =  T(Ai, A2, A3) , (2.151)
and the principal Kirchhoff stresses, (the eigenvalues of the Kirchhoff stress tensor), 
are derived from:
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The full Kirchhoff stress tensor may be recovered from the principal values by means 
of its spectral representation:
3
T = 'Y 2 Tin i ® n i i (2.153)
i=1
where n* are the normalised eigenvectors of b.
2.6.4 Some exam ples of H yperelastic M aterial M odels
Saint Venant-KirchofF M odel
This is one of the simplest hyperelastic constitutive models. The strain-energy 
function is given by:
=  - h ( t r E f  + — E  : E
2/?o Po
=  w ^ c ) 2 - ^ c w ^ c + t c --c + { w y ^ ) '  (2 -i54)
where E  = | ( C  — 7) =  |  (F F T — I)  is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, and A and 
p are the Lame coefficients familiar from small strain linear elasticity.
This yields the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress as:
* - 9
8 C
A 3A
—trC — -—  p 
2 2 p
I  — fiC
= \ { t i E ) I  +  2piE , (2.155)
The Saint Venant-Kirchoff constitutive law is one of the older material models but 
is little used in large deformation mechanics.
Hencky M odel
This model is due to Hencky [45] and is intended to be applied to vulcanised 
rubber. The strain-energy is most conveniently expressed in terms of the Eulerian 
logarithmic strain tensor, defined as:
e =  i  In 6  , (2.156)
where b =  F F T is the left Cauchy Green tensor.
In terms of e the Hencky strain-energy function is defined as:
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where D  is the rank 4 tensor given, in terms of material constants G and K,  by:
D  = 2GI + (K - ~ G ) I  ® I . (2.158)
3
Note that D  has the same form as the small strain elasticity tensor.
It can be shown that the Kirchhoff stress tensor derived from the Hencky free- 
energy function admits the particularly simple representation:
r  = D  : e . (2.159)
Ogden M odel
The Ogden model [84] has proved successful in modeling rubber-like materials at 
very large strains. The Ogden strain-energy function is expressed in terms of the 
principal stretches, Ai, A2 and A3 (the eigenvalues of the stretch tensor U  or V).  The 
general function takes the form:
1 N
\P =  — V  — (A?p +  A?p +  A?p -  3) , (2.160)
Po p «p
where the constants fj,p and ap constitute a set of shear modulae and dimensionless
powers respectively. The positive integer N  determines the number of terms in the
series.
Originally perfect incompressibility was assumed. This imposes the constraint on 
the principal stretches that their product should equal one.
However a modified version known as the regularised Ogden model allows for
compressibility. This is based on the isochoric/volumetric decomposition of the de­
formation gradient:
F  =  FisoFv = FvFiso , (2.161)
where the isochoric component, Fiso: is given by:
Fiso = J - h F  , (2.162)
and the volumetric component Fv is given by:
Fv = j h .  (2.163)
Clearly det(i^so) =  1 so that the isochoric component preserves volume.
On the basis of this split, the isochoric left Cauchy-Green tensor is defined as:
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and the isochoric stretch tensor is given by:
Viso = y /b ~ , (2.165)
with eigenvectors AJ, A£ and AJ known as the principal isochoric stretches. It can be
easily shown that these are related to the principal stretches according to:
AI =  E  = -----^ — r . (2.166)
J*  (A1A2A3)3
The regularised Ogden strain-energy function is expressed in terms of the isochoric 
principal stretches by:
1 N 1
^  =  — V  ^  [(AI)°* +  (AI)0* +  (AI)0* -  3] +  - i f ( ln  J f  . (2.167)
P0p<*p 2
From this potential the following expression for the ith principal Kirchhoff stress is 
derived:
. dV
Ti ~  Po ‘dA*
0 ‘ \  cVA) 8 \ ,  8 X ’2 8X,  8X1 d J  8 X , )  '
where no summation is implied by repeated indices.
This yields the principal Kirchhoff stress, in terms of the principal stretches and 
Jacobian, as:
N
p =  1
+ K l n J .  (2.169)
2.7 T he Q uasi-Static In itia l B oundary Value P rob­
lem
In this section we formulate the problem of determining the motion of a body given 
its initial state and the constitutive laws governing its stress response. It is assumed 
that the body is subject to certain known constraints on its boundary displacements 
and some prescribed external forces. We seek the displacement field u(x ,  t) such that 
the balance of momentum is maintained. The formulation is presented in variational 
form based on the virtual work principle introduced in section 2.5.5. This form is 
well suited to the application of the finite element method.
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In the next subsection we describe the boundary conditions applied to the prob­
lem. Following this the problem is stated in equivalent Eulerian and Lagrangian 
terms. Note that we only consider here the conventional mixture of prescribed forces 
and boundary constraints that are found in most texts. In subsequent chapters we 
shall deal with a wider variety of constraints which form an essential part of the 
homogenisation procedure.
2.7.1 Conventional boundary conditions
Figure 2.7 illustrates the motion of a continuum body subject to a system of 
prescribed constraints. The body occupies its reference configuration fio at time to- 
The boundary of the reference domain, <9fto, is split into two parts dtl™ and OQq which 
map onto dftu (t) and df^ft) respectively as the motion progresses. It is assumed that 
these two parts do not overlap and that their union makes up the whole boundary. 
The following constraints are to be enforced:
Boundary tractions.
At each instant of the motion the Cauchy traction over dQt is explicitly pre­
scribed. That is for a given function t  we have
[ t (x ,  t') =  t(x ,  t') Vs G ^ ( f 7) ] V t ' G [ t 0 , t ] .  (2.170)
The prescription of boundary tractions is often known as the natural boundary 
condition.
Boundary displacem ents.
The displacements over dClu are given by
[ u ( x } t') = u (x ,  t') \ /x G dClu {t') ] V t ; G[ t 0 , t ] .  (2.171)
This constraint is known as the essential boundary condition. Sufficiently reg­
ular fields that satisfy this condition define the set of kinematically admissible 
displacement fields:
Jff  =  {u  : £2 x R  —> ^  | u(x ,  t) — u(x ,  t ') Mx G dCLu (t'), Vt' G [to, t]} ,
(2.172)
where is the space of a displacement vectors.
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dQ
b(x,t)
i[x,t)
Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of conventional initial and boundary constraints. 
Body forces
The history of body forces acting on the body is given by
[ b(x, t') = b(x, if) Vcc G n(t') } V t' G [t0, t] . (2.173)
Initial conditions
If the constitutive model for the body is formulated in terms of internal variables 
a  then their initial values are fully specified according to
a { X , t 0) = a 0( X )  \ / X e Q 0 . (2.174)
2.7.2 The M echanical Quasi-static I.B .V .P. - Spatial Descrip­
tion
With reference to the definitions of the previous subsections we now define the 
problem in spatial terms as follows.
Problem  2.7.2
Given:
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$ -  the constitutive Cauchy stress functional 
a  (to) -  the initial values of the internal variables of s  
JC -  the space of kinematically admissible displacements 
t (x,  t) -  prescribed boundary traction on dQf 
b(x, t )  -  prescribed body force
find the kinematically admissible displacement field, w G X ,  that solves 
the virtual work equation:
I [cr(t) : V 77  — b(t) ■ rj ]dv — /  t(t) • rj da =  0 V77 G %  ,
JQ(t)
(2.175)
such that everywhere and at each instant the Cauchy stress er satisfies the 
constitutive law characterised by the functional s  and where the space of 
virtual displacements at time t  is defined as:
% — {*7 : ft{t) —* ^  | ^{x)  =  0  V* €  <9f2u (t)} .
Note that equation (2.175) differs from the equilibrium equation (2.96) by the term 
Ianu(t) ,r 7 da. However because we insist that 77 is zero on the part of the boundary 
with prescribed displacements, <9flu(t), this term vanishes. This is important since t 
is not known a priori over this domain.
2.7.3 The Mechanical Quasi-static IB V P - M aterial Descrip­
tion
The following expression of the equilibrium problem formulated using the material 
version of the virtual work equation is equivalent to the spatial problem 2.7.2.
Problem  2.7.3
Given:
93 -  the constitutive first Piola-Kirchhoff stress functional 
&(to) ~ the initial values of the internal variables of ^3 
JC -  the space of kinematically admissible displacements 
T ( X , t )  -  prescribed first Piola-Kirchhoff traction on 
B ( X , t )  -  prescribed body force per unit undeformed volume
find the kinematically admissible displacement field, U  E JC, that solves 
the virtual work equation:
f  [P ( t ) - .V o V - B ( t ) - V\ d V  -  f  T ( t ) - r , d A  = 0 Vij 6 % ,
jQo(t)  J dCl {^t)
(2.176)
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such that everywhere and at each instant the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P  
satisfies the constitutive law characterised by the functional and where 
the space of virtual displacements at time t is defined as:
y t = { q :  n(t)  -► ^  I T){X) = 0  VX G (i)} .
Chapter 3
R eview  of the finite elem ent 
m ethod
This chapter presents a concise description of the finite element method as it is 
used to solve quasi-static problems in non-linear mechanics of the type specified in 
2.7. Attention is restricted to quasi-static applications.
The typical strategy employed in solving such problems is to find a way of ap­
proximating the continuous governing equations by a set of linear equations. This 
involves the use of three types of approximation within the overall algorithm:
• Spatial discretisation. This is the fundamental finite element procedure 
whereby the continuum body is divided into a mesh of nodes and elements. 
Field variables are interpolated between nodal values on the basis of assumed 
shape functions.
• Temporal discretisation. Under time varying prescribed loads and displace­
ments it is necessary to solve history dependent constitutive laws in an incre­
mental way.
• Linearisation. The basis of the numerical solution (by the Newton Raphson 
method or similar) of the equilibrium equation is the linearisation of the virtual 
work expression.
In this chapter each of the aspects mentioned above will be discussed. In the final 
section an overview of a complete algorithm will be presented.
The material discussed represents some well established techniques and is drawn 
from references [4,17,127].
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3.1 Spatial D iscretisa tion
Fundamental to any finite element implementation is the discretisation of the 
domain, fi0, of the continuum body in space. This procedure consists of dividing 
the body, in its reference configuration, into a finite number of subregions. These are 
normally polyhedra (polygons in two dimensional problems or simply line segments in 
one dimensional cases) and are generally irregularly shaped for convenience according 
to the details of the specific problem. If the body has a curved boundary then the 
union of plane faced polyhedra can only approximate the overall domain.
In addition to this volumetric division a finite number of points within are 
selected as nodes. A node may lie on the boundary between two subregions or at a 
vertex where three or more subregions meet, or it may be located in the interior of 
a subregion. Typically when polyhedra are used to subdivide the domain, a node is 
placed at each vertex.
Together the pattern of subdivision and nodal assignments is known as the mesh. 
The choice of mesh is made to suit each specific problem.
3.1.1 Parametric Finite Elements
Each of the subregions is mapped onto a standardised finite element. This is a 
topographically similar shape, existing in its own space, that is isomorphic to the 
material subregion. That is a one to one correspondence can be established between 
each point in the material subregion and a point belonging to the element. In partic­
ular one can identify a nodal point in the element corresponding to each node in the 
material subregion.
Typically the mesh consists of a set of irregular polyhedra which are mapped onto 
regular polyhedra. For simplicity it is natural to choose the subregions of the mesh 
so that they all map onto to a single element shape or a small number of them. For 
instance one might divide the body into irregular skewed tetrahedra of arbitrary sizes 
that could then all be mapped onto a standard regular tetrahedron.
The finite element is equipped with its own coordinate system. These coordinates 
are usually referred to as the element parameters and usually range from — 1 to 1 
over the element domain. Since the mesh subregion and the parametric element are 
isomorphic to each other, the material coordinates of each point, X ,  of a subregion
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Figure 3.1: Triangular meshing of a two dimensional domain and mapping to a stan­
dard triangle.
may be expressed as an invertible function of the element parameters, £. i.e.
X  =  X ($) and £ =  £ ( * ) .  (3.1)
There is more than one way to map one region onto another. Thus the choice of the 
function relating the real world coordinates to the element parameters is an essential 
part of the specification of a finite element. This is the role of .the shape functions 
which are discussed in the next subsection.
In two dimensional problems the simplest element shape is a triangle. Figure 3.1 
illustrates the triangular meshing of a two dimensional domain and shows how an 
individual skewed triangle in the mesh maps onto a standard triangular element.
Note that although up to now we have reserved the term ‘element’ for the param- 
eterised shape in abstract space in distinction to the subregion of the actual body 
domain. However in general usage the term may be used to refer to both the mesh 
element and its isomorphic counterpart the parameterised element.
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3.1.2 Shape Functions
As previously stated, in order to properly define the parametric element it is neces­
sary to define the mapping between the body coordinates and the element parameters. 
This is done firstly by identifying each node in the mesh element with one node in 
the parametric element in a one to one correspondence. We then introduce the so 
called shape functions or interpolation functions. These are a set of single valued 
dimensionless functions of the element parameters. The number of shape functions is 
equal the number of nodes in the element. Each function is associated with a different 
node and defined such that it takes a value of one when evaluated at that node and 
is is zero at every other node. i.e.
Ni(S{i)) = h i  . V i,j =  (3.2)
where Ni is the shape function associated with node i, CJi =  (£?> C *  • - ■ i )
represents the vector of parametric coordinates of node j  and n is the number of 
nodes in the element.
The shape functions can be used to to write the material coordinates, -X(£), of 
any point in the mesh element, £, in terms of a sum of the shape functions weighted 
by the nodal coordinates. This is done as follows:
71
x ( t )  = j 2 x {'}m ) ,  (3 .3 )
*=i
where is the position vector of the ith node. Condition (3.2) ensures compatibility 
at each node:
X (£ (i)) =  . (3.4)
A point with parametric coordinates £ is associated with the material particle 
at X (£) It is assumed that the corresponding spatial position, cc, in the subsequent 
motion is given by a similar function of the nodal values:
n
* ( 0  =  £ > w fli(€ ) . (3.5)
z=l
where is the current position vector of the zth node. Note that, in this equation, 
the shape functions are independent of time so that the evolution of the motion is 
effected solely by changes in the nodal values.
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3.1.3 Interpolation - Isoparametric Formulation
The essence of the finite element method is the interpolation of field variables 
between nodal points.
Equation (3.5), introduced in the previous subsection, is effectively an interpola­
tion formula for global position coordinates. This provides a template for interpolat­
ing any field variable, within an element, from its nodal values in terms of the element 
parameters. Accordingly an arbitrary field, 0  say, may be approximated by:
n
H i )  =  £ < ^ ( 0 , (3-6)
i= 1
where 0 ^  is the value of 0  at node i.
In the context of displacement based formulations it is necessary to interpolate 
displacement, it, at any point in an element from the values at the nodes, 
Following equation (3.6) this can be done using:
u ( «  =  . (3-7)
i=1
A finite element formulation which in this way uses the same form of interpolation 
formula for positional coordinates as for the displacement field, in terms of the element 
parameters, is termed an isoparametric formulation.
In the Galerkin formulation the shape functions are also used to interpolate the
virtual displacement field from the nodal values so that
n
»?(€) =  I > wtf<«) • (3.8)
i—1
3.1.4 Deformation Gradient and Strains
Having established an approximation for the displacement field in terms of dis­
crete nodal values, the next step is to obtain discretised expressions for whatever strain 
measures are required by the initial value boundary problem. These are most conve­
niently obtained as expressions of the gradient of the displacement. This approach 
requires us to differentiate equation (3.7) with respect to position. In component 
form, using the chain rule, we obtain:
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The first multiplicative term on the right hand side of equation (3.9), may 
always be obtained directly as a function of £ since the specification of the finite 
element includes an explicit definition of each shape function.
The second term is obtained by considering its inverse, This may be obtained 
directly by differentiating equation(3.5):
^ i  =  y v f l W * . -  (3.io)
ae, U
The matrix, J ,  with components given by:
•'» -  i t  ■ <3' n i
is termed the Jacobian operator for the relation between spatial coordinates and 
element parameters. Given the nodal positions, x^l\  the Jacobian may be evaluated 
at any parametric position using equation (3.10). Inverting J  allows the second term 
of equation (3.9) to be expressed as:
H - j > .‘ - <M2>
Thus equation (3.9) becomes:
n 3
i  — V  ^
dx
r\ io(JUi \  ^
f)nr ■ f  J
3 p =  1
v -  &Np j - i
0 = 1
u f  . (3.13)
This equation shows that, assuming isoparametric interpolation, the components
of the gradient of the displacement, (Vu)^- =  | ^ ,  can be obtained as an explicit 
function of the nodal displacements. Recalling equation (2.13) from chapter 2:
F (x ,  t) = ( I  — V u ( x ,  t ) ) _1  ,
it can be seen that the components of the deformation gradient, F , may also be ob­
tained in the discretised approximation as functions of nodal displacements. Through 
F  all the strain measures and the constitutive I.V.P. may be discretised.
The gradient of the virtual displacement field, with components [V77]ij =
which appears in the virtual work equation (2.175) may be obtained in terms of
/ \
nodal values, rj , in exactly the same way as u :
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We have seen therefore that the all the unknown fields required in the spatial 
formulation of the initial value boundary problem may be discretised in terms of 
nodal values of displacement (actual and virtual). This is the essential process in 
the finite element method that allows a variational statement (2.175) in terms of a 
continuous function of position to be transformed into an equation relating a finite 
number of discrete variables. In other words the degrees of freedom in the problem 
are reduced from infinite to finite in number.
The material gradients VoU  =  and = §x  required in the Lagrangian 
formulation may be discretised in a similar way:
‘ 3 c/ivp idUi
1 = Ed X j
3 p = i
3 dNn
V —-a  r 1
Qjq
r(p) ' drji dNnTT\P) . XfiL =  V
4 ’ d x i 1 H  ^J p = l  _q= 1
n f , (3.15)
where Jo is the Jacobian operator evaluated at the initial time with components given 
by:
j * s  = ^  ■ (3-16)
3.1.5 Integration
We have seen that the unknown fields in the I.B.V.P. can be discretised. However 
in order to evaluate the terms in the virtual work equation it remains to integrate the 
discretised field expressions over the whole volume of the body.
In principle we can obtain each integrand as an explicit function of the nodal dis­
placements, the element parameters and, in order to range over the whole body, some 
index to identify the particular element which includes the point of evaluation. How­
ever integration must be performed with respect to spatial volume. This is achieved 
in two stages.
Firstly each of the whole body integrals is expressed as the sum of integrals over 
each mesh element. It then remains to transform each element integral with respect 
to spatial volume to an integral with respect to the element parameters. It can be 
shown that this is achieved using:
du =  (det J)d£id£2d£ 3 , (3.17)
where det J  is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix defined by equation (3.11).
It is possible now to obtain expressions for the required global integrals, in terms 
of nodal displacements, by explicit integration. However in practice many choices
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of shape functions give rise to overcomplicated formulae. Therefore numerical inte­
gration is usually used. The favouried method is Gaussian quadrature whereby an 
integral is approximated by a weighted sum of the form:
[ 1 T  r/(6,6,& )dfidC2df3= i t  fcWK® fa'Us0), (3.!8)
J~1 ij,k=i
where ^  > £3*^ ) are the coordinates of a p x p  grid of sampling points and ofy* are 
the corresponding weights. The weights and sampling coordinates are calculated by 
insisting that equation (3.18) exactly integrates polynomials of the highest possible 
order, but may be obtained from standard tables. Generally the larger the value of p, 
the greater the accuracy of the approximation. However sometimes a low number of 
sampling points is deliberately chosen because experience has shown that in certain 
cases the error from numerical integration can compensate for errors from spatial 
discretisation and thereby improve the overall solution. This so called reduced inte­
gration technique has been used for example to overcome the problem of shear locking 
in plate analysis [126].
3.1.6 Voigt N otation
It is convenient in finite element codes to store the nodal values of displacement 
as column matrices. According to the so called Voigt notation, element nodal dis­
placements are expressed as:
[u{e)] = [ u ^ \ u {2 \ u ^ \ u f \ u {2 \ u f  \  . . .  , u if l\ u if l\ u if l)]T , (3.19)
where represents the kth component of the displacement of the node numbered i 
in the element numbering scheme and n  is the number of nodes in the element. A 
full three dimensional problem is assumed so that the column matrix, [u]^e\  has 3n 
components.
Global nodal displacements are given as:
[u] = [ui \ u {2 \ u ^ \ u f \ u f \ u f \ . . . , u [ N\ v ^ N\ u {^ )]T , (3.20)
where now represents the &;th component of the displacement of global node num­
ber i and N  is the overall number of nodes in the element. .
Column matrices, [rj^] and [77], may be similarly defined to represent element 
and global virtual displacements.
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Rank 2 tensors, such as the displacement gradient tensor, (Vit)y =  § ^ , and the
Cauchy stress, cr, are also represented as column matrices:
[V«] =
dui
dxi <7ll
dui
dx i 022
duz
8 x3 033
du\
8 x 2 0"12
dui
5x3 ; W\ = 0"l3
&U2
5xi 021
dui
5x3 023
du^
5xi 031
&U3
5X2 032
(3.21)
with components arranged according to some ordering convention. The order of 
components above does not follow a standard convention but as long as ordering is 
consistent within an algorithm the choice is unimportant. Note that the symmetry of 
the Cauchy stress tensor means that six components are sufficient in three dimensional 
problems. However we retain all nine components so that we can write the double 
contraction of stress and virtual displacement gradient in matrix form:
er : Vw =  [Vtfc]T[<r] (3.22)
Using the notation introduced above the equation for the discretised displacement 
gradient, (3.13), may be written in matrix form:
[Vu] =  G [u(e)] , (3.23)
where the 3n x 9 matrix G, termed the discrete spatial gradient operator is given by:
G  =
N ltl 0 0 ^ 2,1 0 0  . .. Nn>1 0 0
0 N lt 2 0 0 ^ 2,2 0  . . .  0 Nn,2 0
0 0 N llS 0 0 ^2,3 ■. .  0 0 Nn,3
N h2 0 0 ^2,2 0 0  . , .. Nn,2 0 0
n 1i3 0 0 ^2,3 0 0  . , •• Nn>3 0 0
0 N hl 0 0 N2,1 0  . . . .  0 Nn, 1 0
0 N h3 0 0 1^ 2,3 0  . . . .  0 Nn,3 0
0 0 N hl 0 0 N 2tl ... .  0 0 Nn,l
0 0 N lt 2 0 0 ^2,2 • ■. .  0 0 Nn, 2
(3.24)
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with the derivative of shape function p with respect to global cartesian coordinate j  
given by:
J L  f)N..
(3.25)P it  Jjq •
o=l U^
Likewise the discretised virtual displacement is given by
[v*|] =  GfoW] .
The discrete material gradient may be defined as
Go —
Afi;l 0 0 N 2; 1 0 0 . • Wn;l 0 0
0 Afi;2 0 0 A^ 2;2 0 . . 0 Nn-2 0
0 0 0 0 A/2;3 * . 0 0 Nn. 3
Afi; 2 0 0 A/2;2 0 0 . • N n,2 0 0
N h 3 0 0 A^ 2;3 0 0 . • N n;S 0 0
0 Afi;l 0 0 W2;l 0 . . 0 Nn]1 0
0 Afi;3 0 0 A^ 2;3 0 . . 0 Nn; 3 0
0 0 Afi;l 0 0 AT2;l . . 0 0 Nn] i
0 0 Afi;2 0 0 A^2;2 • . 0 0 Nn; 2
where the material shape function derivatives are given by
_A cW V p
j v p;j ~  Z _ >  Pit °oq ’
o=l cq
(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28)
allowing the discretised material derivatives of actual and virtual displacement fields 
to be written in matrix form as
[V„G] =  G 0 [E/(e)] and [V0 rj] =  G 0 [T?(e)] . (3.29)
3.2 Tem poral D iscretisa tion
Time dependence is present in the quasi static initial boundary value problem only 
through variation in the applied loads b and t, or the essential boundary conditions. 
However if an elastic constitutive law is used, time will not play an integral part in 
the solution algorithm. This is because at any given time the stress may be found 
from the current deformation without reference to the previous motion. Therefore, 
at each value of time, the I.B.V.P. becomes a series of independent boundary value 
problems. The time variable does need to be discretised into a finite number of steps,
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so that we have only a finite number of these time-independent problems to solve, 
but the discretisation does not affect the solution algorithm.
The situation is different when we are dealing with inelastic material models, such 
as plasticity. In such cases the constitutive initial value problem depends on the 
history of deformation. Therefore in order to evaluate the current stress, as required 
in the virtual work equation, it would be necessary to trace the motion continuously 
back in time to the initial configuration. It is not generally possible to do this because 
finding the deformation at each intermediate time requires the solution of an I.V.B.P. 
in itself. In short the constitutive initial value problem and the solution of the virtual 
work equation are coupled problems. The way round this difficulty lies in discretising 
time and solving the problem in incremental steps.
We begin by dividing the overall time interval, [t0, t], into (n-f 1) steps, ( t o • •> 
tn = t). At each of these points in time, the body force, b, surface traction, t , and 
prescribed displacements are specified. We seek to solve the virtual work equation
(2.175) at time U for all i. In order to do this we need to evaluate the current Cauchy 
stress field, cr, or equivalently the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, P.  Assuming that all 
the state variables (displacement, stress and internal variables) have been obtained 
at time this is generally done by solving a constitutive initial value problem 
with initial values defined at ti-\.  In other words the constitutive I.V.P. is solved 
over the incremental time step [ti-i,U] rather than [to,ti\. We still do not know 
how the motion evolves over the smaller interval and so cannot solve the incremental 
constitutive I.V.P. exactly. Instead the strategy is to assume that the deformation 
gradient F  evolves in a prescribed way. That is the history over the time increment is 
obtained by interpolation between F(t i - i )  and F(ti).  On this basis an approximate 
estimate of the current stress may be obtained. For a simple material with internal 
variables we may formally write the current cauchy stress at time station , ti, as:
tr(ti) =(Ti «  &(oLi-i,F{ti)) , (3.30)
where &(oti-i,Fi) represents the result of an appropriate numerical solution to the 
constitutive initial value problem with initial values a*_ i. The approximation & is 
termed the incremental constitutive function.
Using the incremental constitutive function we may recast the I.B.V.P. in incre­
mental form. Substituting & for the true cr, we obtain the incremental mechanical 
quasi-static boundary value problem:
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Given the field values of the internal variables, c^_i, the body force field, 
b(ti), the surface tractions, titf) and the prescribed displacements defining 
the set of kinematically admissible displacement fields, all at time 
U, find the displacement field, u(ti) G 3%, that solves the variational 
equilibrium equation:
This incremental approach represents one of the major approximations used in 
the numerical solution of nonlinear problems. The amount of error introduced will 
depend on the nature of the constitutive law and the algorithm used to approximate 
it over each time step. Cauchy elastic materials present a special case where the 
stress response is generally an explicit function of the current deformation. Time 
discretisation does not induce any error for such materials and indeed is not required 
if only the final deformation is of interest. Path dependent materials, on the other 
hand, require a degree of approximation.
Accuracy depends additionally on the details of the time discretisation used. One 
would expect the error in the incremental stress response function to reduce as the 
time step, (U — i), is reduced. In the simplest algorithms these steps are fixed
but it is possible to adapt them in the light of intermediate results. Thus when 
the incremental boundary value problem is tackled by means of an iterative solution 
procedure and convergence cannot be attained, it can be advantageous to cut the size 
of the time step and try again.
3.3 L inearisation
3.3.1 Newton-Raphson M ethod
We have seen that the virtual work equation (2.175) may be approximated at 
discrete time station, t i: by equation (3.31),
where & is the incremental constitutive function, F(u(ti))  = I  +  VoU  
and the space of virtual displacements at time £, y ti is defined as:
y t . = { q \  Q(t) -> 9/  | rj(x) = 0, x  G dftu (U)} .
[  [& : V 7 7  -  b(ti) • rj]dv -  [  t(U) • rj da =  0 V77 G y ti
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Now since a  depends on u  (through F)  it follows that the left hand side of this equa­
tion is a functional of the real and virtual displacement fields, u  and rj respectively. 
Denoting this virtual work functional as W  we may write:
W(u,rf)  = /  [<t : V 77 — b ■ r)\dv — I  t 'T jd a  , (3.32)
J n  J d Q 1
where we have dropped the explicit time dependence since all variables are evaluated 
at t — ti. Equation (3.31) then becomes:
W { u , r i ) = 0  V r y G ^ .  (3.33)
Often W  is nonlinear in u  and equation (3.33) cannot be solved analytically even if we 
were to discretise it spatially. Therefore in general an approximate numerical solution 
is sought. The most commonly used algorithm is the well known Newton-Raphson 
method.
This is an iterative procedure whereby a sequence of approximations to the solu­
tion field is calculated from:
u k =  u k_ 1 +  Suk , (3.34)
where 6uk is the solution of the linearisation of equation (3.33) with respect to u:
W ( u k- Urj) +  D W {uk-i,rf)[5uk] = 0 . (3.35)
Here D W (u k-i,rf)[Suk] is the directional derivative of the functional W  about u k - 1 in 
the ‘direction’ 5uk. Note of course that u k_x, u k and 5uk are vector valued functions 
of position.
3.3.2 Linearisation of Virtual Work
In order to use the Newton-Raphson method (or any of the other solution proce­
dures based on linearisation) it is necessary to find the directional derivative of the 
time discrete virtual work functional W.
The directional derivative of W  is by definition:
DW{u,rt)[Su} = — W (u  +  e(Su), 77) . (3.36)
e=0
It turns out to be more convenient to express the virtual work in the material form:
W(u,rj)  = f  
J o0
P  : V 077 -  B  rj dV -  [  T  T)
JdQ.^
di4 , (3.37)
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where P  = J f rF  T is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress corresponding to the incremental 
constitutive function a.  Then we may write:
DW(u,  rf)[Su] =  — 
de 5=0 Wfi0
P . V o R - B  rj dV -  T  -r)dA (3.38)
'dQl
For simplicity we assume that the prescribed body force, B , and traction, T, are 
both independent of deformation. It should be noted however that many real life 
loads will not satisfy this condition. Air pressure for instance will act normal to the 
current boundary surface. In such cases the external load terms need to be linearised. 
If we proceed with the assumption nonetheless, then the two terms in (3.38) vanish 
and the equation simplifies to:
DW(u,  rf)[Su] — — P  : VqTJ dV
6=0 Jtlo
[ ( -Jti0 e=0 VoR dV .
(3.39)
The last step follows since 77 is independent of the displacement field. Now, P  depends 
on u through the deformation gradient, F,  so that we may use the chain rule to write:
d_d
de
P  =
6=0 d e  e=0
d P  d_ 
~dF : de
P ( F ( u  +  eSu)) 
F ( u  +  c5u) (3.40)
e=0
Recalling expression (2.12) for F  in terms of C/, and noting that U ( X , t )  = u(x ,t )  
we have.
_d
de e=0
F ( u  +  e5u) =  — 
de
( I  +  V 0(u +  edu)
6 = 0
= V 0(Su) , (3.41)
so that (3.39) becomes:
DW{u,rj)[Su] =
Oo
d P
d F
Vo(Su) : V 0T7 dV  .
Now,
and similarly
d(5u) d(Su) dx  
y o{Su) = - y .  = - y —  =  V (S u )F  ,
V 0n  = V-r/F .
(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
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Therefore, using dV = J  Mu, we may express the integral in equation (3.42) over 
the spatial domain:
/* d P
DW(u,ri)[6u] = /  J ~ 1^  : (V(<fa)F) : (VryF) du . (3.45)
Jn d F
In component notation this may be written:
d P
d F
DW(u,r])[5u} = [  J - 1
Jn
=  /Jn
[V(Su^kiFiqlVrjlijFjp dv
ipkq
- 1 9PipFjpFlq I [V(5«)]w[Vr/]« dt>dFkq
/  a  : V(5u)  : Vry du , 
Jn
(3.46)
where we have introduced the spatial tangent modulus, defined in component form 
by:
&ijkl J
- id P iip
dF,kq
FjpFig (3.47)
The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, F*, may, recalling definitions (2.68) and (2.71) be 
expressed in terms of the (incremental) Kirchhoff stress tensor as:
Thus:
Q*ijkl =  F  
= F  
= F
=  J- 
= J~
P  = J6-F~t  = t F ~ t
q CTiaFap )F jpFiq
d t
(3.48)
O F-1
O p r r lqFjpF ^  + dFk Tiar3Pr lQ
dfi,
dF,
d t
kq
p  x. _  p. p.1 IqVja 'J 1 pk 1 qa 'w1 JP1 iQ
13
dF, 
d t ;
Flq J  t ia8jk5ia
kq
o t-t Fiq duSjk , dFkq
(3.49)
where we have used the identity [dT 1/d T ] pakq = —TpkTqcf ,  valid for an invertible 
tensor, T.  In Voigt notation, using the ordering convention adopted in 3.21, the
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tangent modulus a  assumes the matrix form
<21111 <21122 <21133 <21112 <21113 <21121 <21123 <21131 <21132
&2211 <22222 <22233 <22212 <22213 <22221 <22223 <22231 <22232
<23311 <23322 <23333 <23312 <23313 <23321 <23323 <23331 <23332
<2l211 <21222 <21233 <21212 <21213 <21221 <21223 <21231 <21232
<2l311 <21322 <21333 <21312 <21313 <21321 <21323 <21331 <21332
<22111 <22122 <22133 <22112 <22113 <22121 <22123 <22131 <22132
<22311 <22322 <22333 <22312 <22313 <22321 <22323 <22331 <22332
<23111 <23122 <23133 <23112 <23113 <23121 <23123 <23131 <23132
<23211 <23222 <23233 <23212 <23213 <23221 <23223 <23231 <23232
Equation (3.46) with the spatial tangent modulus, a, defined by equation (3.49) 
allows us to implement the Newton-Raphson scheme. However in order to use (3.49) 
it is necessary to have the derivative |^ .  This tensor field depends on the material 
of the continuum and so the tangent modulus must be derived from the constitutive 
law that is to be used. A selection of tangent moduli can be found in Chapter 13 of 
reference [17] for hyperelastic materials.
Note that throughout this discussion on the linearisation of the virtual work func­
tional, we have written each stress tensor with a hat over its symbol. This is a 
reminder that we have been dealing with stresses obtained from the incremental 
response function, which does not necessarily satisfy the constitutive laws exactly. 
Tangent moduli obtained in this way are said to be consistent with the algorithm 
used to obtain the stress response over each time increment. The distinction is only 
important with dissipative materials since elastic models normally alow an explicit 
stress response to be obtained.
3.3.3 Spatial D iscretisation of Virtual Work
In the context of a finite element algorithm, equation (3.46) for the directional 
derivative of the virtual work functional needs to be expressed in discretised form. 
That is in terms of nodal displacement values. This is done on an element by element
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basis. In terms of the Voigt notation introduced in subsection 3.1.6, we may write: 
DW(u,rj)[Su] — f  [q^]TGT[a]G[Su^] dv
elements ^  ^
= E  foW]T(7 G T[a]G d < , W e>]
elem ents /
=  E  h (e)]T-K'<e)[<5w(e>] , (3-51)
elements
where is the volume domain of a single element, [<We)] is the array of element 
nodal displacement adjustments and the element stiffness matrix, K ^e\  is given by:
= [  G T[a]G dv . (3.52)
JSl(e)
We can write equation (3.51) in terms of the global nodal displacements as:
DW(u,rj)[5u\ = [r)]TK[5u\ , (3.53)
where K  is the global stiffness matrix obtained by summing all the terms in the 
element stiffness matrices while respecting the correspondence between global and el­
ement nodes. Note that in practice the integration in (3.52) is performed by Gaussian 
quadrature so that G  and a  need only be evaluated at the sampling points in each 
element.
In a similar fashion a discretised matrix representation of the incremental virtual 
work functional may be obtained. Consider firstly the stress term:
f  a  : V 77dv = f  [VT7]T[<T]dv
elements
= E  / .  to(e)]TGT[<r]dt>
elements ^  ^
= MTAe [  GTl&]dv
e Jn (<0
=  [riF[Fint] , (3.54)
where the finite element assembly operator A e effects the assembly of a global matrix 
with components obtained by summing all local degrees of freedom corresponding .to 
the same global degree of freedom. The global internal force vector, [.Fmt], is also 
introduced above and is defined by:
[ f ’i"t] = A  /  GT[<r]du. (3.55)
e Jn(e)
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The body force and traction terms may also be discretised:
f  b ■ r]dv +  [  t  • 77 da =  V  [  b ■ (  | dv
^  \ i  J
+ E  / , ,  r f i y w A d aelements JsnMn9n‘ \ i J
=  V  N (% d v +  f  N ® id a )eitLts  ^ vn<*> yanwnan* /
=  [f/]T/ \  (  f  N <l>bdv + j  N ^ i d a \
e \ J n (£) JdnWndsi* J
=  fo P l* "* ] , (3-56)
where the global external force vector, [jFext], is defined by:
[F ext] =  f  f  N (% dv  +  f  N ^ t d a ]  . (3.57)
e \J s2(e) Jao(e)naot /
Combining the stress, body force and traction terms we obtain the following discre­
tised matrix expression for the incremental virtual work functional:
W (u ,  rj) =  /  [<7 : V 77 — 6 • 77]du — t ■ rjda
Jn Jon*
=  M T {[F int] -  [Fext]} . (3.58)
Using equations (3.51) and (3.58) the linearisation of the virtual work equation
(3.35), used in the Newton-Raphson method, becomes:
M T { [* & ] -  [ f£ i]}  +  t o f K k -  i K ]  =  0 , (3.59)
where the subscripts on F mt, F ext and K  indicate that they are evaluated as functions 
of displacement Uk~\. Since 77 is an arbitrary field, this reduces to;
*■*_! [Suh} = -  { -  [ F R ] } . (3.60)
The bracketed term on the right hand side is known as the residual of the virtual work 
equation (evaluated for displacement Uk-i) and should vanish when the virtual work 
equation is satisfied. The Newton-Raphson scheme is considered to have converged 
when the residual evaluated at the latest estimate of u  is zero to within a specified 
tolerance.
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D iscretisation of virtual work in Lagrangian formulation
In Lagrangian terms the expression for the element stiffness matrix equivalent to 
equation (3.52) is
K <e> = Gi
>(e)*0
d P
d F Go d V ,
(3.61)
where OP is the Voigt matrix representation of the tensor Equally the global 
internal and external force vectors may be written
lFint] = A j . G l l P j d V  (3.62)
•Me)
rp extl =  A | f N {i)B d V +  [  7VwT d A ) . (3.63)
L J " e JanPnan* )
Equations (3.61), (3.62) and (3.63) provide an alternative way of evaluating K ^ e\
[.Fint] and [F ext] respectively. The global stiffness matrix, discretised virtual work 
(3.58), discretised directional derivative of the virtual work (3.53) and Newton-Raphson 
equation (3.60) follow as in the spatial formulation.
3.4 Overall A lgorithm
Figure 3.2 represents a schematic overview of a suitable algorithm to solve the 
initial boundary value problem.
There are two principal repeated loops in the process - an iterative loop to imple­
ment the Newton-Raphson method is nested within an incremental loop performed 
for each pseudo-time step.
The principal difference between the illustrated algorithm and a corresponding 
process for the solution of small displacement linear problems is that the evaluation 
of the system stiffness, carried out in step 2, needs to be performed at each iterative 
step. In the fully linear small displacement case it is assumed that the stiffness does 
not change significantly with the small changes in configuration. Therefore it can 
be be evaluated once before entering the Newton-Raphson loop. Hence a saving in 
computational effort is obtained over the present scheme.
Alternative numerical schemes to the full Newton-Raphson method are sometimes 
used for nonlinear problems in order to reduce the time spent calculating the stiffness 
matrix. These are the modified Newton methods. In the simplest of these, the initial 
stiffness method, K  is calculated just once on the basis of the initial configuration
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and stresses and used throughout the iterations and time increments. Alternatively 
K  may be re-evaluated at the start of each increment or each time after a certain 
number of increments. There is of course a price to pay for not working always with 
the most up to date stiffness. This comes in the reduced speed of convergence of the 
iterative solution procedure. Savings in computational time spent evaluating K  in 
the modified methods are often outweighed by the loss of quadratic convergence that 
the full Newton-Raphson scheme should enjoy.
A more sophisticated enhancement to the Newton-Raphson method is the arc- 
length method. This is a procedure designed to overcome difficulties encountered with 
unstable equilibria in the solution of the virtual work problem. We shall not discuss 
the method here except to comment that the basis of solution remains approximation 
by linearisation.
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J j  DEFINE INITIAL DATA:
Initial mesh configuration,
Initial stress & internal variables,
Initial loads & prescribed displacements.
_______________ Y_____________
ASSEMBLE LINEARISED, DISCRETISED 
 ___^  VIRTUAL WORK EQUATION
Evaluate stiffness K1,
SOLVE VIRTUAL WORK EQUATION
Obtain displacement correction: Au1 (nodal values)
GT UPDATE NODAL DISPLACEMENTS
SOLVE INCREMENTAL CONSTITUTIVE I.V.P.
Update stress & internal variables: o', a ‘
k = k + l
EVALUATE RESIDUAL OF 
VIRTUAL WORK EQUATION
CHECK FOR 
CONVERGENCE
RECORD RESULTS FOR CURRENT 
INCREMENT
ADVANCE TO NEXT INCREMENT:
i = i + 1
Update prescribed forces & displacements
Figure 3.2: An algorithm to solve nonlinear quasi-static mechanical problems.
Chapter 4 
Com putational hom ogenisation
4.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the formulation of homogenised constitutive mod­
els. These attem pt to represent a heterogeneous material as a macroscopic continuum 
whose stress response at any point is derived from the behaviour of a small domain 
representing the local microstructure. This microscopic domain is known as a repre­
sentative volume element (RVE). We adopt a deformation driven approach. Accord­
ingly the homogenised constitutive model defines the macroscopic stress response to 
a macroscopic deformation gradient history as the average microscopic stress over the 
RVE when it is in equilibrium and subject to some chosen kinematical constraints. 
Among these constraints is the crucial condition that the average deformation gra­
dient history should equal the given macroscopic deformation gradient history. The 
homogenised response is thus obtained through the solution of a microscopic bound­
ary value problem on the RVE.
In this chapter we follow [16] in developing the homogenization procedure in terms 
of variational equations. We begin by introducing the fundamental concepts required 
of the theory. These are then used to describe the equilibrium problem for the min­
imum kinematical constraint and its use in defining a homogenised constitutive law. 
Alternative boundary conditions are discussed in subsequent sections. Following this 
some observations on the relationship between the symmetry of the RVE and the 
material symmetry of the homogenised constitutive response are offered. The final 
section of the chapter provides details of how the homogenisation procedure may be 
discretised and carried out using the finite element method.
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4.2 T he representative volum e elem ent
At each point X  E f20 in the reference configuration of the macroscopic body £8 
we associate a representative volume element usually abbreviated to RVE. This is a 
microscopic continuum body chosen to be statistically representative of the local mi­
crostructure and occupying a neighbourhood around X  which is small in comparison 
to the macroscopic body. Figure 4.1 illustrates the concept. The Lagrangian position 
of a point within the microscopic domain is denoted by Y .  The boundary of 
is denoted dfi^o and its reference volume is VM.
Note that we use the terms microscopic and macroscopic only to distinguish the 
scale of the RVE from that of the overall body and not to imply any absolute scale. 
The characteristic length of the RVE should be much smaller than that of macro body 
but large enough compared to atomic structures so that the continuum hypothesis 
may be applied.
The geometry of each RVE and the constitutive laws governing its constituents 
are assumed to be known. Thus ^3^, the functional giving the microscopic first Piola- 
Kirchhoff stress according to
is fully specified over the whole RVE in terms of the history of the microscopic de­
formation gradient F* at point Y  . Here we assume that the micro-constituents are 
simple materials. In general the RVE may contain different solid phases as well voids. 
However we shall develop the homogenisation problem on the assumption that there 
are no voids present. This simplifies the required equations somewhat without losing 
sight of the main principles.
The vital concept of the RVE is discussed more fully in [83].
4.3 D efin ition  o f averaged quantities
The volume average of a general field quantity over the RVE with respect to the 
reference configuration is defined by
P„(Y) = y ^ K - ’Y (4.1)
(4.2)
Of particular importance are the average microscopic deformation gradient
(4.3)
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Figure 4.1: Volume element representing m icrostructure at reference point X  in a 
macroscopic body.
and the average first Piola-Kirchhoff stress
W o 4 /  (4-4)
where we use the subscript \i to indicate helds defined over the microscopic RVE 
domain.
It is sometimes useful to express the average stress in term s of boundary values. 
This can be achieved as follows
v l  p " d V  = v l  p “I d v
= V  I  p ,‘( V Y Y ) TdV
=  T  [(P „ A r) ® Yd/1 -  T  (Divy P J  ® Y d V , (4.5)
U J M J0/to
where integration by parts has been used for the last step and V y and Divy are the 
material gradient and divergence respectively with respect to microscopic reference 
position Y .
O n e  could equally adopt a spatial formulation in terms of the average of the 
microscopic Cauchy stress cr/t with respect to deformed  volume
(&n) = —  I  CT/hE , (4.6)
Jnfl
where is the volume of the deformed RVE occupying the region However it 
should be noted tha t such spatially averaged stress is not mechanically equivalent to
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the materially averaged stress (4.4) in the sense that in general
( 4 J )
That is to say that the usual relationship between Cauchy stress and first Piola- 
Kirchhoff stress (2.68) does not necessarily extend to their averages. In some special 
cases equality in expression (4.7) can be proved [16] however in the present work we 
shall only use material averaging.
4.4  Split betw een  hom ogeneous deform ation  and  
fluctuations
The deformed position of the particle previously at Y  in the reference configura­
tion is denoted y ( Y  ,t) = Y  +  U ^iY f l ) .  It proves to be useful to split this into two 
parts: the first representing a homogeneous deformation with deformation gradient 
equal to the macroscopic deformation gradient F ( X f l )  and the second a remainder 
term known as the displacement fluctuation. Accordingly we write
y ( Y , t )  = F ( X , t ) Y  + Ult( Y , t ) ,  (4.8)
where denotes the field of displacement fluctuations. Similarly the total displace­
ment Up may be split into a part associated with the homogeneous deformation and 
the fluctuation part so that
U„ = y  -  Y  = (F  -  I ) Y  + , (4.9)
where for simplicity of presentation we have dropped the explicit functional depen­
dency on X , Y  and t. The additive split also leads to the following expression for 
the microscopic deformation gradient
Fli = V Y y  = F  + V Y Uli. (4.10)
where V y represents the material gradient with respect to the microscopic reference
position Y .
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4.5 Equilibrium  o f th e  RVE
In the absence of constraints the equilibrium of the RVE is expressed in the strong 
form as
D i + =  0 in f^ o  ^  ^
P ^ N  +  Tm =  0 on
where B M is the body force per unit reference volume, TM is the traction per unit 
reference area on the boundary surface having normal N  and Divy represents the 
divergence with respect to reference position Y . The equivalent statement of equi­
librium in the weak or variational form is the virtual work equation,
f  P ^ . V y r r j d V -  f B ^ r j d V -  f  • rjdA =  0 V77 G %, (4.12)
where is the space of kinematically admissible variations in the displacement field. 
This space has not been specified yet but will be defined by the kinematic constraints 
applied to the RVE.
4.6 C onstraints
Two fundamental constraints are imposed on the motion of the RVE. The first of 
these is the kinematical constraint that ensures that the motion of the RVE is driven 
by the history of the macroscopic deformation. The second enforces consistency 
between microscopic and macroscopic stress power. Further kinematical constraints 
may be applied to obtain different classes of homogenised constitutive models.
4.6.1 Prescribed average deformation gradient — the minimal 
kinematic constraint
In the deformation driven approach to homogenisation, as adopted in this chapter 
and throughout the thesis, the average deformation gradient history is taken as a 
given. That is to say that at all times the average of the microscopic deformation 
gradient field is constrained to be equal to the prescribed macroscopic value F ( X ,  t):
(F,)0 = F .  (4.13)
Equation (4.13) represents the minimal kinematic constraint that needs to be ap­
plied to the RVE in the formulation of a deformation driven homogenised constitutive
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model. Further kinematic constraints may be imposed as long as (4.13) remains in 
force.
The minimal constraint may be expressed in terms of displacement fluctuations 
on the RVE boundary. To see this equation (4.10), reflecting the additive split in the 
displacement field, is used to substitute for in the kinematic constraint equation 
(4.13) leading to:
k l .
F  +  V Y UU d V = F
&  / V Y U„dV = 0
I Ul l® N d A  = 0 ,  (4.14)
J <90 „n
where the last step follows from use of the divergence theorem. Equation (4.14) 
represents a restatement of the essential kinematic constraint (4.13).
4.6.2 Kinem atically admissible fluctuations under the mini­
mal constraint
We define the set of minimally constrained kinematically admissible fluctuations 
as those fields U ^ Y )  that satisfy (4.14). Denoting this set by JC* we write this 
definition formally as
JC* = < sufficiently regular | j  t7M ® iVdA =  0 > , (4-15)
where by “sufficiently regular” we mean that the field is smooth and regular enough 
that all required operations on it are well defined. It may easily be shown that JY* 
constitutes a vector space. The set of minimally constrained kinematically admissible 
total displacements is now given by
=  { u » =  (F  -  J ) Y  + U„ | U ,  e  jf;J , (4.16)
We may also define the set of virtual displacements consistent with the minimum 
kinematic constraint in terms of These are variations in the kinematically ad­
missible displacement fields and so any virtual displacement may be expressed as a 
difference between two admissible displacements. Accordingly we write the set of
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minimally constraint kinematically admissible virtual displacements as
y; = {rt = u1 -u 2 \uuu2 ex;},  (4.17)
which in view of the definition of JC* (4.16) is equivalent to
■r; = { v  = u i - u » \ u i , u t e j ^ } . (4 .18)
However given that JC* is clearly closed under addition and subtraction we have
simply
r; = x ; . (4.19)
It shall also be useful to consider the fluctuation velocities t /M. It is easy to see that 
the velocities of kinematically admissible fluctuations under the minimal constraint 
satisfy the rate form of equation (4.14):
[  Ufl® N d A  = 0.  (4.20)
J dQfj, 0
In other words and satisfy the same constraint equation. Thus the set of 
minimally constrained kinematically admissible fluctuation velocities is equal to JC* -  
the same space occupied by minimally constrained admissible fluctuations and virtual 
displacements.
4.6.3 Adm issible fluctuations under general kinematic con­
straints
In defining any homogenised constitutive model kinematical constraints are ap­
plied to the RVE in order to define a well posed equilibrium problem. These im­
pose restrictions on the allowable deformed configurations and define the set of
kinematically admissible displacement fluctuation fields. Specific examples of such 
constraints are described later in this chapter. However the essential kinematical 
constraint expressed equivalently by equations (4.13) and (4.14) must always be sat­
isfied. It follows that any kinematically admissible fluctuation field must belong to 
the minimally constrained set JC* = 'V*. In other words
4 c r ; .  (4 .2 1 )
The corresponding set of kinematically admissible displacement fields is readily 
obtained as x„ = {[/„ = (F- I ) Y  + uli\irll€ rMJ , (4.22)
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and clearly in view of (4.21) and the definition (4.16) of JC*
J , C X ; .  (4.23)
Under the same constraints the set of kinematically admissible virtual displace­
ments is given by
% = {n =  ux - u21 uu u2 e je }^
= {r) = U1- U 2 \ U 1, U 2 e X tl} . (4.24)
Assuming that the set is closed under subtraction then we have
%  = (4.25)
We shall also assume that just as all minimally constrained admissible fluctuation
velocities belong to the minimally constrained set of virtual displacements, in the case
of general constraints every kinematically admissible fluctuation velocity C/M satisfies
(4.26)
4.6.4 The Hill-M andel principle
The Hill-Mandel principle of macro-homogeneity [47,48,70] is a requirement, based 
on physical considerations, that the average microscopic stress power over the RVE 
should equal the stress power derived from the averaged stress and its conjugate av­
eraged deformation gradient. In the present finite deformation context this condition 
is expressed by
<P„ : F„)o =  <P„>o : (PM>o , (4.27)
which must be satisfied for all microscopic stress fields in equilibrium and all 
microscopic deformation gradient fields that are consistent with the kinematic 
constraints. Note that since time differentiation and material averaging are inter­
changeable, (Ffj)o is equal to the material time derivative of (i^)o-
The additive split described in section 4.4 is also useful in simplifying the ex­
pression of the Hill-Mandel principle. Using the material time derivative of equation
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(4.10) to substitute for in (4.27) gives
(PM : (F  +  V y ^ ) ) 0 =  (PM>o : (F,)o 
<PM : F )0 + 1 - f  P„ : = <P„ )0 : <F„)0
M J
<P„>0 : <F„>o + 2 - [  P„ : Vytl^ dV = <P„ )0 : <PM)o 
M J
«■ / P M : V y E /„ d V = 0 . (4.28)
** n^o
Integrating this last equation by parts leads to
f  ( p ^ - i r ^ d A -  f  (Divypj-ir^dv = o. (4.29)
JdQfj, 0 Jtlfio
This equation must hold for each kinematically admissible field t /M. In view of (4.26) 
equation (4.29) may be written as
[  fa N ) ■ rjdA — j  (DivyP^) • rjdV = 0 V77 G ^  . (4.30)
The equilibrium equations in their strong form (4.11) may be used to substitute for 
P ^ N  and D ivyPM to obtain
f T ^ r j d A -  j  rjdV =  0 V77 G ^ . (4.31)
It suffices to set the field 77 to zero (0 G ^ )  on the interior and boundary of £fy0 in 
turn to establish that each of the two terms in (4.31) above must vanish separately. 
That is
[  ■ rjdA =  0 V r (4.32)
J
f  B t l - VdV  = 0 V r j e ^ ,  (4.33)
so that body forces and tractions are seen to be reaction forces required by the 
kinematic constraints.
We may use equations (4.32) and (4.33) to simplify the virtual work equilibrium 
equation (4.12) thus obtaining
f  P ^ - .V yr td V  = 0 (4.34)
” Qjj.0
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4.7  T he RVE equilibrium  problem
We may now define the RVE equilibrium problem as the task of finding the history 
of displacement fluctuations that at all times conform to the chosen kinematic con­
straints and give rise to microscopic stresses which satisfy the Hill-Mandel principle 
and maintain the equilibrium of the RVE. The variational expression of this problem 
is shown in box 1.
Box 1: Variational statement of the RVE equilibrium problem
Given:
1. the geometrical and constitutive details of the RVE domain (in­
cluding the microscopic constitutive functional everywhere in the 
RVE),
2. the history of the macroscopic deformation F l 
and
3. the definition of the space of kinematically admissible microscopic fluc­
tuations where C | r 7, sufficiently regular | f Qn Q77(g).NcL4 =  o j
find the history of microscopic displacement fluctuation fields G that 
satisfies
[  ^ ( [ F  +  V y l / J 4) :  dV =  0
at each instant in the history of the macroscopic deformation gradient.
4.8 T he hom ogenised  con stitu tive  functional
The homogenised constitutive functional is defined in the present context as the 
functional *]3 which for a given macroscopic deformation history returns the average 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress (-PA1)0 derived from the solution of the RVE equilibrium 
problem. Formally we write that the macroscopic first Piola-Kirchhoff stress is given 
by:
P  =  <P(Ff; X )  = Y ))0 , (4.35)
where £/* solves the RVE equilibrium problem (Box 1).
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4.9 H om ogenisation  w ith  elastic  and hyperelastic  
m icro-constituents
The homogenised constitutive response always defines a simple material since 
the history of the macroscopic deformation gradient wholly determines the stress. 
Furthermore if the RVE is made up entirely from Cauchy elastic materials then clearly 
the homogenised stress is also independent of the deformation history and is itself 
Cauchy elastic.
If the micro-constituents of the RVE are all hyperelastic then there exists a mi­
croscopic strain energy field (per unit volume) such that
everywhere in the RVE. We may use this expression in the Hill Mandel equation
(4.27) to obtain
Thus provided the RVE is composed of hyperelastic constituents the homogenised 
constitutive model is itself hyperelastic with a macroscopic strain energy function 
defined by
(4.36)
D W o (4.37)
Dt
Integrating with respect to time gives
(4.38)
so that
=  P . (4.39)
and the macroscopic first Piola-Kirchhoff stress is given by
(4.40)
0®
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4.10 Som e specific k inem atic constraints
The homogenised macroscopic model depends not only on the geometrical and 
constitutive details of the RVE but also on the chosen kinematical constraints applied 
to it. In this section we review four constraint conditions commonly encountered in 
the literature. Each of these defines a class of homogenised constitutive functionals 
and is characterised by the definition of the set of kinematically virtual displacements 
As explained in section 4.6.3 the set of kinematically admissible displacement 
fluctuations is identical to this.
Following conventional usage we sometimes refer to the kinematical constraints 
as boundary conditions although in one case displacements are constrained at the 
interior of the RVE as well as on its boundary.
4.10.1 The minimal constraint: uniform traction on bound­
ary
The minimal kinematic constraint has already been introduced in sections 4.6.1 
and 4.6.2. It is defined by the following set of kinematically admissible virtual dis­
placements (equal to the set of admissible displacement fluctuations)
^tract _  jjs* =  < 77, sufficiently regular | f  rj <S> N d A  = 0 > . (4.42)
 ^ J  dtlfj. o J
B ody forces under the m inim um  kinem atic constraint
We consider again the variational statement of the Hill-Mandel principle repre­
sented by equations (4.32) and (4.33). Under the minimal constraint equation (4.33) 
becomes
[ B „ ■ T)dV -  0  V77 £ r Mtract,
J  VLfj, o
and noting that 77 G ^ tract is only constrained on the boundary surface dQ,Mo it follows 
that
B m( T ) =  0 V Y e f i . o .  (4.43)
Note that in some treatments of the subject the absence of body forces is taken 
as an assumption and the Hill-Mandel principle is verified on this basis. Here the 
Hill-Mandel principle is taken as an axiom from which (4.43) follows.
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Surface tractions under the m inim um  kinem atic constraint
Consider next the other Hill-Mandel variational equation (4.32) which for ^  =  
^/tract -g written
f  T„-»/<L4 =  [  (P^N )  ■ r/dA =  0
J dQ o^ J dOpio
It may be shown (see appendix in [16]) that this leads to the conclusion that
P ^ Y , t ) N ( Y )  = P ( X ,  t ) N ( Y )  V Y e  d Q ^ .  (4.44)
That is the traction on the boundary of the RVE is equal to the traction of the 
average stress. This result is often taken as a definition of the so called uniform 
traction boundary condition which is an alternative name for the minimal kinematic 
constraint.
The proof of (4.44) requires us to consider the microscopic vector fields Ah, N 2 
and N 3 which represent respectively the normal to the RVE boundary dCl^o and some 
choices of vectors tangential to o such that (ATl5 AT2,1V3) forms a local orthonormal 
basis at each point on the boundary. We then consider the uniform 2nd rank tensor 
Q  that satisfies
Q  : [  Z ® N 1d A =  [  Pp \ Z  ® N i d A , (4.45)
where the third order tensor Z  is given by
3
Z  = Y J N i ® N l ® N i . (4.46)
i—1
The existence of Z  is guaranteed by the invertibility of f m  q Z  (g> N d A  which is 
assured for a closed boundary (see appendix of [16]). Now rearranging (4.45) 
gives
[  (Pp — Q) : Z  <S> N i d A  =  0 , (4.47)
J dQ o^
from which it follows that the vector (P„ - Q )  Z  belongs to the set of kinematically
admissible virtual displacements '^ tract. We can therefore obtain from (4.44) the
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particular case
[  (P^Ni)  ■ [(Pp — Q)  : Z]dA  =  0
J dQpo
=* /  P„ : [ ( P „ - Q )  : Z ® N 1]dA = 0
J dQfj, o
=4> f  (Q +  P M -  Q) : [(P„ -  Q) : Z  ® JVxJdA =  0
J drip o
=4> Q  : I  (P„ -  Q) : Z  <g> JVjdA (4.48)
J drip 0
+ [  (Pli - Q ) : [ ( P l< - Q ) : Z ® N 1]dA = 0,  (4.49)
JdQpo
In light of equation (4.47) the first term above vanishes. Introducing P^ = P^ — Q 
we are left with
[  PfX:[PfM: Z ® N 1}dA = 0. (4.50)
J dripo
Expanding this from the definition of Z  (4.46) gives
3 «
/  Pl i - . (P „ :N i ® N 1 ® N i ® N 1)dA = 0
i= l  J d£lfj,o
3 „
/  (C .:iV ,® JV i)2d ^  =  0. (4.51)
Since (4.51) is a sum and integral of non-negative terms it follows that each integrand 
vanishes so that
Pn : Ni<S> N i  = 0 for i =  1,2,3.  (4.52)
Hence
3
^ ( P „  : N ,  ® N J N i  =  P„1V1 =  0
1 = 1
=> P^iVx =  Q N i . (4.53)
Now from (4.43) the body force over the RVE is zero so expression (4.5) for the
average first Piola-Kirchhoff stress becomes with the use of (4.53)
p  =  4f (  ( Q » n ) ® y a aM J dripo 
1
= Q»t t  N ® Y d AAt J dQpo
= qA  [ (VyV)TdvAt J ripo
= Q u, (4.54)
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where we now write N  instead of N i  for the normal to the boundary surface. Thus 
on the boundary the stress is uniformly equal to the average/macroscopic stress and 
from (4.53) we finally obtain (4.44)
P ^ Y , t ) N ( Y )  = P ( X ,  t ) N ( Y )  V Y e  cK^0 • (4.55)
4.10.2 The periodic boundary condition
The periodic boundary condition is motivated by consideration of materials which 
have a repetitive microstructure. That is to say microscopic structures that, in the 
terminology of crystallography, may be described by a Bravais Lattice and an associ­
ated primitive cell [2]. A Bravais lattice is defined as a set of position vectors of the 
form
r  = n id i +  n2a 2 +  n3a 3 , (4.56)
where ni, n2 and n3 are arbitrary integers and Ox, a 2 and a 3 are specified vectors 
known as primitive vectors1. The primitive vectors must be linearly independent so 
that they span M3. A primitive cell on the other hand is a region of space which when 
translated by all the vectors of a Bravais lattice fills up all of M3 without overlapping 
or leaving any gaps. The whole periodic structure is thus obtained by describing 
a pattern over a primitive cell and repeating it at every lattice point. Note that 
different sets of primitive vectors may describe the same Bravais lattice. Likewise 
different primitive cells may occupy the same lattice. Thus when trying to describe 
a periodic pattern or structure neither the choice of primitive vectors nor the choice 
of primitive cell is unique. Figure 4.2(a) illustrates a two dimensional example of a 
periodic pattern. Two alternative sets of primitive vectors are drawn over the pattern. 
Figures 4.2(b) and 4.2(c) show two primitive cells (along with internal design) that 
generate the pattern in 4.2(a).
In the context of homogenisation theory we consider an RVE which occupies a 
primitive cell of a Bravais lattice appropriate to the periodic microstructure of the 
material to be modeled. Such an RVE is sometimes known as a representative unit 
cell. Replicating the RVE at each lattice point generates the complete microstructure. 
Under deformation it is assumed that the new configuration retains its periodicity. 
In order to make this assumption more precise and to see how it leads to a constraint 
on the boundary displacements we consider an RVE occupying a primitive cell Qm0
1Some authors [74] use the term period ic ity  fram e  to refer to the basis of primitive vectors.
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(b)
(a) (c)
Figure 4.2: (a) A two dimensional periodic pattern with two choices of primitive 
vector sets indicated (after M.C. Escher). (b) & (c) Two primitive cells which, with 
the internal patterns shown, will generate the global pattern in (a).
with boundary dQ^o that lies within an array of identical cells populating the Bravais 
lattice B. Figure 4.3(a) shows the case of a two dimensional hexagonal pattern as an 
example but our discussion is quite general. Let C be the boundary between 
and one of the neighbouring unit cells and let r k e B b e  the translation vector 
that maps f^o onto (the significance of the superscripts and subscripts will shortly 
become apparent). Now T £  may be considered common to and B £  s o  under the 
reverse translation — r k which maps B£  onto it is mapped onto another part of 
which we denote . Thus there are two distinct portions of the RVE boundary 
T+ and which correspond with each other through the translation r k. In a similar 
fashion the remaining cells adjacent to may be grouped in pairs ( B~: B f )  which 
share with the respective boundaries T f  and Tj" such that,
n
u  (17 u r+) = , (4.57)
i = l
where n is the number of pairs of neighbouring cells and
Yt-  = Yt+ - ri e r -  V17 e r+
and
y +  =  y {~ + r t e r+ \nrt~ e i t  ,
(4.58)
(4.59)
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for each i. Since T f  and Tf are rigid translations of each other they necessarily have 
normals which at corresponding points Y ~  and Y C  are parallel but (defined in the 
outward direction from Q^o) opposite in sense. In other words
N ( Y ~ )  =  - N ( Y + )  VYt-  G r - ,  Y +  € r + . (4.60)
Having established the partition of the boundary and the pairing of boundary
points described above we may now define the periodic boundary condition as the 
restriction that the deformed configuration of the RVE should maintain the periodicity 
of the reference configuration imposed by equations (4.58) and (4.59). That is to say
y ( Y r )  = y (Y+ )  -  r[ VYp G 1 7 , Y+ G I ?  , (4.61)
for each i and for some r\. This definition is more conveniently recast in terms of 
displacement fluctuations without reference to the translation vectors r '.  It is easily 
shown that equation (4.61) is equivalent to
U ^ Y r )  = I%<y+) VY ~  G Y~, Y+ e T+ , (4.62)
for each i. Figure 4.3(b) illustrates periodic fluctuations on the boundary of a hexag­
onal cell. Equation (4.62) may be written more compactly without reference to the 
partition of the boundary as
Ufl(Y~)  = LIfx( Y +) V corresponding pairs Y ~, Y + G 0 , (4.63)
where by corresponding pairs Y ~  and Y + we refer to the pairing of all boundary 
points established by applying equations (4.58) and (4.59) to all the parts of the 
boundary.
Now any kinematic constraint used to formulate the RVE equilibrium problem 
defining a homogenised constitutive model must satisfy the minimal kinematic con­
straint (4.14). It turns out that any periodic fluctation field satisfying (4.63) auto­
matically satisfies (4.14). In order to see this we use the boundary partition (4.57) to 
split the integral on the right hand side of (4.14):
[  U „ ® N d A  = f 2  [  Utl( Y - ) ® N ( Y r ) d A +  [  tj„(Y +) ® N ( Y + ) d A  .
JdQ^  o ,;=1 4r t
(4.64)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: (a) A two dimensional hexagonal cell and its neighbours. A pair of 
corresponding boundary points is indicated, (b) Periodic deformation of a hexagonal 
cell showing displacement fluctuations at corresponding boundary points.
In view of (4.59) we may write
[  U l l ® N d A  =  y 2  f  U l i ( Y r ) ® N ( Y r ) d A +
JdQfj. o i=1 J r i
[  U ^ Y - + n ) ® N { Y r + n ) d A
^ Ti
n p
- E l f  '
i = l
U„(Y~) ® N ( Y r ) +  
U„(Yi- + r , ) ® N ( Y i-  + r i) dA (4.65)
Using the periodicity of the fluctuations (4.62) and the anti-periodicity of the bound­
ary normals (4.60) this implies
'dCl^ o
U ,  ®  N d A  =  £  /  _ f o o r )  ® N ( Y i ~ )  -  U , { Y ~ )  <S> N ( Y f )
i — 1 
=  0 ,
dA
(4.66)
which is an expression of the minimum kinematic constraint.
We now define the set of kinematically admissible virtual displacement fields for 
the periodic condition as
y v eT =  {77, sufficiently regular | r j(Y  ) =  r j (Y +)
V corresponding pairs Y ~ , Y + E <9f^o} (4.67)
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As ever this is the same as the set of kinematically admissible displacement fluc­
tuations. It has been established that all fluctuations in ^ per satisfy the minimum 
constraint (uniform traction condition) and so
r /er c rMtract (4.68)
as required for deformation driven homogenisation.
B ody forces and surface tractions under the periodic boundary condition
Under the periodic constraint the variational form of the Hill-Mandel principle
expressed in equations (4.32) and (4.33) specialises to
[  • rjdA =  0 V77 G V*ei (4.69)
J  drip o
j  Bjj • rjdV =  0 Vtj e  Y£ er. (4.70)
J  rifto
As with the uniform traction condition, the definition of places no restrictions
on fields inside the RVE. Thus equation (4.70) implies that
B ^ Y ) =  0 V h G f i ,  o, (4.71)
so that once again body forces must vanish.
Using the partition of the boundary into corresponding pairs we may write the 
left hand side of equation (4.69) as
/  T ^ r f d A ^ f i  / .  T , ( Y - ) - V ( Y - ) d A +  [  T„(Y+) ■ rt(Y+)dA
Jdrifto i = Y J r f
=  E  [ _  % ( Y f )  ■ v (Y f-)  + Tll(Yi+) ■ V(Y+)} «L4. (4.72)
» =  1 ^ Ti
As long as 77 is in > t^ract then rj(Y~) — rj^YA) and we have
[  T , - r fd A  = f i  [  { T , ( Y r ) + T , (Y + ) }  ■
J  drip o J r i
= J  [T„(Y-) + T,.<y+)] - v ( Y ~ ) d A ,  (4.73)
where T~ is the union of all IV. Substituting this expression into equation (4.69)
gives
J  [T „(y-) +  TM( y +)] • r ,(Y~)dA  =  0 Vjj e , (4.74)
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and  since fields n  E X,per are unconstrained when restric ted  to  T it follows th a t# f.I
T^(Y~ )  +  Tm(Y’+) =  0 V corresponding pairs Y ~ ,  Y + E dffyo . (4.75)
Thus the periodic boundary condition requires that boundary surface tractions should 
be anti-periodic. Some authors [74] adopt equation (4.75) as part of the definition 
of the periodic boundary condition and then verify the Hill-Mandel principle. We 
treat the Hill-Mandel principle as an axiom from which anti-periodicity of tractions 
follows.
4.10.3 The linear boundary condition
The linear boundary condition requires that the deformed shape of the boundary 
of the RVE should be given by the linear relation
y ( Y ) = F Y  V b E ^ o ,  (4.76)
where F  is the macroscopic deformation gradient independent of Y . We recognise 
in this equation an essential boundary condition of the type (2.171) used in the con­
ventional boundary value problem described in section 2.7. In terms of displacement 
fluctuations ( t/M — y  — F Y )  equation (4.76) is obviously equivalent to
U { Y )^  = 0 V 7 e ^ 0 . (4.77)
On the basis of (4.77) we define the set of kinematically admissible displacement 
fluctuations and virtual displacements as
= {77, sufficiently regular | rj(Y) = 0 VT E dffyo} • (4-78)
Any field of displacement fluctuations that vanishes on the RVE boundary must 
trivially satisfy the periodicity condition (4.63). Thus any member of is also in 
X,per which is itself a subset of ^ tract and so the minimum kinematic constraint ispi f.1
automatically satisfied. Accordingly we write
^ l i n  c  ^ p e r  ^ t r a c t  ( 4  7 9 )
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B ody forces and surface tractions under the linear boundary condition
In the case of the linear boundary condition the variational Hill-Mandel equations 
(4.32) and (4.33) become
j  T„ ■ r)dA =  0 Vtj e  (4.80)
J dQ^ o
I  B f l -T)dV = 0 (4.81)
Since '^ lm only constrains fields on the RVE boundary, equation (4.81) implies that
B tx{Y) = 0 v y e i l . o .  (4.82)
Thus all body forces must be vanish as they do under the minimum and periodic 
constraints.
Equation (4.80) on the other hand is satisfied trivially for any boundary traction 
field and places no restriction on TM. Once the equilibrium problem has been solved 
may be calculated as a reaction force enforcing the constraint.
4.10.4 The Taylor condition
The Taylor or Voigt condition is the simplest and most prescriptive of all kinematic 
constraints and has long been used in analytical treatments of homogenisation [111, 
123]. It fully prescribes the deformed configuration according to
y ( Y )  = F Y  V Y e O , 0l (4.83)
Clearly the microscopic deformation gradient F  ^ of such a configuration is uniformly 
equal to the macroscopic deformation gradient F.  Hence the average microscopic 
deformation gradient (TM)0 is also equal to F  and the minimum kinematic constraint 
in the form (4.13) is trivially satisfied.
In terms of displacement fluctuations the Taylor constraint is written
U ( Y )  = 0 V T e f t Mo, (4.84)
so that the set of kinematically admissible fluctuations and the set of admissible 
virtual displacement are both given by
yTay =  {()} (4.85)
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Obviously the fluctuation field that vanishes everywhere in the RVE is a particular 
case of a field that vanishes on the boundary and in so doing satisfies the linear 
boundary condition (4.77). It follows that
Note that under the Taylor condition the RVE equilibrium problem is degenerate 
in the sense that the kinematic constraint in itself explicitly provides the complete 
solution without further process.
B ody forces and surface tractions under the Taylor condition
The Hill-Mandel variational equations (4.32) and (4.33) are trivially satisfied for 
the vanishing Taylor virtual displacement field without placing any restrictions on 
the body force or surface traction fields. These must be obtained as reaction forces in 
the equilibrium problem. That is to say they are derived from the microscopic stress 
field evaluated for the fully prescribed deformed RVE configuration.
4.11 O bservations on th e  sym m etry  o f hom ogenised  
con stitu tive  m odels
4.11.1 Sym m etry of the RVE
Intuitively one expects symmetry properties possessed by the RVE to be shared 
by the homogenised constitutive relation. It is shown in the following that this is 
indeed the case provided the kinematic constraints do not violate the symmetry. For 
simplicity attention is restricted to RVEs made up of Cauchy elastic materials.
We consider an RVE with reference domain made up of Cauchy elastic mate­
rials defined by the functional ^Pm(jFm, Y ) .  Suppose that the RVE has the following 
properties
where 5? is a group of invertible tensors characterising the symmetry of the RVE. 
The condition (4.87)i ensures the symmetry of the RVE domain and requires that
-^/Tay -y/lin y /p er
A4 A4 A4 A4
tract (4.86)
V y  E n „0, invertible F:l and Q  € S? ,
(4.87)
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Box 2: Sets of kinematically admissible virtual displacements for various constraints. 
Examples of admissible deformed configurations for an initially square RVE with a 
central circle are illustrated.
U niform  tra c tio n  b o u n d a ry  cond ition
^tract =  sufficiently regular | f dn oT7 ® iV d ,4  =  o j J o ?
P eriod ic  b o u n d a ry  co nd ition
^per =  sufficiently regular | rj(Y~) = r j (Y +) 
V corresponding pairs Y ~ , Y + E
-v/tract
L inear b o u n d a ry  cond ition
= {77, sufficiently regular | rj(Y)  — 0 V Y  E
(— -y/per -y/tract / o /
Taylor cond ition
yTay = {Q}
-y/lin -y/per -y/tract/j, fj, fj.
a
volume and distances are preserved under the transformation Q. It follows that Q  
must be orthogonal with unit determinant:
Q - 1 =  Q T ; |detQ | =  l ,  (4.88)
so that Q  represents either a rotation or a reflection. Note that if the two conditions 
in (4.87) hold for Q  they also hold for Q~l = Q T and so Q  E S? => Q T E 5?.
The second condition (4.87)2 concerns the material symmetry of the constituents 
of the RVE and their distribution. If the symmetry group of the microscopic consti­
tutive function everywhere contains y  as a subset then (4.87)2 simplifies to
Q TV) =  V ^ ( Y ) ,  Y )  v y  € invertible and Q  e ^ ,
(4.89)
which expresses the symmetry of the material distribution within the RVE.
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We now wish to establish if the homogenised response of an RVE possessing the 
symmetry of (4.87) to an arbitrary macroscopic deformation tensor F  is the same as 
the response to the modified deformation tensor F Q  for all Q  E S? . In other words 
does <P(FQ) equal $ (F )Q ?
We begin by considering the RVE equilibrium problem that defines Suppose
that Up and U'  are the microscopic deformation fields that solve the RVE equilibrium 
problems with macroscopic F  and F Q  respectively. Then the following equilibrium 
equations must be satisfied
f  <Vtl(F  + V Y Ultp r ) , Y ) - . 'V Y t , ( Y ) d V  = 0 V j j G ^  (4.90)
v QliO
? P J F Q  + V y U ' J Y ) , Y )  : V Y r , ( Y )d V  = 0 V»j € % .  (4.91)
Now with the change of integration variable to Y '  =  Q Y  the volume element becomes 
dV7 =  det Q d V  and we write equation 4.91 as
[  V , ( F Q  +  V y U I(Q t Y ' ) : Q t Y ' )  : V ^ ( Q Tn  d V f =  0 Vrj E %  , (4.92)
where is the RVE domain occupied by Y '  and we have used the fact that |det Q  | =  
1 . However it follows from the symmetry condition 4.87i and the invertibility of Q  
that
=  (4.93)
Moreover the gradient with respect to Y  may be expressed as2
dm d Y 'V y (t)  = ---- = ------------ =  V W * )Q . (4.94)} d Y  d Y ' d Y  v )
Therefore the equilibrium equation 4.92 may be written
(f-F + V y . U ^ Q T Y ’ ) ]  Q, Qt V') : (V Y >r)(QTY ' ) Q )  dV'  =  0 Vrj e ,
JVo V L J 7
(4.95)
which in view of the second symmetry condition (4.87)2 is equivalent to
/  *p J f  + V y . U ' ^ Y ' ) ,  Y ' )  Q  : (V y 'V(QTY ' ) Q ) d V  =  0 Vr? G . 
Jn o^ v 7
(4.96)
Using the orthogonality of Q  this may be rewritten as
[  ^ J f  +  S J y ' U ' ^ Y ’), V ')  : V y M Q ^ W  = 0 Vr, G ^  . (4.97)
o v 7
/Jn
2Note that ^ Y V i f i Y ) )  is taken to mean the gradient of the function r j ' ( Y ) =  r j ( f ( Y )) with 
respect to Y  and not V y n i Y )  evaluated at Y  =  f ( Y ) .
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At this stage it is assumed that the set of kinematically admissible virtual dis­
placements ^  possesses the following property:
Vr? e r M, Q e  3rj' G % such that V Y r){QY) = V Y e ^ .
(4.98)
Given the closure of under each Q  G S? it is easily shown that this ensures that the 
set of all fields VY rj(QTY ) with rj G %  is the same as the set of all V y V 0 0 -  Thus as 
long as the chosen kinematic constraints on the RVE satisfy the additional symmetry 
condition (4.98) then equation (4.97) has the following equivalent expression
[  ( f  +  V y U»(QTY ) ,  y )  : V Y r}(Y) dV = 0 V77 G , (4.99)
0 v 7
where the prime has been dropped from Y  the variable of integration. In this form the 
RVE equilibrium equation for a macroscopic deformation gradient of F Q  is seen to 
be the same as the equilibrium equation (4.90) for macroscopic deformation gradient
r
the solutions to the two equilibrium problems are related by
F  except that U'fl(QTY )  in the latter replaces TJ^iY) in the former. It follows that
U^(Qt Y )  = U „ (Y ) . (4.100)
Consider now the homogenised stress response to the two macroscopic deformation 
gradients F  and F Q  where Q  G 5?. These are given respectively by
<P(F)=  f  V ^ F  + V y U ^ Y I Y )  dV  (4.101)
<9(FQ)= [  qpM(^ Q  +  V y E /;(Y ) ,Y )d l/ .  (4.102)
Once again the change of variable Y '  =  Q Y  may be used to express equation (4.102) 
as
$ (F Q )  = [  V ,  ( \F  +  V ^ C /;(Q TV ')] Q, Q TV ')  d V ' , (4.103)
J 7
where (4 .8 8 )2 , (4.93) and (4.94) have been invoked as before. In view of the symmetry 
of the RVE material distribution (4.87)2 this is equivalent to
%(FQ) = [  + V ^ t / ; ( Q TV '), Y ' )  Q d V '
Jn^o K 7
= [  v J f  + V y 'U^(Qt Y ’) , Y f) dV' Q  , (4.104)
Jn„0 v 7
and using equation (4.100) we obtain
< P ( F Q ) = /  < p j F  + V Y ,Ull( Y ,) , Y ' ) d V ' Q ,  (4.105)
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which holds for arbitrary Q  G Comparing this with equation (4.101) we find that
(4.106)
Thus the symmetry group of the homogenised constitutive function contains every 
member of 5? -  the group of operations that characterise the symmetry of the RVE 
and kinematic constraints as defined by (4.87) and (4.98).
It remains to examine in turn each of the four kinematic constraints introduced 
previously (uniform traction, periodic, linear and Taylor conditions) to establish 
whether or not they satisfy the symmetry condition (4.98).
Sym m etry of the m inim um  kinem atic constraint
Consider a field 77 belonging to the set of kinematically admissible virtual dis­
placements for the uniform traction boundary condition y tract but which is otherwise 
arbitrary. By the definition of Y tract the field 77 must satisfy
This condition may be expressed equivalently using the divergence theorem as
Thus if it can be shown tha t 77' is in y tract then the symmetry condition (4.98) must 
hold for the minimum kinematic constraint. We consider therefore the integral
Using the substitution Y '  = Q Y : recalling (4.8 8 )1 , (4 .8 8 ) 2  and (4.93) and noting 
that Vy(«) =  V y '(9)Q the right hand side may be rewritten to give
<g> N d A  =  0 (4.107)
[  V Y rj(Y)dV
JQp 0
(4.108)
Now let rj  be defined by
r, '(Y)  =  r , ( Q Y ) , (4.109)
for arbitrary Q  G 5? so that
V y v ' (Y )  =  V v n i Q Y ) . (4.110)
r i ' { Y ) ® N A A
Substituting from equation (4.110) gives
rj'(Y)  ® N d A V Y v ( Q Y ) d V
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However since 77 G y tract and consequently satisfies equation (4.108) the right hand 
side above vanishes and we obtain
Thus 77' is also in Y tract and so symmetry condition (4.98) holds. Hence the material 
symmetry of homogenised constitutive models based on the uniform traction bound­
ary condition depends only on the symmetry of the RVE and is not limited by the 
kinematic constraint.
Sym m etry of the periodic boundary condition
Consider firstly an arbitrary member 77 of the set of kinematically admissible 
virtual displacement fields Y ^ er under the periodic boundary condition. According 
to the definition of i /^ er the field 77 must satisfy
Now Q e  y  represents a rigid transformation which maps the RVE domain onto 
itself. It follows that the points Q Y ~  and Q Y +, where Y ~  and Y + are corresponding 
boundary points, must also lie on the RVE boundary. Moreover Q  must preserve the 
relationships between matching boundary portions in such a way that Q Y ~  and 
Q Y + constitute a matching pair. Thus
f ] (Q Y  ) =  r j (Q Y +) V corresponding pairs Y  , Y + G dffyo • (4-113)
If we define 77' by
r j \ Y )  ® N d A  = 0 (4.111)
77(Y ) =  77( y +) V corresponding pairs Y  , Y + G dffy0 • (4.112)
ri'(Y) = r j(QY) (4.114)
then we have form (4.113)
77' {Y  ) =  rj/( Y +) V corresponding pairs Y  , Y + G dffyo 5 (4.115)
and so 77' G Y^er.
It is obvious from the definition of 77' that
VyT7'(y) =  V Y r j ( Q Y ) . (4.116)
Thus for any 77 G Y ^ er there is an 77' G Y ^ er that satisfies equation (4.116) and so 
the symmetry condition (4.98) holds for the periodic boundary condition.
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Sym m etry of the linear boundary condition
Under the linear boundary condition any 77 in the set of all kinematically
admissible virtual displacements must vanish on the boundary, i.e.
7 7 ( 1 0  =  0  v y e i v  (4 .1 1 7 )
Now for any Q £ 5?, the point Q Y  must lie on the boundary if Y  £ Thus
r](QY) = 0 V T e f i ,  0 (4.118)
and if we define 77' as before by
r,’(Y )  = r , ( Q Y ) , (4.119)
then (4.118) implies
7 /(10 = 0  Vl^eCV) .  (4.120)
Thus 77' is a member of Y}™.9 H*
Obviously from the definition of 77'
W r / C n  =  V y t j ( Q Y ) . (4.121)
and so we have a suitable rj' £ 0 ? n f°r each V £ 0 ? ” sa^^ sfy symmetry
condition (4.98) for the linear boundary condition.
Sym m etry of Taylor based m odels
Under the Taylor condition the virtual displacement field 77 is constrained to equal 
0 uniformly over the RVE and so the symmetry condition (4.98) is satisfied trivially.
In fact Taylor based homogenised models generally display greater symmetry than 
the RVEs that define them. This can be seen from the definition of the homogenised 
constitutive functional (4.35) specialised to the case where t /M =  0 and for Cauchy 
elastic materials
T»yy(F,  x ) =  y ) > o . (4 .1 2 2 )
If the microscopic constitutive functional has everywhere a symmetry group (or if 
Sf is a common subset of various symmetry groups over the RVE) then
y tt( Q F , Y ) = y fl( F , Y ) Q  V Q e ^ ,  (4.123)
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where we assume & consists of rotations only. Since the averaging operator (•Jo is 
linear it follows from the definition (4.122) of Tay*p that
Tay$ (Q F , Y )  = Tay<P (F , Y ) Q  V Q E & ,  (4.124)
Thus under the Taylor kinematic constraint the homogenised stress response shares 
the symmetry properties of the micro-constituent materials regardless of asymmetries 
in the RVE.
4.12 F in ite  elem ent d iscretisation  o f th e  hom ogeni­
sation  procedure
The RVE equilibrium problem may be solved by the finite element method out­
lined in chapter 3. If the RVE includes history dependent materials an incremental 
approach is adopted as described in section 3.2 whereby the history of deformation 
is broken down into a series of discrete time steps. At each time step an incremental 
boundary value problem is solved. If by contrast the RVE contains only elastic con­
stituents then only a a single boundary value problem is required. In either case its 
necessary to solve one or more time independent quasi-static boundary value prob­
lems. This is achieved firstly by a spatial discretisation of the RVE domain in the 
conventional way introducing a finite number of nodes and elements. The discretised 
version of the virtual work equilibrium equation follows (cf. equation (3.58)):
[rjT] [F int] =  0 , (4.125)
where [Fmt] is the internal force vector defined by equation (3.62) and [77] is the 
vector of nodal virtual displacements compatible with the kinematic constraints. Note
that the external force vector [,Fext] appearing in equation (3.58) vanishes since by
equations (4.32) and (4.33) the virtual work done by external forces is zero.
Now in view of the relationship (4.9) between total and fluctuation displacements 
the directional derivatives of the virtual work with respect to identical changes SUM 
and 5UM in each variable are the same. It follows that a suitable Newton-Raphson 
scheme to solve equation (4.125) for the nodal fluctuation displacements may be 
obtained by simplifying equation (3.59) to obtain
[Uk] = [£/]*_! +  [SU]k (4.126)
[rtf ( [SU]k +  [F int]fc_ i} =  0 , (4.127)
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where K ^ - i  and [.Fmt]fc_i are the global stiffness and internal force vectors respectively 
both evaluated at [U]k-i- Note that the subscript p has been dropped from the 
fluctuation displacements for clarity but we remain concerned with the microscopic 
level.
Thus the finite element procedure to solve the RVE equilibrium problem is much 
the same as that adopted to solve a conventional quasi-static boundary value problem 
with prescribed displacements and boundary tractions. The only difference is due 
to the unconventional kinematic constraints imposed on the RVE. In the following 
subsections we consider in turn each of the four constraints introduced in section 4.10 
to see how the constraint conditions are discretised and how they affect the solution 
procedure.
Having solved the RVE equilibrium problem, the homogenisation procedure is 
completed by estimating the average first Piola-Kirchhoff stress over the RVE. This 
may be done using Guassian quadrature, the stress at each Gauss point being obtained 
from the micro constitutive relation evaluated under the known displacement field.
Box 3 summarises the details developed in the following subsections for obtaining 
the homogenised response of an RVE by the finite element method under various 
kinematic constraints.
4.12.1 Uniform traction constraint: discretisation
Virtual displacement fields rj that conform to the uniform boundary traction (min­
imum) constraint must by definition satisfy
[  r ) ® N d A  = 0.  (4.128)
JdQfj. o
We wish to discretise this expression to obtain an equation constraining the vector 
of nodal virtual displacements, [77]. We begin by splitting the RVE boundary into a 
sum of element boundaries so that
I  t) <g> N d A  =  V  I  T ) ® N d A .  (4.129)
elements
Introducing the standard discretisation of 77,
n
rl = J2 H*r){i) (4-130)
i= 1
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where Hi and are the 2th shape function and corresponding nodal value of 77 
respectively, we obtain
77 ® N d A
'dn^o e  y  „elements
Y '  I ® N d A
= E  E 1?elements i= 1
(0 Hi N d A
8 Q q n d Q f j , o
If the last bracketed term above is denoted by the vector Z ^ \  i.e.
Z (i) = H i N d A ,
then the element term
H iN d A
i—l dQ^ndQfto
may be represented in Voigt notation by
z .[1} 0 0 z (2) 0 0  . . .  z[n) 0 0
0 z™ 0 0 zi2) 0  . . .  0 Z {2 ] 0
0 0 y d )3 0 0
y d )
3 . .  0 0 zin)
y d )
2 0 0
y d )
2 0 0 . .  zin) 0 0
zi1] 0 0 z {2) 0 0  . , . .  z™ 0 0
0 z[1] 0 0 z {2) 0  . . . .  0 z (n) 0
0 zi1} 0 0 z < 2) 0  . . . .  0 zin) 0
0 0 zP 0 0 z[2) . . . .  0 0 z[n)
0 0 z {21} 0 0 z?  ... .  0 0 Z {2 ]
(4.131)
(4.132)
(4.133)
T](2)
d)m
d) (4.134)m
(n)
m
(n)
(n)
m
chapter 3. The
matrix of components on the left above represents an element constraint operator 
which may be denoted C ^  so that the minimal constraint condition becomes
Yd C (e)[Ve)] =  0 , (4.135)
elements
where [77^ ]  is the vector of element nodal virtual displacements (the column vector 
on the left of (4.134)). A global constraint matrix C  (in 3-D 9 x N  where N  is the 
total number of nodes) may be assembled with each element given as the sum of all 
terms of the element matrices that correspond to the global node indices:
C  =  A c e) (4.136)
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In this way we obtain the global discretised expression of the constraint condition:
C[rj]= 0 , (4.137)
where [77] is the global vector of nodal virtual displacements.
Now in order to rule out rigid body motions six suitable degrees of freedom (in 
2-D problems three suffice) are chosen on the RVE boundary and we set
[Vp] = 0 , (4.138)
where [rjp] denotes the vector of nodal virtual displacement components associated 
with the chosen prescribed degrees of freedom.
It is convenient to further partition the vector [77] as follows
[v] =
Vi
'n,rn
Vd
Vp
(4.139)
Here [77 ]^ are the degrees of freedom of [77] associated with internal nodes, [rjp] are 
the prescribed degrees of freedom as above, [77J  are termed the dependent degrees 
of freedom and [rjm] are termed master degrees of freedom. The dependent degrees 
of freedom are any nine unprescribed boundary degrees of freedom (for a 3 dimen­
sional problem3) such that the square sub-matrix Cd of associated elements of C  is 
invertible. The master degrees of freedom are the remaining boundary components 
- neither in the prescribed or dependent sets. The significance of the nomenclature 
will become apparent shortly.
The partitioning is extended to the constraint matrix as follows
C  = a  Cm Cd Cr
so that the constraint equation may be written
C t{rjt\ +  C m[r)m} + C d[nd} + C p\r)p] = 0
(4.140)
(4.141)
Assuming only shape functions corresponding to nodes that lie on the boundary are 
non-zero on the boundary then all components of all are zero for internal nodes 
and so
Ci = 0 . (4.142)
3The requisite number of dependent degrees of freedom equals the number of rows in C .  That is 
the square of the number of spatial dimensions - 9 in 3-D, 4 in 2-D. In this way the sub-matrix Cd  
of dependent degrees of freedom is square.
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In view of this and equation (4.138) the constraint equation simplifies to
CmlVm] + c d[rjd} =  0 . (4.143)
Given tha t the matrix Cd is square and invertible by choice of dependent degrees of 
freedom, then we finally obtain the following explicit expression for the dependent 
degrees of freedom in terms of the master degrees of freedom:
[Vd\ C'rn [Vm\ (4.144)
Thus the dependent degrees of freedom may be wholly determined by the master 
degrees of freedom. The master degrees of freedom may, along with the interior 
degrees of freedom, be considered independent. It simplifies the subsequent treatment 
of the problem to group the interior and master degrees of freedom under the label 
of free or independent degrees of freedom:
lVf] =
'Om
(4.145)
so that we may rewrite the dependency equation (4.144)
=  D [Vf],M  = 0 - c d l c m ViL J V m
(4.146)
where we have introduced the dependency matrix D  defined by
D D, D 7 0 - C d lc \ (4.147)
Thus under the uniform traction boundary condition we have 6 boundary degrees 
of freedom set to zero by (4.138) and a further 9 wholly determined through (4.146) 
by the remaining independent degrees of freedom.
In order to see how this affects the Newton-Raphson solution scheme we partition 
the stiffness matrix and fluctuation displacement vector in the same way as above. 
Equation (4.127) may thus be written
Vf T ’ K f f K fd K f P ~
i
a e-t-
__
_
i
Vd K df K dd F-dp s u d + runt*d
Vp _ I _ K pf Kpd -R-pp 11
runt 
_ P
=  0 , (4.148)
where the subscripts k and (k — 1) have been dropped for clarity and it is under­
stood that K  and F mt are evaluated at U^-i = (F — I ) Y  +  U k- i . Now since the
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fluctuation displacements must satisfy the same kinematic constraints as the virtual 
displacements it follows that
SUP = 0 (4.149)
(4.150)5Ud = D S U f .
In view of this and equations (4.138) and (4.146) we may rewrite equation (4.148) as
K f f K fd K f v ~
11
pi'mt
Dr)f K df K dd K dp D SU f + lT'int
0 I _ K pf K pd ■Kpp 0 lT'int _ V
=  0 (4.151)
The zero term in the [rj] vector allows the last row above to be eliminated to obtain
=  0 . (4.152)
Next the two rows in the K[5U] term may be combined to give
Vf
7
'  K f i K fd ' SU, +
1'EP
1
Drjf I _ K df K m _ D 6 U ,
---1
4^Gf ^1
Vf
T | fDr); I .
K / f  +  K fdD  
K df  +  K ddD
Finally the terms multiplying 77/  may be combined to obtain
r , jp int I
SU, + ? =  °lT'int
J
(4.153)
[Vf]T { K f f  + K f dD  +  D TK df +  D TK ddD
+
su
H (4.154)
This must hold for arbitrary rjf. Thus we obtain the following Newton-Raphson 
scheme
K f f  +  K fdD  +  D TK df +  D TK ddD
SUf
SUf
SUf
k- 1
in 
/
+ SUf
Fint +  D T F\nt
(4.155) 
, (4.156)
with the convergence condition, obtained by applying equations (4.138) and (4.146) 
to the discretised virtual work equation (4.125), given by
[F)nt +  D TF ' f ]  =  0. (4.157)
This iterative scheme may be used to obtain the internal and boundary indepen­
dent nodal fluctuation displacements consistent with equilibrium and the uniform
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traction boundary condition. The prescribed boundary degrees of freedom r]p are 
simply zero and the remaining dependent degrees of freedom are obtained from the 
dependency condition
U a =  D U t (4.158)
Thus the full vector of nodal fluctuation displacements [U^ ] is obtained.
4.12.2 Periodic boundary condition: discretisation
Under the periodic constraint the boundary of the RVE is divided into a number 
of parts r~ , T+ (i =  1,.. .n) such that, for each i, T~ is a rigid translation of T+. 
Admissible virtual displacements and fluctuations at corresponding points Y ~  and 
Y + on paired boundary portions must be equal. A finite element mesh may be 
constructed such that the nodes on each T t have a one-to-one correspondence with 
the nodes on T+ and are located at corresponding points. The periodic constraint 
applied to the discrete system consists of the condition that corresponding nodes 
experience the same displacement fluctuation4.
Rectangular RVE
We consider first of all the case of a two dimensional rectangular RVE. Figure 4.4 
illustrates a possible finite element mesh. The vector of nodal fluctuations and nodal 
virtual displacements may be partitioned as follows;
[ U }  =
’  Ui ' Vi
U+ r n v+[v] =u_ V-
_ uv _ Vv
(4.159)
where the subscript i  indicates degrees of freedom associated with internal nodes and 
v indicates degrees of freedom associated with nodes at the vertices of the RVE. The 
subscripts +  and — label the degrees of freedom associated with boundary nodes, 
excluding the corners, that belong to T+ =  and T~ =  Ui^T respectively.
4Somer et  al. [102] have proposed using a distinct discretisation of the RVE boundary especially 
for enforcing the periodic condition. Typically fewer boundary nodes are employed than appear 
in the main finite element mesh. Periodicity is enforced directly on these special nodes. Mesh 
nodes are controlled by interpolation between the periodic nodes. The method has the advantage 
that the mesh does not have to be created with nodes at corresponding boundary locations. More 
importantly it reduces the number of unconstrained degrees of freedom in the system and hence 
saves computational effort with only a small loss of accuracy.
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The ordering of components in [£/+], [£/_], [n+\ and [v~\ respects the correspondence 
between paired boundary nodes so that the periodicity condition requires that
J7_ U 4
[»?-] =  [»7+]
(4.160)
(4.161)
The corner nodes also lie on the boundary and are governed by the periodicity 
condition. However each vertex belongs to two distinct boundary portions. For the 
rectangular RVE in figure 4.4 this means that fluctuations at the corner labeled VI 
must match those at corner V2 because the two nodes lie at corresponding points on 
Tf and Since VI is also one end of the fluctuation must also be equal at V4 on 
T j. By similar argument fluctuations at V2 and V4 must match. Therefore periodic 
fluctuation displacements occurring at all four corners of a periodic rectangular RVE 
must be equal to each other. The same is obviously true of kinematically admissible 
virtual displacements.
Now in order to rule out rigid body motion of the RVE it is necessary in this 2-D 
example to fix three degrees of freedom (the 3-D case requires six fixed d.o.f.). It is 
convenient to choose corner nodes for this purpose. Since all eight degrees of freedom 
associated with the corner nodes must by the periodicity condition be the same it 
follows that fixing three of these fixes them all. Thus we may write
Uv = 0
[»?„] =  o .
(4.162)
(4.163)
It can now be seen that the degrees of freedom associated with the rectangular 
RVE under the periodic boundary condition may be divided into three types. Firstly 
there are those associated with the corner nodes that are fully prescribed. In order 
to conform with the nomenclature used in the discretisation of the uniform traction 
condition (subsection 4.12.1) we re-label these with the subscript p so that
Un a , =  0 (4.164)
(4.165)
Secondly there are the degrees of freedom which may be considered free or indepen­
dent. These consist of the components associated with interior nodes and one half of 
the paired boundary nodes. Choosing ?7_ and t/_  to be independent and using the
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r
Figure 4.4: A finite element mesh for 2-D rectangular RVE under the periodic con­
straint.
subscript /  to denote the collection of free components we may write
Uf — " Ui ' and [Vf] = mu_ . v- _
(4.166)
Finally their remain rj+ and U+. These are fully determined through the constraint 
equation (4.160) and may be termed dependent degrees of freedom with the subscript 
d so that we have
Ud — U + _ 0 I
'  Ut '
■ U-
D U< (4.167)
and
C3 SL III cT + II
oi Vi
L J
. .
=  D  [»?/].
where the dependency matrix D  is defined by
(4.168)
D  = Di D. 0 I (4.169)
Thus we have identified prescribed, free and dependent degrees of freedom with a 
dependency equation linking the last two. The discretised problem is thus formulated 
in exactly the same terms as for the uniform boundary traction constraint (subsection
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4.12.1 and the RVE equilibrium problem may be solved by the same Newton-Raphson 
scheme as before:
K ;,  +  K fdD  + D TK df + D TK ddD
SUf
SUf
SU k—1+ 5 U
F [fnt +  D T F jnt
(4.170) 
. (4.171)
The only difference from the uniform traction condition lies in the choice of degrees 
of freedom that constitute the free, dependent and prescribed groups and in the 
definition (4.169) of the dependency matrix D.
Arbitrarily shaped RVE
We have seen how the periodic condition acting on a two dimensional RVE may 
be discretised. The general case of an arbitrary shape may be treated in a similar 
fashion. There is only one complication. This manifests itself in how periodicity 
affects the vertices of the RVE - that is the nodes at which distinct portions 
of the RVE meet. Unlike the rectangular (or cuboid) case, in general all vertices 
are not constrained to undergo the same displacement fluctuation. Instead groups of 
vertices may be formed that must have equal fluctuations. We therefore have a more 
complicated interdependency between periodic nodal displacement fluctuations and 
between virtual displacements. Nevertheless it is still possible to define prescribed, 
free and dependent degrees of freedom along with a dependency equation and to solve 
the RVE equilibrium problem with a Newton-Raphson scheme in the form of (4.170).
It may easily be verified for instance that for the extruded hexagon in figure 4.5 
vertices A, C, E, G, I and K must all have matching fluctuations. The remaining 
vertex fluctuations at B, D, F, H, J and L must also equal each other but need not 
be the same as the first group. Rigid body motion may be eliminated by fixing 
the first group of vertices thus defining the prescribed degrees of freedom. One of 
the remaining vertices, B say, may be chosen as a master node and grouped with the 
internal nodes to define the free set of degrees of freedom. The vertices D, F, H, J and 
L are then classified as dependent nodes. Thus in terms of kinematically admissible
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virtual displacements we may write
V A
V c  
Ve 
Vg 
Vi
V k
and [Vd\ =
lvf] =
Vi 
V-  
V B
v+ ’  0 I 0 "
Vd 0 0 1
Vf 0 0 1
Vh 0 0 1
Vj 0 0 1
.  Vl _ 0 0 1 _
D
= D \q f ]
with similar expressions for the displacement fluctuations. Thus an appropriate par­
tition of the discretised system’s degrees of freedom has been identified allowing the 
Newton-Raphson (4.170) scheme to be applied.
G
D
> j
Figure 4.5: An RYE occupying an extruded hexagon.
4.12.3 Linear boundary condition: discretisation
Discretisation of the linear boundary condition is simple. It suffices to identify 
the boundary nodes and set the associated degrees of freedom of the virtual displace­
ments and fluctuations to zero. Degrees of freedom associated with internal nodes are
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unconstrained. Adopting the formulation used for the constant traction and periodic 
conditions, we have a prescribed set of degrees of freedom [rjp] and [Up] associated 
with the boundary nodes and a free set of degrees of freedom [rjf] and [U/] associated 
with internal nodes. The set of dependent degrees of freedom is empty. In order to 
conform with the previous formulation we may still write
[qd] = D[rjf ] and [Ud] = D[U f ] ,
where the dependency matrix D  is now taken to be the empty matrix5 []. The RVE 
equilibrium problem is solved by the previous Newton-Raphson scheme (4.155) which 
with D  =  [] reduces to
K f f
SUf
SUf
SUf
k- 1+ SUf
j^int
where the free nodes are the interior nodes:
Uf U
(4.172)
(4.173)
(4.174)
4.12.4 Taylor condition: discretisation
The Taylor condition is the simplest of all to deal with as there is no equilibrium 
problem to be solved to obtain the displacement field. We simply set all the nodal 
displacement fluctuations to zero. The Taylor case may be formulated in the same 
terms adopted for the previous kinematic constraints by defining the prescribed de­
grees of freedom as the set of all degrees of freedom with the free and dependent sets 
empty and the dependency matrix D  as an empty matrix.
4.13 Im plem entation  o f th e  com putational hom ogeni­
sation  procedure
An implementation of the homogenisation procedure discussed in the preceding 
sections was coded in the commercially available MATLAB programming language.
The structure of the resulting program, known as m icrop last, is illustrated in flow 
chart form by figure 4.6. Examples of homogenisation performed using the program
5That is to say the matrix which on multiplying any vector yields the empty set, on multiplying 
another matrix yields the empty matrix and on addition leaves other matrices unaffected.
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Box 3: Summary of a finite element homogenisation procedure.
1. Partition the global degrees of freedom into independent, dependent and 
prescribed components according to the chosen kinematic constraint:
Constraint prescribed (p) dependent (d) independent (f)
uniform
traction
sufficient bound­
ary d.o.f.s fluctu­
ation to prevent 
rigid motion
any 9 (or 4 in 
2-D) unprescribed 
boundary d.o.f.s 
such that Cd is 
invertible
interior & remain­
der of boundary 
nodes
periodic
(rectangular
cell)
corner nodes boundary nodes 
in T" (not cor­
ners)
boundary nodes 
in r+  (not cor­
ners) & interior 
nodes
linear boundary nodes none interior nodes
Taylor all degrees of free­
dom
none none
2. Construct the dependency matrix D  according to the chosen kinematic 
constraint:
uniform traction
periodic
linear
Taylor
D  = 
D  = 
D  = 
D  =
; o  -c-lcm \
0 I  ] (rectangular cell)
where in the above C  is defined by (4.136), 0 is a matrix of zeros with nd 
rows and nint columns and I  is a nd x identity matrix (rid & nint being 
the number of dependent and interior degrees of freedom respectively).
3. Solve the reduced Newton-Raphson scheme for the independent fluctua­
tion displacements [U/]:
K R
SUf
SUf
SUf k — l + SUi
= -  [ F'}nt +  £>Tf ’j nt ] , 
where K R =  [ K f f  + K fdD  +  D TK df +  D TK ddD  ]. 
4. Calculate the average first Piola-Kirchhoff stress.
are provided in chapter 5. Further use of the program is made to carry out the 
homogenisation stages in chapters 6 and 7. These applications all use hyperelastic
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RVE materials but the algorithm is suitable for general history dependent materials 
having an internal variable formulation.
In addition to the homogenisation steps already described in this chapter the 
program also uses an increment cutting feature whereby the size of the incremental 
step in the loading history is reduced if convergence of the Newton-Raphson algorithm 
cannot be attained within a reasonable number of iterations.
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Read details of RVE m esh from data file
chosen kinematic constraint
Input incremental history of m acro 
deformation gradient
pseudo-tim e incremental loop
no
yes Incremental
history
complete?
Check convergence 
F'j" + DJF"' || < tolerance?
yes
no
Calculate and record 
average s tress
Calculate global stiffness matrix K
R eset fluctuations 
and internal 
variables to last 
converged values
Calculate reduced stiffness matrix
KR = [Kjf + KfdD + Z)T/ >  + DTKddD ]
Initialise displacem ent fluctuations 
U= 0
Identify prescribed, free and dependent 
d eg rees of freedom.
A ssem ble the dependency matrix D
Calculate Newton-Raphson correction 
to free displacem ent fluctuations
SUf= - K Rl[F ; '  + DJFrr ]
Calculate global internal force vector
and update any internal variables
Update displacem ents
S et uniform gradient com ponent of 
displacem ents according to deformation 
gradient of current increment
U*= (F ,-I )Y
and update total displacem ent
u = u* + u
Figure 4.6: Flow chart for the program m ic ro p las t -  a finite element implementation 
of the computational homogenisation procedure.
Chapter 5 
Application of com putational 
hom ogenisation
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter a number of examples of microcell homogenisation using the 
m icro p las t program described in chapter 4 are presented. The main objectives are 
to provide a degree of verification of the performance of the code and to investigate 
the relative behaviour of different meshes and boundary conditions.
With regard to the first of these objectives, it should be noted that while there 
are, in the context of small deformations, analytical solutions which approximate the 
average response of certain RVEs (e.g. Nemat-Nasser and Hori’s analysis [83] may be 
compared to a microcell with a small circular elastic inclusion - see Partovi [91]), at 
large deformations such solutions are harder to find.
In the case of Taylor or linear boundary conditions the microcell boundary value 
problem is actually of the conventional kind with explicitly prescribed displacements 
and no applied forces. It is therefore possible to use an established finite element code 
on a given microcell mesh with appropriate fixed nodal displacements and compare 
results with the output of m icrop last. This was in fact done using the HYPLAS 
program described in de Souza, Peric and Owen [17] with a large selection of meshes. 
Although the results are not presented here, in all cases near perfect agreement was 
observed.
The performance of m icro p las t with other boundary conditions is harder to 
corroborate. However there are certain characteristics of the homogenised behavior
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of microstructures which may be expected a priori. Thus a degree of confidence in the 
program may be obtained if it produces results in accordance with these expectations. 
Some of these expectations are explored in the examples of this chapter.
5.2 Soft m atrix  w ith  stiff inclusions
5.2.1 Problem  definition
In this first example a square RVE or microcell was used consisting of five circular 
inclusions of varying diameter placed irregularly within a softer matrix. The matrix 
and inclusion materials were both of the Ogden type
N ftp
1 ^Pp= 1 y
where Ai, A2 and A3 are the principal stretches of the motion and the respective 
parameters as follows:
• Matrix:
Incompressible Ogden
TV =  2, /ii =  50, fi2 =  —14, cti =  2 and a 2 =  —2
• Inclusions:
Incompressible Ogden
TV =  1, pi = 2000 and an =  2
(This is the same as an incompressible neo-Hookean model with shear modulus
G =  2000)
Plane stress was assumed and, using each of the four boundary conditions in turn 
(Taylor, linear, periodic and constant traction), an in-plane shear macro deformation 
gradient applied in increments from
to
F  =
F  =
1 0 
0 1
1 1 ' 
0 1
A mesh of linear three noded triangular elements was used and is illustrated in figure 
5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Undeformed mesh withl2%  inclusions.
5.2.2 R esu lts
Figure 5.2 shows on the left hand side the deformed shapes of the mesh under 
the full imposed macro deformation gradient for each of the boundary conditions and 
on the right corresponding contour plots of shear micro Cauchy stress. It can be 
seen in figure 5.2(a) tha t only under the Taylor condition do the inclusions become 
appreciably skewed. This is to be expected since by definition the Taylor condition 
insists on applying the same deformation uniformly and the inclusions do not need 
to be in equilibrium with matrix. The other three boundary conditions require the 
interior of the cell to be self equilibrating and so the stiff inclusions deform much 
less than  the softer material surrounding them to reach the same stress. Also as 
expected figure 5.2(b) shows the edges of the cell remaining straight under a linear 
deformation while in figure 5.2(c) the deviation from a linear deformation on opposite 
edges matches as required by the periodic boundary condition.
Figure 5.3 shows the macro strain energy function, T (that is the micro strain 
energy averaged over the cell with respect to reference volume), plotted against the 
deformation gradient component F 12. As expected the Taylor boundary condition, 
being the most prescriptive, produces the highest T value followed in turn  by the 
linear, periodic and constant traction conditions.
Since the curves in figure 5.3 plot T against increasing F 12 with the other deforma­
tion gradient components remaining constant, the gradients of these curves represent 
the partial derivative Using the strain energy data, numerical estimates to the 
gradients were plotted in figure 5.4 against F 12. On the same graph are plotted curves
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1 600
1 400
1200
1000
8 0 0
6 0 0
4 0 0
200
160
140
120
100
8 0
6 0
4 0
140
120
100
80
60
4 0
20
(b) Linear
(c) Periodic
(d) Constant traction
Figure 5.2: Deformed mesh shapes and plots of shear Cauchy stress (<712) under 
different boundary conditions.
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Taylor 
~ linear 
periodic 
_ constant traction
40
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Figure 5.3: Macro strain energy under different boundary conditions.
of macro Piola Kirchhoff stress component P 12 obtained directly from the m ic ro p la s t 
program. It is seen tha t the crosses representing the -JjjC estimates lie, to within a 
close tolerance, on the P 12 curve corresponding to the same boundary condition. This 
confirms the fact tha t the averaged micro strain energy represents a true macro strain 
energy function in the sense th a t the macro stress P  may be derived from the macro 
strain energy according to
as in single scale theory. In other words the homogenised stress response of a microcell 
with only hyperelastic constituents is itself hyperelastic.
5.3 Test o f isotropy
A hyperelastic m aterial model is considered isotropic relative to its reference con­
figuration if the strain energy function satisfies
\&(F) =  V { F Q )
for all admissible deformation gradients F  and all orthogonal tensors Q .  In simple 
terms an isotropic material should respond the same whether or not a rotation is 
applied to it before deformation.
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1 0 0
a
x A T/ AF12 Taylor 
y A T / AF linear
— Taylor
— linear
x AT/ AF12 periodic 
— const, traction *  A T / AFi2 const, traction
— periodic
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Figure 5.4: Shear component of first Piola Kirchhoff macro stress under different 
boundary conditions. The solid lines show the direct output of m ic ro p la s t  while 
the crosses show a numerical approximation to obtained from the macro strain 
energy i.e. the gradients to the curves in figure (5.3).
We do not generally expect the overall response of a RVE to display isotropy 
even if it is made up entirely of homogenious materials. In order to examine this 
assertion a m icrostructure made up wholly of isotropic hyperelastic material was 
subjected firstly to a range of biaxial deformations, Fi, and then to the same set 
of deformations postmultiplied by a tensor representing a 35° rotation, F iQ .  The 
resulting homogenised strain energy functions were then compared.
5.3.1 P rob lem  deta ils
The microcell used for this problem consisted of a m atrix of Ogden type material 
punctured by a highly asymmetric arrangement of circular holes making up 12% of 
the cell area. A mesh of 3 noded linear triangles was used as illustrated in figure 5.5. 
M atrix material param eters were as follows:
• Incompressible Ogden
N  =  2, p i  =  50, P 2 — —14, ot\ =  2 and 02 — ~2 
The plane stress condition was assumed throughout.
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Figure 5.5: Mesh used to test isotropy of homogenised response.
Two sets of imposed deformations were applied to the microcell, the first a range 
of biaxial isochoric stretches of the form
F  =
Xx 0  0
0 a2 0
0 0 Xf'Xf1
where A] and A2 ranged from 1 to 1.5 and the second made up of the same deformation 
gradients composed with a rotation of 35°,
’  Ai 0 0 cos 35° - s i n  35° 0
F '  =  F Q  = 0 Ao 0 sin 35° cos 35° 0
0 0 W 0 0 1
The homogenised response to both sets of deformation gradients was calculated under 
the Taylor, linear, periodic and constant traction boundary conditions.
5.3.2 R esu lts
In figure 5.6 the microcell response under each of the boundary conditions is 
illustrated separately by four contour plots of homogenised strain energy. In each 
plot the strain energy produced by the first range of deformations ( the simple biaxial 
stretches) is shown by solid black contours. The strain energy contours from the 
second pre-rotated set of deformations are shown by broken red lines.
The black and red lines coincide in figure 5.6(a). This to be expected since by 
definition the micro deformation gradient is uniform across the cell leading to a uni­
form micro strain energy over the solid part. The homogenised strain energy, being
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the average of the micro strain energy, is thus given by
•9(F) = ~  9f,(F)dV = ^ 9 „ ( F )
and so retains the isotropy of the matrix material model.
Using the other three boundary conditions the unrotated and rotated deformation 
gradients give rise to differing strain energy contours. This observation confirms the 
fact that for linear, periodic and constant traction boundary conditions the isotropy 
of constituent materials is not in general preserved in the homogenised behaviour 
of the RVE. Therefore although the homogenised response is hyperelastic its strain 
energy function is not generally a unique function of the principle stretches of the 
motion.
5.4 C om parison o f RVEs w ith  varying void and  
inclusion  ratios
In this example the relationship between homogenised response and volume ratio 
of voids and inclusions is examined. Two sets of square RVEs containing holes and 
inclusions respectively are considered. The example is suggested by a similar study in 
small strain by Partovi [91] in which linear elastic materials were considered. Partovi 
was able to compare homogenised results for Taylor and linear boundary conditions 
with analytical solutions by Nemat-Nasser and Hori [83] for voids and inclusions sur­
rounded by extended an matrix. The analytic approach relates the void or inclusion 
ratio and the micro material parameters to derived elastic moduli which characterise 
the macro constitutive response. However as the theory only covers linear elastic 
micro constituents in small strain it cannot be used in the present work.
5.4.1 Problem  details
The meshes used in this test are illustrated in figure 5.7. All elements are linear 
3 node triangles and the plane stress condition was applied.
Material properties for the meshes with holes were as follows:
• Matrix:
Incompressible Ogden 
N  = 1, pi = 600, and cq =  2
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1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
X.1
(a) Taylor (b) Linear
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CN4
1.3 1.4
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(c) Periodic (d) C o n stan t traction
Figure 5.6: Contour plots of homogenised strain energy under each boundary con­
dition. The solid black contours represent strain energy under biaxial deformations. 
The broken red lines correspond to the same biaxial deformations with a pre-rotation 
of 35°.
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i.e. V = 300(A? +  \% +  A§ -  3)
(This is the same as the incompressible neo-Hookean model, P  — G F — pF~T , 
with shear modulus G = 600 and where p is a hydrostatic Cauchy pressure.)
The other set of microcells had a relatively soft neo-Hookean matrix with much 
stiffer neo-Hookean inclusions as follows:
• Matrix:
Incompressible Ogden
N  =  1, fii = 500 and a\ = 2 
i.e. =  250(A? +  \ 2 +  Xj -  3)
(This is the same as the incompressible neo-Hookean model, P  = G F  — p F ~T, 
with shear modulus G =  500.)
• Inclusions:
Incompressible Ogden
N  =  1, pti = 2000 and oti — 2  
i.e. =  1000(A? +  \ \  +  \ \  -  3)
(This is the same as the incompressible neo-Hookean model, P  =  G F  — p F ~T, 
with shear modulus G = 2000.)
The homogenised stress response of each RVE to an imposed macro deformation 
gradient of
r 1 1 0  
F = 0 1 0
0  0  1
was calculated for the Taylor, linear, periodic and constant traction conditions.
5.4.2 Results
The shear component of the first Piola Kirchhoff macro stress, P i2 , is plotted 
against void ratio in figure 5.8 for the set of perforated RVEs. Similarly figure 5.9 
shows P i2 plotted against inclusion ratio for the microcells with stiff inclusions. In 
both graphs the stress values have been divided by Gmatrix, the shear modulus of the 
neo-Hookean matrix material. Note that for a pure shear deformation gradient of
1 1 0
F =  0 1 0
0  0  1
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uniform solid
1% inclusion
10% inclusion 15% inclusion5% inclusion4% inclusion3% inclusion
2% inclusion
20% inclusion 25% inclusion 30% inclusion 35% inclusion 40% inclusion
Figure 5.7: Regular meshes with varying ratios of voids and inclusions.
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the neo-Hookean constitutive equation yields
P\2 = GF\2
so that for the given macro deformation (F12 =  1) a uniform solid RVE (0% voids 
and 0 % inclusions) should respond with a macro shear stress such that
matrix
and this is confirmed in both plots by the data points for zero void/inclusion ratio 
under all the boundary conditions.
Intuitively one would expect a softening of the homogenised response of the per­
forated cells as void ratio is increased. This is indeed observed with the negatively 
sloping Pu/Gmatrix lines in figure 5.8 for all the boundary conditions. As the Taylor 
condition is equivalent to the law of mixtures it should lead to a linear relationship 
between macro stress and void ratio and this is confirmed by the straight blue line 
in figure 5.8. Indeed for this boundary condition the macro response is of the neo- 
Hookean form with an effective shear modulus equal to the ratio P\2 1Gmatrix- The 
other boundary conditions do not show a linear dependence of shear stress with void 
ratio. Instead a sharp decline at small void ratios becomes less steep as the ratio 
increases. Qualitatively this is a similar shape to that observed under the linear 
boundary condition by Partovi [91] working with linear elastic materials in small 
strain (periodic and constant traction conditions are not considered in [91]).
Just as one expects larger voids to soften the macro material, an incease in the size 
of stiff inclusions should stiffen the macro response. This is seen in figure 5.9 where 
the stress plots for all boundary conditions have positive slopes. Once again the 
Taylor plot is a straight line in agreement with the law of mixtures. By contrast the 
other three boundary conditions yield lines with slopes that increase with increasing 
inclusion ratio. This type of behaviour was also observed by Partovi [91] for linear 
elastic materials undergoing small deformations under different boundary conditions.
In both plots the familiar order of stiffness between boundary conditions is re­
spected with the Taylor stress response always greater than the linear response which 
is greater than the periodic response which in turn exceeds the constant traction 
stress.
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Figure 5.8: Results for RVEs with voids. The shear component of first Piola Kirchhoff 
stress, P 12 is plotted against the void ratio. Stress values are scaled by Gmatrix, the 
modulus of the neo-Hookean m atrix material.
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Figure 5.9: Results for RVEs with inclusions. The shear component of first Piola 
Kirchhoff stress, P 12 is plotted against the inclusion ratio. Stress values are scaled by 
Gmatrix, the modulus of the neo-Hookean m atrix material.
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5.5 Com parison of RVEs w ith  varying densities of 
holes
5.5.1 P ro b lem  details
In this example the response of a series of RVEs all with the same void fraction 
but varying hole ‘densities’ was examined. The RVES considered in the test were 
perforated with randomly placed circular holes. The diameters of the holes were 
also randomised but constrained to make up 15% of the cell area. For each RVE 
a maximum allowable diameter was set. This param eter controlled the ‘density’ of 
holes since a smaller maximum allowable diameter tends to lead to a larger number 
of smaller holes making up the required 15% area. In addition to the randomised 
meshes a regular mesh with a single central 15% hole was also included in the set 
of test cells. The nine meshes used are illustrated in figure 5.10. Linear 3 noded 
triangular elements were used throughout and in each case the following material was 
assigned to the the m atrix elements:
• Incompressible Ogden
N  =  2, fi\ =  50, fi2 — —14, Qj =  2 and a 2 =  —2 
The homogenised response of each microcell under an imposed uniaxial deformation
was calculated by m ic ro p la s t assuming the plane stress condition. Calculations were 
repeated for each of the four familiar boundary conditions.
5.5.2 R esu lts
Figure 5.11 shows the homogenised strain energy for each microcell plotted against 
the maximum allowed void diameter in the mesh with results for each boundary 
condition linked by a line of distinct colour. As already discussed the homogenised 
response under the Taylor condition depends only on the overall volume fraction of 
voids regardless of their spatial configuration. In this example all the meshes had 
the same percentage of voids so the macro strain energy should be the same for
of
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(a) max diameter = 8%
(d) max diameter = 20%
(b) max diameter = 12%
(e) max diameter = 25%
(c) max diameter = 16%
(f) max diam eter = 30%
(g) max diameter = 35% (h) max diameter = 40 (i) diam eter = 43.7%
Figure 5.10: Microcells used to investigate the influence of hole density on ho­
mogenised response.
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Figure 5.11: Homogenised strain energy plotted against the maximum allowable hole 
diameter in the RVEs of figure 5.10. Note th a t these diameters are not the maximum 
diameters actually found in the meshes but the limit set in generating the random 
distribution of diameters.
all of them under this boundary condition. The Taylor data  points in figure 5.11 
clearly conform to this expectation. Also as expected the Taylor strain energies are 
significantly higher than the stain energy values under the other boundary conditions 
for each mesh.
The results for the linear, periodic and constant traction boundary conditions 
are consistant with the expected order of stiffness with the strain energy under the 
periodic condition always lying between the corresponding results for the other two 
conditions. Beyond this observation it is hard to detect any pattern  in the data. 
Partovi [92] , working in a small deformation formulation, has compared an irregular 
dense mesh to a regular mesh with a single central hole, both meshes having 15% voids 
and an elasto-plastic m atrix material. He observed tha t the stress responses under 
linear and periodic boundary conditions were markedly closer to each other for the 
dense mesh than the regular mesh. No similar effect is apparent in the results of the 
present study although it should be noted tha t Partovi’s dense mesh was considerably 
denser than the densest mesh used here.
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5.6 C om parison o f regular and irregular void dis­
tributions
This example is based on a study described by Kouznetsova at al. [60] whereby 
the behaviour of regular and random micro structures were compared.
They considered ten random meshes with 12% circular voids and one regular mesh 
with a single central 12% void. The matrix of each RVE consisted of compressible 
Neo-Hookean material and the simulations were performed under the plane strain 
assumption. In these respects the present work has adopted the same procedure. 
However while the study in [60] only dealt with the periodic boundary condition the 
present work also considers the Taylor, linear and constant traction conditions. In 
addition the sizes and distribution of circular holes in the irregular meshes although 
randomised and maintaining a 1 2 % void fraction is not identical between the two 
studies.
5.6.1 Problem  details
In the present work eleven meshes were prepared as illustrated in figure 5.12. All 
elements are eight noded quadratic quadrilateral elements integrated with four Gauss 
points. The regular mesh (mesh 0) has a single circular hole centrally placed within a 
square matrix. The hole is sized so that its area makes up 12% of the overall area of 
the cell (i.e. the area of the square including the hole). The other ten irregular meshes 
(meshes 1-10) each contain a randomly generated distribution of circular voids. In 
each case the ratio of void area to overall cell area has been constrained to equal 1 2 %. 
The constitutive model used for the matrix material was as follows:
• Compressible Neo-Hookean 
*  =  K  (J  -  log J) +  \ G  (J “ 2 /3  (A2 +  A2 +  A2) -  3)
G =  889, K  =  2667
The plane strain condition was used and each mesh was subject to a uniaxial 
deformation with Green-Lagrange strain increasing in twenty increments from 0 to 
0.2. That is a macro deformation gradient ranging from
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Mesh 0 Mesh 1 Mesh 2
Mesh 3 Mesh 4 Mesh 5
Mesh 8 Mesh 9
Figure 5.12: Regular and randomly generated irregular meshes.
to
0  1 _
was imposed. This was done for each of the four boundary conditions in turn.
5.6.2 R esu lts
Figure 5.13 shows the axial component of the first Piola Kirchhoff macro-stress, 
P n , plotted against the corresponding axial component of the Green-Lagrange strain, 
E li. For each boundary condition the average of the ten irregular meshes has been 
plotted along with results from regular mesh 0. Also shown as broken lines are the 
maximum and minimum stresses from the irregular meshes. Comparing the four 
graphs in figure 5.13 shows th a t as expected the Taylor boundary condition leads to 
the stiffest behaviour followed in turn  by the linear, periodic and constant traction 
constraints. It can also be seen th a t there is no difference in homogenised behaviour 
between the different meshes under the Taylor condition. This is consistant with
Mesh 6
Mesh 7 Mesh 10
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theoretical considerations since the Taylor condition is equivalent to the law of mix­
tures whereby the averaged stress depends only on the volume fraction of the micro 
constituents which is the same for all the meshes.
Of particular interest is figure 5.13(c) illustrating the microcell response under the 
periodic condition as this can be compared directly with the results of Kouznetsova 
et al. (fig. 8  in [60]). The stress curve for the regular mesh appears to be very similar 
to that plotted by Kouznetsova et al., reaching approximately 370MPa at 20% strain. 
In the present work this regular mesh curve shows a slightly stiffer response than 
the average of the irregular meshes but is well within the envelope of irregular mesh 
responses. In the graph of Kouznetsova et al. the regular mesh response is more 
markedly stiffer than the averaged response with a curve lying just within the upper 
range of random mesh responses. It seems likely that this minor difference between 
the two studies is due to variations in the randomly chosen hole configurations. The 
sample size of ten is probably too small to remove variability between the averages 
of the two sets of meshes.
Under the linear boundary condition illustrated in figure 5.13(b) the regular mesh 
response curve lies just below the average curve. By contrast the regular mesh curve 
values for the constant traction condition in figure 5.13(d) are not only greater than 
the averaged values but exceed slightly the upper envelope of the irregular meshes. 
However the maximum differences between the averaged and regular stress responses 
under the linear, periodic and constant tractions are only 0.68%, 1.47% and 3.92% 
respectively (expressed as a percentage of the respective maximum averaged stress). 
Kouznetsova at al. [60], working with the periodic boundary condition, found that the 
difference between the response of the regular structure and the response averaged 
over their selection of random microcells did not exceed 2%. There is nothing in the 
present results to contradict the conclusion of the authors of [60] that the simplest 
RVE will usually provide averaged elastic properties to within an acceptable tolerance.
In the present results it was found that the order of stiffness of the individual 
meshes was similar but not identical between boundary conditions. It cannot therefore 
be concluded that if one mesh is stiffer than another under one boundary condition 
it will remain stiffer under a second boundary condition. In addition stress curves for 
different meshes under the same boundary condition occasionally crossed so it can 
no more be concluded that some microstructures are always stiffer than others under 
varying states of deformation.
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Figure 5.13: Axial first Piola Kirchhoff stress versus axial Green-Lagrange strain for 
a m atrix of compressible neo-Hookean material in plane strain.
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5.7 C onclusion
A number of examples have been provided which show that the m ic ro p las t ho­
mogenisation code produces results which are at least in accord with those predictions 
that can be made a priori. Among the expectations confirmed it is observed that the 
expected relative stiffnesses of the responses under the four boundary conditions are 
respected. Also the Taylor condition is seen to replicate the law of mixtures and 
to preserve the isotropy of micro constituents in the macro response. This latter 
observation is not found to generalise to the other boundary conditions.
The numerical tests also allow a limited independent check on the m ic ro p las t 
program as it appears to replicate the corresponding results of Kouznetsova [60].
Finally the examples briefly explore the effect of void/inclusion ratio, void density 
and void distribution on homogenised response. The examples are however very far 
from constituting an exhaustive exploration of these relations and are not intended as 
such. It is hard therefore to draw strong conclusions. We will content ourselves with 
observing that, excluding the Taylor condition, variation in the spatial configuration 
of micro constituents in constant proportions has an effect on the macro response 
that is complex but appears mostly to be outweighed by changes in the proportions 
of the micro constituents.
Chapter 6 
Characterisation of hom ogenised  
properties by optim isation
6.1 In troduction
In this chapter we propose a constitutive modelling approach which makes use 
of computational homogenisation but yields an explicit macro model. Our attention 
is restricted to hyperelastic materials so that we seek macro models in the form of 
a conventional strain energy function (SEF). Instead of fitting model parameters to 
experimental results we consider optimising the parameters of a chosen canonical form 
of SEF to fit the homogenised response of a finite element model of a representative 
volume element calculated by the methods discussed in chapter 4. This procedure may 
potentially take into account micro-structural details more accurately than macro­
models fitted phenomenologically but (once the optimisation is carried out) without 
the considerable computational expense of the fully coupled multi-scale method. It 
extends to the finite strain range the classical procedure adopted in linear elasticity 
whereby the elastic constants are determined from analyses of a linear elastic RVE. 
One notable feature of the proposed methodology is that it allows variations in micro­
structure to be assessed but provides a constitutive model that can be relatively easily 
implemented in existing finite element codes.
The concept of deriving macroscopic material parameters from the detailed finite 
element modelling of an RVE has been used previously though less systematically. 
References may be found in chapter 1 .
It is of course clear that the method considered in this chapter is a way of fitting
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one model to another model without direct reference to empirical results. Thus in 
order to obtain a useful macro model we must have confidence in the validity of 
the representative model of the micro-structure. It is acknowledged tha t it is often 
difficult to obtain enough information at the micro level to construct a reliable micro 
model.
An outline of the procedure is provided by figure 6.1. Two principal aspects 
are apparent - homogenisation and optimisation. The homogenisation process has 
been discussed in detail in chapter 4. The application of optimisation to the present 
methodology is considered in section 6.2 below.
In section 6.3 an application of the method to composites with Ogden m aterial 
microconstituents is presented. A more complex application in the field of arterial 
wall mechanics is described in chapter 7.
OPTIMISATION
evaluated at evaluated at
{F „F2,...,Fn}
RVE 
& kinematic 
constraints
Optimal parameters
Objective function
Q(P)
Final macro model
y/(F,p*)
COMPUTATIONAL
HOMOGENISATION
Canonical form 
of macro model
if/(F,p)
Figure 6.1: Outline of the procedure for fitting macroscopic models to homogenised 
data  in hyperelasticity.
6.2 O ptim isation of m aterial param eters
The process of finding an optimal macro model to best approximate the ho­
mogenised micro response may be divided into a number of steps described in the 
following subsections.
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6.2.1 Choice of the canonical form of the macro model
In the context of hyperelasticity choosing a macro model means proposing the 
functional dependence \k(C ,p) of strain energy on the right Cauchy-Green tensor 
C  and a set p  of parameters to be optimised. Other equivalent formulations in terms 
of stress and other deformation measures are of course equally valid. We distinguish 
the ‘free’ parameters p  from any other constants in the strain energy function. It is 
of course a m atter of choice as to which parameters are considered ‘free’ and which 
are fixed. Leaving more parameters free for optimisation will tend to produce a 
better fitting model but this has to be balanced against the increased computational 
difficulties in the optimisation procedure. Clearly the choice of function is of great 
importance - no amount of optimisation can make a straight line a good fit for a sine 
curve for instance. Equally an isotropic macro model is unlikely to be the best choice 
to approximate a microstructure with strongly anisotropic geometry.
6.2.2 Choice of objective function
In order to find the best fitting model it is necessary to define a measure of how well 
a candidate strain energy function approximates the homogenised micro cell response. 
Such a measure is provided by a scalar valued objective function which we shall denote 
Q. This is a function of the ‘free’ parameters and depends also on the macro model 
responses evaluated at a set number of deformations and the homogenised micro-cell 
responses to the same deformations. The objective function should be smaller in 
value the better the macro model is considered to fit the homogenised data so that 
the optimal parameters are those that minimise Q.
One suitable function has the form
where S  is some measure of mechanical response (strain energy or stress), Ci(i =  1 , n) 
represents a set of right Cauchy-Green tensors, Si is the homogenised response of the 
micro-cell to macro deformation C* and | | « | | 2 denotes the 2 -norm. Alternatives to 
(6 .1 ) might employ a different norm or might weight each term in the sum differently 
if a good fit to certain deformations was favoured over others. It may be considered 
preferable to use a function based on relative values such as
n
(6 .1)
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where 5* and Ski are the kth components of S  and respectively and m  is the total 
number of components. Of course (6 .2 ) requires that Ski is never zero. Compared 
with (6 .1 ) this function would tend to favour a tighter absolute fit where Ski takes on 
low values.
Of particular importance in specifying an objective function is the choice of de­
formations at which macro model and homogenised micro model responses are eval­
uated. The range of deformations covered and any weighting used should reflect the 
deformations experienced in problems of interest.
6.2.3 Optim isation procedure
The final step is to find the parameters p  which minimise the objective function 
Q. Since optimisation is by itself a large field in mathematics we shall not discuss this 
aspect in detail. Locating the minimum of an objective function of the form (6.1) is in 
general a non-linear least squares problem. Numerous well established means of solu­
tion are available (e.g. the Levenberg-Marquardt method [68,71]). These are iterative 
algorithms which cannot guarantee convergence to the global minimum. Moreover in 
practice it can be difficult with ill conditioned objective functions to achieve conver­
gence at all. The more efficient methods require the gradient of the objective function 
to be evaluated at each iteration but this may be estimated numerically to avoid the 
potentially tedious differentiation of Q with respect to the parameters.
6.2.4 Sensitivity analysis
Although not an essential part of the parameter fitting procedure it is often valu­
able to assess the sensitivity of the objective function to changes in parameter values. 
Since the objective function depends on the parameters only through the stress or 
strain energy (S ( C i ,p ) in (6 .1 )) this assessment may be made by considering the 
derivatives of S  with respect to the parameters p. Ogden at al. [8 6 ] prefer to base their
pect to 
where
sensitivity analysis on the absolute values of the derivatives of stress with res 
relative parameter values. In the nomenclature of (6.1) they calculate 
Sk is the kth component of stress and 5*o is its value at some fixed set of parameters.
A sensitivity analysis should help identify those parameters which most strongly 
influence the objective function and may indicate potentially problematic cases where 
the objective function is overly sensitive to one or more parameters under certain
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deformations. In such instances results may need to be treated with caution. It can 
also provide some insight into the distribution of residual errors across the range of 
trial deformations [8 6 ].
6.3 A p p lication  to  com posites o f O gden m aterials
In this section the concept of fitting a macroscopic model to homogenised data is 
applied to the case of a composite material consisting of a hexagonal array of circular 
inclusions embedded in a relatively soft matrix. Each of the two phases is governed 
by a different hyperelastic constitutive model of the Ogden type described in section 
2.6.4. The overall behaviour of the composite is approximated in turn by Ogden 
models with 3 and 4 terms. The macroscopic parameters are fitted using a non linear 
least squares algorithm to homogenised results from uniaxial and biaxial tests on a 
two dimensional representative volume element.
The approach adopted in this section may be compared to the work of Ogden 
et al. [8 6 ] in which the Ogden model was fitted to data from actual experiments on 
sheets of rubber (assumed to be micro-homogeneous).
The fitted macro models are used in the finite element method solution of a 
macroscopic boundary value problem. Comparison is made with a fully coupled 
multiscale solution and a fine scale mesh representing the microstructure directly.
6.3.1 F inite elem ent m odel of RVE
Figure 6.2 shows the 2-D finite element mesh constructed to represent the mi­
crostructure of the composite. Quadrilateral elements in plane stress with 8  nodes, 
bi-quadratic shape functions and 4 integration points each were used throughout. 
The constitutive models attributed to the two phases were each characterised by an 
Ogden strain energy function (per unit volume),
N
v  = y ' + \ t r - 3) . (6-3)
p ap
with the following material parameters:
• Matrix
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N  =  3
Pi  — 3 o^ i — 2 
P2 =  a 2 =  —2
p% — 5 a  3 =  0.5
• C ircu lar  inc lus ions  
N  =  1
Pi =  30 aq =  2
Figure 6.2: Finite element mesh of RVE.
6.3.2 H o m o g en ised  data  sets
The RVE was subjected to the following two sequences of isochoric applied defor­
mation gradients:
• Uniaxial tensile loading:
F r  =
A*; 0  0
0  1 0
0 0 A,"1
where A& =  1.0 +  0.2k (k  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  15)
(6 .4 )
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• Equibiaxial tensile loading:
Ajt 0 0
0 A k 0 where A& =  1 . 0  +  0 . 2 k (k = 1 ,2 ,...,1 5 )
0 0
(6.5)
The corresponding homogenised first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses under the periodic bound­
ary condition, ( * r )  and were calculated using the program m icro p las t
described in section 4.13. Of particular interest are the (1 ,1 ) components defined by
pua =  [Per^pua)] ^ (6.6)
F f  = [ ^ $ ( * ? ) ] n , (6.7)
as these are subsequently used in formulating the objective functions in subsection
6.3.3.
6.3.3 Macroscopic models and objective functions
The Ogden model, as used to describe the RVE constituent phases, was equally 
used as the canonical form of macroscopic constitutive relation to be optimised to fit 
the homogenised data. This is characterised by the strain energy function
N
— (A°” +  Aj” +  A£p -  3), (6 .8 )
P P
in terms of principal stretches Ai, A2 and A3. The cases of N  =  3 and N  = 4 were 
considered separately.
In the absence of internal constraints the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress derived from 
the energy function (6 .8 ) is given by
P = )  —  n ; (8 > r i i , (6.9)
i= 1 1
where each is the unit eigenvector (principal direction) associated with A*. In the
case of plane stress in the plane normal to n 3 and with the constraint of incompress­
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ibility (A3 =  (AiA2) *) the principal values of P  are given by
r  =  ( - C ' 1 -  (6.10)
p =  1
p 2 =  y > *  ( a ? - 1  -  v “pv ap' 1)
p = 1
Ps =  0 . (6 .11)
Thus for uniaxial loading with deformation gradient in the form of equation (6.4) 
(Ai =  A, A2 =  1) the principal first Piola-Kirchhoff stress depends on the axial
stretch A, the number of Ogden terms N  and the vectors of material parameters
f i  =  (pLi, /i2, • • •, /i/v) and ol =  (a1? a 2, • • •, <Tv) according to
N
P™(\ ,N,n ,a )  =  £ > „  (A“P_1 -  A"“”"1) • (6 J 2 )
p =  1
For equibiaxial loading (Ai =  A2 =  A) similar to equation (6.5) the two in plane 
principal first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses are equal and given by
N
i * b(A, N, t i ,a )  = J 2  t*r (V ” ' 1 -  A_2“p_1) . (6.13)
p =  1
O bjective functions
Three objective functions were formulated to optimise the parameters /lt and a  of 
the Ogden model with N  = 3.
The first based on the uniaxial tensile loading (6.4) is
15
Q T(n ,  <x) = J 2  (P ua(A*, 3, /*, a )  -  P ^ f  . (6-14)
k = 1
where P ua is defined by equation (6 .1 2 ), P^a is the (1 ,1 ) component of the ho­
mogenised stress from equation (6 .6 ) and the uniaxial stretches are given by A*, =
1.0+ 0.2 k.
Similarly an objective function based on the equibaxial tensile loading of (6.4) 
was defined as
15
Q f(n ,cx )  = ^ 2 ( P eh( ^ , 3 , n , a ) - F f ) 2 , (6.15)
k =  1
where P eh and Pjj* are given by equations (6.13) and (6.7) respectively and the 
stretches (now equibiaxial) cover the same range A* =  1.0 +  0.2k, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  15.
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A third objective function was defined to fit the 3-term Ogden model to the 
uniaxial and biaxial data simultaneously:
15
QKn,  a )  =  £  { (P ua( At, 3, (i, a )  -  P? ) 1 +  (P*(A*. 3, fi, a )  -  P f ) 2} . (6.16)
k=1
A further 3 objective functions were defined to optimise the Ogden model with 
N  = 4. These are completely identical to the functions Q%a, Qf> and Ql above except
that N  is fixed at 4 in evaluating the macro stresses. Thus the following definitions
were used:
15
Q T (n ,  <x) = J2 (**“ (**. 4, H, a ) -  Pr)2 (6-17)
k=1 
15
Q f ( n , a )  = J2 (P eb(A ,,4 ,M,a )  -  P f  ) 2 (6.18)
fc=l
15
Q S(/i,a) =  £  { ( P “ (Ajb,4 I# i,o ) -  P r Y  +  (P eb(Afe,4 ,M,a )  -  P f ) 2} (6.19)
k=1
6.3.4 O ptim isation procedure
Optimisation was performed using the function ls q c u rv e f i t  provided by the 
commercial software package MATLAB.  The large-scale option was selected invoking 
a subspace trust region method based on the interior-reflective Newton algorithm 
described in [14,15]. The procedure is an iterative one making successive guesses 
at the parameters in search of the minimising set of values. Convergence is deemed 
to have occurred if one of two conditions is attained. Either the infinity norm of 
the gradient of the objective function should be less than a tolerance value TolFun 
(set to le - 8  for the present application) or the change in parameters calculated by 
the algorithm (a Newton type step) should be less than the tolerance TolX (set to 
le-8 ). The algorithm stops if convergence is obtained or after a maximum number of 
iterations (set to 1 0 0 0 0 ) is exceeded.
Each of the six objective functions detailed in subsection 6.3.3 above were subject 
to the algorithm just described in order to obtain Ogden parameter sets \i and a to 
fit the homogenised data. In each case the procedure was repeated 100 times from 
different starting values of the parameters. The starting values for the fip and ap 
parameters were randomly chosen within the ranges -30 to 30 and -5 to 5 respectively 
(c.f. fj, and a  values of the RVE constituent materials). Results are discussed in the 
sections that follow.
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6.3.5 Results
Tables 6.1 to 6.6 show the results of optimisation of the Ogden model to fit the 
homogenised data using variously the objective functions Q4s , Qf*, Q |b, Q\  and 
Q\.  The 100 starting values attempted in each case gave rise to a variety of parameter 
sets. These were either convergent values or the last updated parameter estimates 
yielded after the maximum allowed number of iterations. Each table lists the three 
distinct parameter sets that gave rise to the lowest three values of the objective 
function regardless of whether or not convergence occurred (only in one case -  EB3-2 
in table 6.3 -  is a non-covergent set among the best three). The (/i^a*,) pairs in each 
set are written in order according to the size of the values. Also listed are the 
corresponding residual values of the objective function.
Uniaxial deform ations
Table 6.1 shows the results of optimisation of the Ogden model with N  = 3 based 
on the uniaxial data using objective function Note that the three data sets,
denoted UA3-1, UA3-2 and UA3-3, differ significantly but the corresponding residual 
values of the objective function are very close to each other.
Table 6.1: Parameters for the Ogden macro model with N  =  3: optimisation based 
on uniaxial tension test
1
2
3
res
UA3-1 UA3-2 UA3-3
(J*i C^ i
-41.1596 -0.2695 -21.8113 -3.4725 -18.5000 -3.4700
13.3286 3.4556 -40.3413 -0.2752 -37.9390 -0.2931
-11.1130 3.5366 -19.5990 3.5201 -16.2955 3.5265
0.04526 0.04527 0.04529
Figure 6.3(a) shows a plot of first Piola-Kirchhoff stress versus uniaxial stretch 
for the Ogden model with each of the optimised parameter sets in table 6.1. The 
homogenised RVE stresses are also shown. Clearly the three data sets all provide a 
good fit to the homogenised data.
Figure 6.3(b) shows the relative errors between each of the fitted models and the 
homogenised stresses defined (similarly to [86]) by
, x | P ua(Afc, 3 , / x , a )  -  Aua|
err A* =  J \ , fc 1 . 6 . 2 0
v ' m ax0.5,PH
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The 0.5 is included in the denominator to avoid division by small values when defor­
mations are slight. Prom the graph the relative errors produced by the three data 
sets are virtually indistinguishable. This is a somewhat counterintuitive result since 
there are substantial differences between parameter values in the three sets. It may 
be that there exists a locus of points within the parameter space that yield essentially 
the same stresses in the uniaxial tensile test.
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Figure 6.3: (a) 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress curve for Ogden model with N  = 3 fitted to 
uniaxial data, (b) Relative errors
In order to examine this phenomenon more closely figure 6.4 plots the value of the 
objective function Q |b along a straight line through the parameter space linking the 
two fitted sets UA3-1 and UA3-2. The distance along the path is parameterised by 
the factor 7  running from 0 to 1. Clearly in the space between UA3-1 and UA3-2 the 
Ogden model is not optimally fitted to the uniaxial homogenised data. Thus any locus 
of well fitting points in the parameter space is not as simple as a hyper-sphere. It may 
be that there is something akin to a level bottomed trough in the multi-dimensional 
objective function surface. Note that only the parameter sets with the three lowest 
residuals have been examined. Out of the 100 optimisation attem pts with random 
starting values a further 2 0  sets were obtained with residual values within 1 % of the 
overall minimum.
Note that under uniaxial deformation of the form (6.4) the axial stress, given by 
equation (6.12), is unchanged if the sign of both pip and ap are reversed for any p. In 
light of this fact the parameter set UA3-1 is exactly equivalent to:
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Figure 6.4: Objective function Qf* evaluated along the straight line through the 
parameter space between optimised sets UA3-1 and UA3-2. The path is parameterised 
by the factor 7 .
U A 3-lb
1 -13.3286 -3.4556
2 -41.1596 -0.2695
3 -11.1130 3.5366
Comparing this equivalent set to UA3-2 and UA3-3 it may be seen that corresponding 
a  values are similar (within approximately 10%). However the corresponding p  values 
differ in some cases by about 70% so the invariance of P ua under simultaneous reversal 
of sign in (pp,ap) pairs does not entirely account for the similarity in behaviour of 
UA3-1, UA3-2 and UA3-3.
A further property of P ua is that two parameter sets (/x,a) and (/x,a) yield the 
same stress if
P p  — P p  j 0 7  — eXp Vp ^  j ,  k 
and
( P j  P k  , P j  P k  , OLj a k  , Qij  (7/c)
or
(pj pk 1 Ab 5 Ckj ®-k) •
(6 .21)
This is because either of the bracketed conditions above causes the particular sum­
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mation terms j  and k in the stress equation (6.12) to cancel each other out. We can 
see that the pairs (pLhCti) and (fis,as) in parameter sets UA3-lb, UA3-2 and UA3-3 
come fairly close to satisfying the second condition in brackets. Since the remaining 
(p2 ,0 2^ ) values are quite close to each other the observed near equivalence of the three 
sets in the uniaxial test seems to be in some part explained by the symmetries of P ua 
discussed above.
Table 6 . 2  shows the results of optimisation of the Ogden model with N  — 4 using 
the uniaxial based objective function Q ja. As with the N  = 3 case the three best 
parameter sets, UA4-1, UA4-2 and UA4-3, differ significantly but yield very similar 
residual values of the objective function. Figure 6.5(b) illustrates the stress v stretch 
curves for each of three sets along with the homogenised response that is the target 
of optimisation. Clearly all three sets provide a good fit. A slight departure from the 
homogenised data may be noticed at low stretches. This is reflected in the plot of 
relative errors in figure 6 .6 (b). Once again the three best fitting parameter sets yield 
almost indistinguishable stress and error curves.
Note that the residual values of the objective function for the three parameter 
sets UA4-1, UA4-2 and UA4-3 are all larger than the residual values obtained by the 
N  = 3 optimised sets UA3-1, UA3-2 and UA3-3. This is despite the fact that any set 
of parameters for the Ogden model with N  == 3 may be extended by adding /i4 .= .0 
and Of4 =  1 to obtain a parameter set for the Ogden model with N  = 4 that yields 
exactly the same constitutive response. Thus the true minimum value of objective 
function Q4b must be at least as small as the minimum of Qf*. A comprehensive 
search of the parameter space for N  = 4 would include the points UA3-1, UA3-2 and 
UA3-3 with added zero fourth terms and would yield at least as good a fit. That this 
has not occurred leads to the conclusion that the optimisation algorithm has failed to 
find the true optimal parameters for the case N  = 4 even from 100 different starting 
values.
Equibiaxial deform ations
The three best sets of parameters obtained from optimising the Ogden model with 
N  = 3 to fit the homogenised RVE response under the equibiaxial deformations are 
shown in table 6.3. These were obtained using the objective function Q f3. Note 
that residual values of this function are not comparable to the residual values in the 
uniaxial case since they relate to different objective data.
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Table 6/2: Param eters for the Ogden macro model with N  =  4: optim isation based 
on uniaxial tension test
UA4-1 UA4-2 UA4-3
hi OLi hi ot-i hi Qii
1 -3.1164 -3.1266 -3.5855 -3.1217 -10.0036 -3.0838
2 -21.2338 -2.7469 14.9579 -2.9074 16.4081 -2.9990
3 21.2815 -2.8703 -14.4410 -2.7200 -9.4800 -2.6740
4 4.9906 2.0213 4.9932 2.0210 4.9885 2.0216
res 2.1395 2.1397 2.1403
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Figure 6.5: (a) Ist Piola-Kirchhoff stress curve for Ogden model with N  =  4 fitted to 
uniaxial data, (b) Relative errors.
The stress curves yielded by the fitted models are plotted in figure 6.6(a) along 
with the homogenised response. As with the uniaxial data the three best fitting 
param eter sets are indistinguishable on the graph. The fit appears to be a good one 
overall. The relative errors are plotted in figure 6.6(b). The three param eter sets are 
more distinct than was the case with the uniaxial based optimisation bu t still close 
to each other.
The equivalent results for the N  =  4 Ogden model are shown in table 6.4. The 
corresponding stress v stretch and relative error graphs are plotted in figures 6.7(a) 
and 6.7(b) respectively. The results are similar to those seen before in th a t the three 
best param eter sets produce very similar graphs. It is noticeable th a t the quality of 
fit, as characterised by the size of the residual value of the objective function, is not as
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Table 6.3: Param eters for the Ogden macro model with N  =  3: optimisation based 
on equibiaxial tension test
1
2
3
res
EB3-1 EB3-2 EB3-3
hi Cki hi (%i h i
-1.5553xlCT6 -6.4337 -14.5042 -3.8573 -6.0509x 10-8 -7.4409
2.4926 -2.4991 14.5625 -3.8561 7.0991 4.1679
7.3304 4.3260 5.4102 3.8052 -1.8981 4.9681
0.7667 1.2237 1.3505
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Figure 6.6: (a) 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress curve for Ogden model with N  =  3 fitted to 
equibiaxial data, (b) Relative errors.
good as the th a t achieved with the N  =  3 Ogden model. This phenomenon was ob­
served with the uniaxial data and as argued previously indicates th a t the optimisation 
algorithm is not finding the best possible values of the material parameters.
S im ultaneous o p tim isa tio n  to  un iax ial and  equib iax ial d a ta
The results for the N  =  3 Ogden model fitted simultaneously to the homogenised 
stress response of the RVE under uniaxial and biaxial deformations are recorded in 
table 6.5. The optimisation was performed using the objective function Q \  defined 
by equation (6.16). As before the best three sets of param eter values are given. 
The first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses arising from the optimised problems are plotted 
against the uniaxial stretches in figure 6.8(a) and against the equibiaxial stretches in 
figure 6.8(c). The corresponding relative errors are shown in figures 6.8(b) and 6.8(d)
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Table 6.4: Parameters for the Ogden macro model with N  =  4: optimisation based 
on equibiaxial tension test
EB4-1 EB4-2 EB4-3
Pi Oi{ p i Oii p i CX-i
1 -17.4934 -3.2046 -9.5302 -2.8892 -13.7414 -3.1653
2 20.3853 -2.6530 13.4390 -2.1965 15.6831 -3.1366
3 24.1891 5.0857 27.7228 4.7228 -92.5535 -0.04415
4 -16.8123 6.4117 -19.5790 5.5269 5.4660 4.9581
res 59.6319 59.7021 59.8593
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Figure 6.7: (a) 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress curve for Ogden model with N  =  4 fitted to 
equibiaxial data, (b) Relative errors.
respectively. It is evident th a t a good fit with the homogenised is obtained with all 
three pram eter sets C3-1, C3-2 and C3-3. As observed in previous cases the three 
sets, although they contain different values to each other, yield very similar stresses 
under the deformations considered.
Comparing figure 6.8(b) to figure 6.3(b) we see tha t the relative errors are higher 
between the simultaneously fitted models, C3-1, C3-2 and C3-3, and the homogenised 
uniaxial data  than between the models UA3-1, UA3-2 and UA3-3 and the same 
homogenised data. This is to be expected since the la tter param eters are chosen 
to fit only the uniaxial data. Similarly one would expect the relative errors with 
respect to equibiaxial deformations to be larger from the simultaneous optimisations 
(figure 6.8(d)) than from the N  =  3 Ogden parameters fitted to equibiaxial data alone
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Table 6.5: Param eters for the Ogden macro model with N  =  3: optimisation based 
on combined uniaxial and equibiaxial data
C3-1 C3-2 C3-3
Hi Ck i H i Hi Oi-i
1 19.6613 -2.3369 12.9142 -2.3481 9.0232 -2.3610
2 -23.0702 -2.2902 -16.3248 -2.2796 -12.4377 -2.2672
3 4.5578 2.1546 4.5565 2.1548 4.5526 2.1553
res 12.4167 12.4222 12.4230
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Figure 6.8: Results for Ogden model with N  — 3 fitted to uniaxial and equibiaxial 
da ta  simultaneously. (a)&(b) l si Piola-Kirchhoff stresses and corresponding relative 
errors under uniaxial tension. (c)&(d) 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stresses and relative errors 
under equibiaxial tension.
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(figure 6 .6 (b)). The error values appear similar in magnitude from inspection of the 
graph. However the sum of squared errors over the equibiaxial deformations (i.e. the 
objective function restricted to the biaxial terms) for C3-1, C3-2 and C3-3, is larger 
than the residuals for EB3-1, EB3-2 and EB3-3, as one would expect.
It is noticable that relative errors from C3-1, C3-2 and C3-3 with respect to 
equibiaxial data are mostly less than the relative errors from the TV =  4 Ogden 
model fitted solely to the same equibiaxial data (figure 6.7(b)). This confirms the 
conclusion made earlier that the parameter sets EB4-1, EB4-2 and EB4-3 are not the 
best possible values.
Table 6 . 6  lists the sets parameters, C4-1, C4-2 and C4-3, for the Ogden model with 
N  — 4 that yielded the three smallest values of the objective function Q\ from the 100 
optimisation attempts. Ql is defined by equation (6.19) and combines both uniaxial 
and equibiaxial data. The corresponding graphs of stress are plotted in figures 6.9(a) 
and 6.9(c) for uniaxial and equibiaxial deformations respectively. Visually a good fit 
is obtained over both deformation sets. Relative errors with respect to homogenised 
uniaxial and equibiaxial data are plotted on the adjacent graphs 6.9(b) and 6.9(d). 
The now familiar equivalence between the different parameter sets is apparent.
Table 6 .6 : Parameters for the Ogden macro model with N  =  4: optimisation based 
on combined uniaxial and equibiaxial data
C4-1 C4-2 C4-3
t^i 1M OLi Ah C^ i
1 -9.6072 -3.3523 -2.5758 -3.4090 -6.6799 -3.3727
2 16.8881 -3.2750 21.7750 -3.1824 12.3353 -3.2819
3 -8.7815 -3.0740 -20.7004 -3.1115 -7.1584 -3.0523
4 7.0277 1.8929 7.0265 1.8930 7.0248 1.8931
res 0.8247 0.8251 0.8254
Comparing the combined optimisation over the uniaxial data to the solely uni- 
axially based optimisation with N  = 4 we find that relative errors (figures 6.9(b) 
and 6.5(b)) follow a strikingly similar pattern. On the other hand the relative errors 
for the simultaneously optimised parameters over the equibiaxial deformations (fig­
ure 6.9(d)) are actually smaller than their counterparts fitted only to the equibiaxial 
data (figure 6.7(b)). As before we conclude that the optimisation algorithm has been 
ineffective in finding the true optimal parameter values to fit the equibiaxial data for 
the N  = 4 Ogden model.
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Figure 6.9: Results for Ogden model with N  =  4 fitted to uniaxial and equibiaxial 
data  simultaneously. (a)&(b) 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stresses and corresponding relative 
errors under uniaxial tension. (c)&(d) 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stresses and relative errors 
under equibiaxial tension.
The sums of squared errors obtained using C4-1, C4-2 and C4-3 with respect to 
the uniaxial data  alone is found to be 0.2996, 0.2995 and 0.2993 respectively. The 
corresponding error sums with respect to equibiaxial data  are 0.5252, 0.5256 and 
0.5261 respectively. The relative errors on the other hand are generally smaller with 
respect to the equibiaxial data than with respect to the uniaxial data. This may 
be due simply to the fact th a t stresses tend to be higher under the set of equibiaxial 
deformations than  under the uniaxial deformations. This means th a t the same relative 
error in the homogenised stress has a greater influence on the objective function in
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the equibiaxial range than in the uniaxial range. Therefore if contributions from one 
or the other deformation range is not favoured in miimising the objective function 
relative errors will tend to be smaller over the equibiaxial stretches.
Finally we note that a slightly better fit is obtained using the Ogden model with 
N  =  4 than with N  = 3 as one might expect having more parameters free for opti­
misation. This is true considering each deformation range (uniaxial and equibiaxial) 
separately.
6.3.6 Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of each objective function to changes in the Ogden material pa­
rameters may be assessed by evaluating its partial derivatives with respect to each of 
the parameters. The relevant derivatives with respect to the pp parameters are given
by
15
(6 .22)
(6.23)
(6.24)
and with respect to each ap by
i c;
(6.25)
(6.26)
(6.27)
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where N  is either 3 or 4 in the present examples. The derivatives of the Ogden first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress required above are given in the case of uniaxial tension by
<9Pua 1
- j j - . j  ( » • > - » - )  ( M )
&Pua _  log A 
dap X 
and for equibiaxial deformations by
/ip ( \ a- + X~a-) , (6.29)
F) Deb 1
——  =  -  (A“>’ -  A"20*) (6.30)
(/ jUp A
(6-3.)
These functions are plotted in figure 6.10.
We focus on the case of N  =  4 with optimisation of the 8  Ogden parameters to fit 
the uniaxial and equibiaxial data simultaneously. The partial derivatives of the ap­
propriate objective function Q \ are obtained from equations (6.24) and (6.27). These 
have been evaluated at each of the three best parameter sets, C4-1, C4-2 and C4-3, 
obtained by the optimisation procedure and the absolute values are listed in table 6.7. 
In each of the 3 cases the objective function is markedly more sensitive to changes
Table 6.7: Sensitivity of the objective function Q\ evaluated at the fitted parameter 
sets given in table 6 .6 .
1
2
3
4
C4-1
90$
dfip
d Q \
dan
1.7108 55.2881
0.2490 1.4520
0.2482 1.4463
0.2474 1.4406
C4-2
dQZ
dfj,p
0 Q c4
dar,
2.3990 19.0252
0.2464 1.4282
0.2456 1.4226
0.2448 1.4171
C4-3
dQ\
dfip
dQl
dar,
1.9189 41.6546
0.2483 1.4487
0.2474 1.4429
0.2466 1.4372
in fi\ and especially aq than to the other parameters. The relative insensitivity to 
[i2 , 0 :2 , H3 and 0 3  may be due to the fact that for each parameter set 0 2  is close 
to 0 3  and (I2 is fairly close to -n± (refer to table 6 .6 ). This means that the sum of 
the p = 2  and p =  4 terms in the Ogden stresses (equations 6.12 and 6.13) and the 
corresponding contributions to the objective function are small. The insensitivity to 
fi4 and 0 4  probably due simply to 0 4  being smaller in magnitude than 0 1 , 0 2  and 0 3  
and positive. Figure 6.10 shows that all the derivatives of the stress are small in such 
conditions at all stretches and this will tend to make the objective function derivative 
small in magnitude also.
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Figure 6.10: Derivatives of the Ogden first Piola-Kirchhoff stress with respect to 
material param eters for uniaxial and equibiaxial tension.
6 .3 .7  M acroscopic b oun dary  value p rob lem
In order to further assess fitted macroscopic models a macroscopic boundary value 
problem is considered. This consists of a sheet (300 x 200units) with a centrally placed 
circular hole stretched along its long direction in plane stress. Owing to the twofold 
symmetry of the arrangement it suffices to model a quarter of the sheet with suitable 
boundary conditions on the axes of symmetry as shown in figure 6.11. The problem 
was solved in three ways for comparison:
1. By the finite element method using a coarse mesh uniformly assigned the Ogden 
constitutive model with optimised parameters. Each of the param eter sets UA3-
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1, EB3-1, C3-3 and C4-1 was used separately. The mesh is illustrated in figure 
6 .1 2 (a) and consists of 8 -node plane stress quadrilateral elements each integrated 
with 4 Gauss points.
2. By the finite element method using a fine mesh representing directly the mi- 
crostructural array of circular inclusions. Material properties of the matrix and 
inclusions are the same as used in the RVE model 6.3.1. The mesh is illustrated 
in figure 6 .1 2 (a) and consists of 8 -node plane stress quadrilateral elements each 
integrated with 4 Gauss points.
3. By a fully coupled finite element based multiscale method. That is using the 
finite element method with computational homogenisation performed at each 
Gauss point to provide the constitutive response1. The same RVE model was 
used throughout the macroscopic mesh model as used previously to generate 
the homogenised data for optimisation (see subsection 6.3.1). The macroscopic 
mesh, illustrated in figure 6 .1 2 (a), is the same coarse mesh used with the fitted 
macroscopic model as described above.
In each case the stretching of the sheet was accomplished by imposing an increasing 
series of prescribed displacements in the y direction uniformly on the nodes along the 
top edge of the sheet. For each prescribed displacement the sum of the y components 
of reactions along the bottom edge of the mesh was calculated. In this way a graph of 
force against displacement was plotted for each of the modelling approaches itemised 
above. The curves are shown together in figure 6.13.
It is apparent from the graphs that all the fitted models that have been plotted, 
with the notable exception of EB3-1, provide a fairly good match to both the fine 
scale mesh and the coupled multi-scale solution. The fine mesh solution is stiffer than 
all the others except the outlying curve of EB3-1. Recall that the Ogden model with 
the EB3-1 parameters provides a good match for the homogenised behaviour of the 
composite under equibiaxial deformations of the type described by equation (6.5). 
Clearly the macroscopic problem of stretching the perforated plate involves local 
deformations that do not conform to this type. It would seem that the behaviour of 
the EB3-1 model departs considerably from the composite behaviour under at least 
some of the deformations brought about in stretching the plate. In order to confirm
xThe multi-scale functionality of the finite element code mpap2 developed by W.G. Dettmer and 
D.D. Somer of Swansea University was used for this purpose.
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Figure 6.11: Stretching of perforated rectangular sheet -  dimensions and boundary 
conditions on one quarter of sheet.
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Figure 6.12: Coarse (a) and fine (b) meshes for the macroscopic problem.
th a t the performance of the Ogden model can be markedly different with different 
param eter sets even when they m atch well over certain deformations we consider 
isochoric uniaxial loading of the type characterised by a deformation gradient of the
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Figure 6.13: Force v displacement for the perforated sheet problem calculated var­
iously using the fitted macro models, a fine scale mesh and the coupled multiscale 
method.
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Note th a t this is different from the uniaxial deformations used for optimisation (equa­
tion (6.4)) where F n  =  1. Figure 6.14(a) plots the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress (11 
component) against stretch for each of the Ogden models UA3-1, EB3-1, C3-3 and 
C4-1 under stretching of the type described above by equation (6.32). The model 
using param eter set EB3-1 is strikingly stiffer than  the others even though under 
equibiaxial loading it behaves very similarly to C3-3 and C4-1 (figure 6.14(b)). Un­
der this la tter type of deformation it is UA3-1 which provides an outlying curve.
We may conclude th a t equibiaxial testing of the RVE is insufficient on its own 
to determine a macroscopic model for the particular macro boundary value problem 
considered here.
6 .3 .8  C onclusions
It has been shown th a t it is possible to obtain a good approximation to the 
homogenised behaviour in uniaxial and equibiaxial tension of a composite consisting 
of an array of circular Ogden type inclusions in a softer Ogden type m atrix by means 
of an Ogden type macroscopic model with fitted parameters.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of stress response of selected optimised param eter sets in 
(a) uniaxial deformation of type characterised by equation (6.32) and (b) equibiaxial 
deformation of the type (6.5).
It is noted tha t in the case of uniaxial and equibiaxial stretching certain distinct 
sets of material parameters may give rise to the same function of stress on stretch. 
This appears to be reflected in the attainm ent of very similar fits to the homogenised 
data  with different param eter sets.
In a macroscopic boundary value problem it is possible to obtain good agreement 
between fitted models and both a multi-scale solution and a solution based on a fine 
scale representation of the composite structure. However some of the fitted parameter 
sets yielded macro solutions th a t were markedly different. This emphasises the im­
portance of basing the optimisation procedure on tests of the RVE under a sufficiently 
large sample of different deformation patterns or at least a set of deformations tha t 
adequately reflect the types of deformation likely to encountered in macro problems 
of interest.
Chapter 7
Com putational hom ogenisation for 
m odelling of arterial walls
7.1 Introduction
Recent years have seen growing research interest in the mechanical modelling of 
soft biological tissues in general and artery walls in particular. The importance to 
cardiovascular medicine is a clear motivation. Good constitutive models for vascu­
lar tissues should help toward improving mechanical clinical interventions such as 
balloon angioplasty as well as the design of stents and other implants. They may 
moreover facilitate the understanding of changes in the mechanical properties of ar­
teries associated with aging and the onset of important cardiovascular diseases such 
as atherosclerosis.
Among a good number of hyperelastic constitutive models proposed for arterial 
tissue are those presented by Holzapfel et al. [53] and Zulliger et al. [129]. We attempt 
to fit some of the parameters of these two models to the homogenised response of a 
finite element model of the arterial microstructure. The finite element model follows 
closely the simplified view of the artery wall composition adopted by Zulliger et al. 
in formulating their own constitutive model. Optimisation is performed in turn on 
the basis of various objective functions using different microcell boundary conditions, 
different ranges of deformations and both strain energy and stress formulations. We 
compare the optimised models in the solution of a macro boundary value problem 
representing the inflation of an artery.
The example is offered as an illustration of the method and a first step toward
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modelling arterial tissue on the basis of a multi-scale approach. However many of 
the assumptions used about the microstructure are speculative so the fitted macro 
models cannot yet be considered for practical application.
7.2 S tructure and h isto logy  o f  th e  arterial wall
Clearly any microstructurally based attem pt at modelling arterial tissue must 
begin with a description of the artery structure itself. In this section some details 
of the composition of artery walls are provided followed by an account of certain 
pertinent features of their mechanical behaviour. Much of the information is drawn 
from the text by Humphrey [55] and the concise descriptions in Holzapfel et al [53] 
and Gasser et al. [31]. Another source is the account of the middle layer of the human 
aorta found in Dingemans et al. [20].
7.2.1 Structure and histology
Arteries are the vessels that carry oxygen-rich blood from the heart to the rest 
of the body (systemic arteries) and oxygen-poor blood from the lungs to the heart 
(pulmonic arteries). Their structure is highly complex and varies with age, site and 
disease. The description offered in this section focuses on healthy human arteries 
although there are similarities with other blood vessels in humans and with other 
species. For obvious reasons a good deal of experimental data is derived from non 
human tissue. Indeed some modelling efforts draw upon observations of different 
species at once.
A distinction is often made between so called elastic and muscular arteries. The 
categorisation is not a strict one. Rather a spectrum of vessels may be found possess­
ing features of both archetypes in varying degrees.
Elastic arteries are generally larger than their muscular counterparts and tend to 
be found closer to the heart. Examples include the aorta, common carotids, common 
iliacs and main pulmonary artery. At systole (the contraction of the heart) the elastic 
arteries distend in response to the increase in blood pressure hence moderating the 
flow of blood. As pressure drops during diastole (dilation of the heart) they regain 
their shape. This contraction prolongs the surge in blood flow. In this way the 
elasticity of these large arteries helps to smooth the cyclic blood flow around the 
circulatory system. Figure 7.1 is a diagrammatic representation of a healthy elastic
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Com posite reinforced by 
collagen fibres arranged 
in helical structures
Helically arranged fibre- 
reinforced medial layers
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External elastic lamina 
Elastic lamina 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of a healthy young elastic artery, (reproduced from 
Rolzapfel et al. [53]) with permission
artery.
In muscular arteries the diameter of the lumen (inner channel) can be increased or 
decreased by relaxation or contraction of muscles in the walls. This function can help 
regulate blood flow to different parts of the body. Thus exercising muscles for instance 
can be prioritised or blood flow to injured tissue restricted to reduce bleeding. The 
coronary, cerebral and renal arteries are examples of the muscular type.
Common to both kinds of artery is a division of the wall into three concentric 
layers or tunica. These are, in order from innermost to outermost, the tun ica  in tim a , 
the tunica m edia  and tunica adventitia .  Two fenestrated membranes of the protein 
elastin, known as the internal and external laminae, separate the media from the 
interna and adventitia respectively. Each layer is described below.
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The tunica intim a
The principle feature of the innermost tunica is a single layer of flat endothelial 
cells (typically ~0.4//m thick) lining the lumen. These adhere to a thin (typically 
~80nm) collagenous membrane known as the basal lamina. The endothelial layer and 
basal lamina are generally thought to make a negligible contribution to the overall 
mechanical properties of the artery.
Immediately outside the basal lamina is the subendothelial layer. In young and 
healthy arteries this is very thin, especially in elastic arteries, and is insignificant 
from the mechanical modelling point of view. However a thickening and stiffening 
(arteriosclerosis) is associated with ageing. The subendothelium is typically composed 
mainly of the protein collagen in fibrous form with some smooth muscle cells and 
fibrous elastin. The collagen fibres have been observed in layers each with a distinct 
but loosely preferred fibre orientation.
Subendothelial thickening can also be produced by disease (atherosclerosis). This 
is characterised by the build up of lipids, fibrous tissue, calcium and various other 
deposits forming an asymmetric plaque that intrudes on the lumen and causes a 
potentially dangerous narrowing of the opening.
The tunica m edia
Next in sequence is the tunic media. This is separated from the intima by the 
internal elastic lamina. The media consists of smooth muscles interspersed with 
connective tissue -  mainly collagen and elastin. The arrangement of the media differs 
between elastic and muscular arteries.
In elastic arteries the smooth muscle is arranged in unicellular layers (~  5 — 15/un 
thick) separated by fenestrated elastic laminae similar to the internal and external 
laminae. The spindle shaped muscle cells (typically ~  100/un long and ~  5/un di­
ameter) are aligned with their thin ends overlapping. Their orientation tends to be 
helical although with a small pitch -  i.e. close to circumferential. Individual cells 
are invested in a substance similar to the basal lamina. Numerous collagen fibrils are 
found in the intracellular matrix especially close to the elastic laminae where they 
are bundled as fibres oriented in a near circumferential direction. Some elastic fibrils 
and other connective tissue is also present between the laminae. Taken together the 
sandwich of two elastic laminae and intervening tissue form a basic structural unit 
that repeated concentrically makes up the elastic tunica media. Termed variously
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C e
Figure 7.2: Schematic view of the musculo-elastic fascicle drawn by Clark and Glagov 
[13]. F -  collagen fibres; E -  elastin; Ce -  smooth muscle cells.
the musculo-elastic fascicle [13] (see figure 7.2)or the lamellar unit [36], these layers 
have a thickness tha t hardly changes with radial position in the artery. The number 
of units changes with the thickness of the media so th a t larger arteries are formed 
by the addition of units rather than by thicker units. The human aorta can number 
between 53 and 78 lamellar units [20].
In the media of muscular arteries the smooth muscle cells are also layered and 
oriented. In larger muscular arteries the layers can number up to 25 or 35. However 
the elastic laminae are largely absent. By contrast the internal elastic membrane is 
more prominant.
According to Holzapfel e t al. [53], citing [99,104] the collagen fibrils, elastic fibrils 
and laminae and muscle together form a “continuous fibrous helix” . This is crucial 
feature in motivating some of the constitutive models proposed for arterial tissue.
The tunica m edia’s outer boundary is marked by the external elastic lamina (cere­
bral vessels are an exception as they have no external lamina).
T he tu n ica  ad v en titia
The outermost layer is the tunica adventitia. It is composed of fibrous collagen 
along with fibroblasts and fibrocytes (cells which maintain connective tissue through 
the synthesis of collagen and elstin) and some other connective tissue. The collagen 
fibrils tend to be thicker than in the media and are grouped into fibre bundles. These 
are arranged in two families with opposing helical orientation. The alignment of
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fibres in each family is far from strict with considerable individual variance from the 
averages.
The thickness of the adventitia varies considerable with site and its outer edge is 
sometimes ill defined as it blends with the perivascular tissue.
C ollagen an d  e lastin
Most sources agree that the passive mechanical behaviour (i.e. with muscles re­
laxed) of arteries is governed mainly by collagen and elastin.
Collagen is a protein with 15 varieties distinguished by details of there chemical 
composition. Types I, III and IV are commonly found in arterial tissue. Type IV is 
synthesised by the endothelial cells to form the basal lamina. Types I and II originate 
in fibroblasts and smooth muscle cells.
Typically the synthesising cells secrete triple helical molecules into the extracel­
lular matrix. There by a process of polymerisation the molecules form into long 
microfibrils (4-8nm diameter) and fibrils(10-500nm diameter). The fibrils in turn can 
be bundled into fibre(l-500/im). These are usually undulating or wavy when un­
loaded. Thus until a fibre is stretched sufficiently to straighten it out it will provide 
little or no resistance.
Elastin is formed in arteries mainly by smooth muscle cells; Amorphous elastin 
is a relatively unstructured network of molecules with many crosslinks. Elastic fibres 
can form from aggregates of microfibrils (lOnm diameter) embedded in the amorphous 
elastin. These fibres have a tendency to bifurcate forming networks or membranes.
Of the two materials collagen is by far the stiffer -  once fibres are straight However 
elastin is better able to undergo large elastic deformations. Straight elastic fibres may 
still recover their initial length after undergoing a stretch of 2.5. The comparable 
figure for collagen is less than 0 .1 .
7.2.2 Characteristic passive mechanical behaviour of arteries
Given the nature of the arterial microstructure a high degree anisoropy may be 
expected in the composite material. This is indeed the case. Most investigators 
accept a cylindrical orthotropic symmetry is appropriate. The experimental findings 
of [93]are usually cited in support.
Nonlinearity in the stress strain response is another feature of arterial tissue. 
Under moderate tensile loading the stiffness increases markedly with strain. This is
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usually attributed to the recruitment of increasing numbers of straightened collagen 
fibres.
In addition a pre-conditioning effect is evident. Uniaxial cyclic loading tests on 
a patch of tissue [53] show a pronounced stress softening between cycles. This only 
occurs for the first few cycles after which the response settles to a repeatable elastic 
or viscoelastic curve. The tissue is then said to be pre-conditioned. If the stress is 
increased beyond the initial cyclic maximum the curve flattens. Further cyclic loading 
pre-conditions the tissue again to a new repeatable curve. However a residual plastic 
deformation is apparent. That is to say under zero load the tissue does not regain its 
initial configuration. Many models neglect this latter non-elastic effect and address 
only the elastic loading regime (which extends beyond physiological conditions) where 
a hyperelastic model is justifiable.
Another im portant feature of arterial mechanics is the evidence of pre-stress in 
the tissue. Arteries excised from the body contract in length evidencing an axial 
pre-stretch in vivo. If an excised segment of artery is subject to a further cut along 
its length the cylinder will spring open into a C shape. This shows the existence 
of residual circumferential stresses in the unloaded intact cylinder. These two phe­
nomenon require that care is taken in formulating mechanical problems to correctly 
identify the true zero stress state as the reference configuration..................................
A final im portant property of arterial tissue is their near incompressibility. The 
investigations of Carew et al. [10] are the primary source of evidence. The assumption 
of perfect incompressibility provides convenient simplification in attempts to model 
arterial tissue and is adopted in most research.
7.3 M acroscopic co n stitu tive  m odels for arterial 
tissu e
Many constitutive laws for the composite behaviour of artery walls have been pro­
posed. Some of the better known models [18,30,54,107,121] are reviewed by Holzapfel 
et al. in [53]. These are purely phenomonological models. A novel hyperelastic model 
based on structural considerations is introduced in [53] and has proved highly influ­
ential. More recently another hyperelastic model, also structurally motivated, has 
been proposed by Zulliger et al. [129]. These last two models were selected as canon­
ical macroscopic models to be fitted to results of the computationally homogenised
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RVE outlined in section 7.4. The models by Zulliger et al. and Holzapfel et al. are 
described below.
7.3.1 Arterial wall constitutive m odel by Zulliger e t  a l .
In formulating their model Zulliger et al. [129] represent the artery wall schemat­
ically as a cylinder of isotropic elastin containing two helically disposed families of 
collagen fibres oriented at angles a  and —a  respectively to the circumferential direc­
tion. Figure 7.3 shows the arrangement.
Individual collagen fibres are assumed to possess a waviness which causes them 
to remain unstressed until extended beyond a critical axial strain, sact. The following 
strain energy function is used to describe their behaviour,
/ N f  0  for e < eact
^  f i b r e d  •,£ act) — S (7-1)
t Ccoil [£ ~  Zact ~  10g(e -  Eact +  1)] for £ >  £ act
where e — A — 1 is the axial strain in a fibre subject to axial stretch A. The probability
of any fibre have activating strain eact is assumed to follow a log-logistic probability
density function given by
f 0  for eact < 0
P/ttre (£«*)= < * (^ ,/>)>-■ f o r e a c ( > 0  ■ (7'2)
t  b[l +  (£ act/6 )fc]
where b and k are model parameters. The average strain energy of a large population 
of collagen fibres subjected to axial strain e is then obtained from,
/ oo ^ f i b r e d •> £ a c t ) P f ib r e i£ a c t ) ^ £ a c t  •
-oo
The elastin part of the artery is assumed to have the following strain energy 
function,
^ e l a s t  =  c e la s t{11 — 3 )2, (7-4)
where I\ = t rC  in terms of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C  and ceiast is another 
model parameter.
In accordance with the assumptions described above Zulliger propose an overall 
arterial strain energy function with two terms as follows:
— f e l a s t ^ e l a s t  +  f c o l l ^ c o l l { \ f h  ~  1) j (7.5)
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where f eiast and f cou are the ratios of elastin volume and collagen volume respectively 
to the total volume and
Ia =  C  : (a ® a) , (7.6)
in terms of the unit vector a  locally parallel to either family of collagen fibres. Owing 
to the assumed symmetry between the two families it does not matter which defines 
a. Perfect incompressibility of the material is assumed. We note that underlying 
the construction of the strain energy function (SEF) (7.5) is the assumption that 
different fractions in the composite material experience the same deformation. This 
is akin to the use of the so called Taylor kinematic assumption [111] in self consistent 
homogenisation.
Given that the direction vector a  is a function of the fibre angle a, the constitutive 
model represented by equation (7.5) has a total of seven parameters -  f eiast-> c eia s t, 
c q  fco iu  c coih k  and b. For the purposes of our exercise in optimisation we fixed 
fe ia s t — 0.306, a  = 35.08°, f cou =  0.203, k = 22.54 and b = 0.6588, and sought 
optimal values of ceiast and ccou.
7.3.2 Arterial wall constitutive model by Holzapfel e t  a l .
Holzapfel et al. [53] have proposed a hyperelastic strain energy function which also 
takes fibre orientation into account. If the fibre groups are symmetrically disposed as 
assumed in 7.3.1 then the SEF may be written
=  f  (A -  3) + jr (e*2</4- 1)2 -  1) , (7.7)
where c, k\ and k2 are parameters of the model and the invariants I\ and / 4 are 
defined as before. Once again perfect incompressibilty of the material is assumed.
The constitutive model represented by (7.7) has four parameters in total c, &i, k2 
and the fibre angle a  which appears in the definition of / 4. For the purposes of the 
present study we fixed a  = 39.76° and optimised c, and k2.
7.4 FE m od el o f m icrostructure
The basic m icro-m esh — M 20
A 2-D finite element mesh, which we shall refer to as M20, was constructed to 
represent the arterial micro-structure. This consisted of 192 linear triangular elements
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under plane stress representing elastin overlaid with 96 truss elements representing 
collagen fibres. Figure (7.4) shows the configuration. Dimensions of the rectangular 
microcell were 3559.78 horizontally by 3000.00 vertically so that the truss elements 
were inclined at 35.08° to the mesh x  direction -  the same angle adopted for parameter 
a  in the two macro models. Details of the mesh were as follows:
• Matrix of triangular elements:
Constitutive m odel- SEF defined by equation (7.4) with perfect incompressibility.
(Zulliger et al. [129] model for elastin)
Model parameter -  ceiast = 24.6458 kPa.
Thickness -  500.
• Truss elements:
Constitutive model -  SEF defined by equation (7.1) with perfect incompressibility.
(Zulliger et al. [129] model for collagen)
Model parameters -  ccou = 101800 kPa;
e a c t  randomly allocated for each element to one of 24 values 
so that numbers of elements in each group are in proportion 
to
the probability distribution (7.2) with k = 22.54 and b = 
0.6588.
Cross sectional a rea - 135723.1 ..........................................................................................
We identify the x  direction of the mesh with the local circumferential direction of the 
artery and the y  direction with its longitudinal axis.
The design of the microcell is intented to reflect the macro model by Zulliger et 
al. described in section 7.3.1. However the volume fractions of elastin and collagen in 
the microcell, which we shall denote /^ ast and / ^ z respectively, are not equal to the 
fixed values f eiast — 0.306 and f cou = 0.203 used in that model. This is because the 
macro model volume fractions do not sum to one thereby indicating the presence of 
some structurally insignificant material. The micro mesh by contrast has no provision 
for such material. The elastin and collagen parts together account for the total cell 
volume so that
/ I *  +  C u  =  1 • (7.8)
However the thickness of the elastin triangles and the cross sectional area of collagen 
truss elements have been chosen to ensure that the ratio of elastin volume to collagen 
volume is equal to 0.306/0.203. i.e.
f  e l a s t  f  e l a s t  (*-. /~»\
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Moreover since the Zulliger et al. SEF depends only on the products f eiastCeiast and 
fcoiiCcoii we may say that the microcell is compatible to the Zulliger model provided 
that
C^ last feiast = Celast feiast (7-10)
^oil fcoll = Ccollfcoll i (7-11)
where the superscript pt distinguishes the microcell parameters from the macro model 
values. This of course assumes that all the other corresponding microcell and macro 
model parameters match each other as indeed they do. Taking equations (7.8) to 
(7.11) together we find that
Ceiast = , el°?f  (7.12)
Jelast i Jcoll
Ccall =  ,  - • (7.13)
Jelast i Jcoll
These two equations define effective macro values of the elastin and collagen stiff­
ness parameters. In view of this microcell M20 described above may be considered
compatible with model (7.5) with parameter values:
feiast= 0.306 ; celast =  48.42/cPa; a  =  35.08°; f coii = 0.203;
ccM = 200000kPa] k = 22.54 ; b = 0.6588;
(7.14)
In fact the homogenised response of the microcell under Taylor boundary conditions 
should be the same as model (7.5) with parameter set (7.14) up to discrepancies 
introduced by numerical errors and the discrete approximation to the probability 
distribution of activating strains (7.2).
A dditional m icro-m eshes
In order to examine how changes to the collagen stiffness used for the microcell 
were reflected in the optimised parameters a further four micro-meshes were con­
structed. These were identical to the mesh M20 described above except that the 
effective parameter ccou as defined in (7.13) was set variously to 100000, 150000, 
250000 and 300000. We shall refer to these as M10, M15, M25 and M30 respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Schematic view of artery
with helical arrangement of collagen fi­
bres. The artery is shown cut along its 
length to relieve residual stresses.
7.5 O bjective functions
Figure 7.4: Mesh of collagen fibres over­
laid on triangular elastin elements. The 
colour of each truss element indicates the 
activating stretch of the fibre.
Two sets of biaxial isochoric deformations were considered. The first was applied 
to the microcell M20 described in 7.4 and is expressed in terms of the right Cauchy- 
Green tensor with respect to (r,9. z) coordinates as follows:
C , =
2.0164(0.6 + 0.05/c))"1 
0  
0
0  0
0.6 +  0.0-5 A: 0
0 2.0164
for k =  0 to 52. (7.15)
We obtained the corresponding average strain energies 4^ ay and Tj!” under the Tay­
lor and periodic boundary conditions respectively and the corresponding first Piola- 
Kirchhoff stress tensors P ^ ay and P f r .
The second larger set of deformations, defined by the Cauchy-Green tensors
C j k  —
(0.2 +  0 .0776j))-1(0.2 +  0.0776A:))-1 0 0
0 0.2 +  0.0776j 0
0 0 0.2 +  0.077Qk
for j  — 0 to 49, k =  0 to 49,
(7.16)
was applied to the microcells M10, M15, M20, M25 and M30 with the periodic bound­
ary condition enforced to obtain corresponding sets of homogenised strain energy
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T per(10) j  per(15) =f per(20) j  per(25) , .y .per (30)j^k > a n Q  j^k
Having this homogenised data to hand a number of objective functions were for­
mulated. Four objective functions to optimise the macro model by Zulliger et al. 
(section 7.3.1) were defined based on the homogenised response of micro mesh M20 
to the deformation set (7.15):
12 2 
Qf'W^Cco,,) = Y , ( ^ ZUl(-Ck'C^ ’C^ - ^ ay) (7-17)
k=1 
12
Qiul(celatt,ccoU) =  (7.18)
k=1
12 '  2 
Ql"1 (Celast, CColl) =  £  ^ ( C * .  Cdast, CcoU) -  P f “' (7.19)
1
12
Q!ul(celast,cC0u) = J2 \ \pZVl(C>’c^ ’c^ - p r \ \ l ,  (7.20)
fc=l
where P ZuZ is the first Piola-Kirchoff stress derived from the SEF (7.5) with f eiast — 
0.306, ot =  35.08°, f coii = 0.203, k =  22.54 and b = 0.6588.
A further four objective functions, also based on the deformation set (7.15) and 
the mesh M20, were defined as follows for optimising the macro model by Holzapfel 
et al. (section 7.3.2):  ...........................................................................................................
12 \ 2
Q ^ ° \c M M )  =  Y , { ^ Hol^ c M M ) - ^ Tkay)  (7.21)
k=1 
12
Q ^ { c , h M )  =  y ](tf™ (C * ,c ,fc 1 ,fc2 ) - ' f r ) 2 (7.22)
k~l
12 II 2
Q ?0‘(c,ku k2) = Y ^ \ pHol(C k , c , h , h ) - P k ay 2 (7.23)
k=1 
12
Q ?ol(c,k  i,fc2) =  ^ | | P H“‘(C jfelc,fc1 ,fc2 ) - P r | | b  (7.24)
/c= l
where P Ho1 is the first Piola-Kirchoff stress derived from the SEF (7.7) with a  = 
35.08° .
Finally the homogenised strain energy values for the deformations specified by
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(7.16) were used to define a further five Zulliger et al. based objective functions:
52 52
QlO (.Celast•> C o l l )  £ £ (  Celast,  Ccolt) ~  (7.25)
j = l  k = 1
52 52 2
^ 1 5  ( C l a s t  •> C o l l )  E E  ( ^ ( C * ,  Celasti  Ccoll) -  #JT<15)) (7.26)
J = 1 fc=l
52 52 2
^ 2 0  ( C l a s t  i C o l l )  £ £ (  y ZtU(Cjk, C e l a s t ,  Ceoll) ~  ( 20>)  (7.27)
j =1 /c=l
52 52 2
^ 2 5  ( C l a s t  ■> C o l l ) £ £ (  * z " '(C j *, ceios(, ccoii) -  ^ ’■<25))  (7.28)
J = 1  k —1
52 52 2
^ 3 0  ( C l a s t  i C o l l )  E E (  ^ M ( C , , , c eIo5(,c coH) - ^ r <30>)  , (7-29)
J = 1 fc=l
As before f eiast = 0.306, a = 35.08°, f cou =  0.203, A: — 22.54 and b = 0.6588 in the 
evaluation of tyZul.
7.6 O ptim isation  results
Minimisation of the objective functions defined in (7.17) to (7.29) was performed 
using the Optimization Toolbox of the Commercial software package MATLAB (ver­
sion 7.3.0.267 R2006b). Those functions based on the model by Zulliger et al. required 
only a linear least squares algorithm (Matlab function Isqnonneg) since the nonlinear 
parameters in z  had been fixed. Table 7.1 lists the optimised parameter values for 
Q ful- Q ful and table 7.3 lists the optimised parameter values for Q f^ -Q ^ 1
Nonlinear optimisation was performed for the Holzapfel et al. based objective 
functions using the trust-region reflective Newton algorithm (Matlab function Isqnon- 
lin). This is an iterative procedure which is judged to have converged either when 
the Newton step becomes less than the chosen tolerance (TolX =  1 x 10-10) or the 
gradient becomes less than tolerance (TolFun =  1 x 10-10). For each nonlinear ob­
jective function 30 different sets of randomly chosen starting values were used. The 
converged parameter values are given in table 7.2. Among the 30 results for each 
objective function only the parameter set yielding the minimum value of the function 
is listed. Mostly the different starting values converged to very similar parameter 
values with similar residuals (within 0.2%). However on occasions the optimisation 
algorithm converged to a completely different set of parameters. Ogden et al. [8 6 ] in
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optimising hyperelastic models to fit experimental tests on rubber also report multiple 
points of convergence. In the present study all the alternative convergent parameter 
sets yield residuals more than 5 times the minimum.
The residuals listed in tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 are the values of the objective 
functions evaluated at minimum converged parameter values. Note that it is not 
instructive to compare the residuals of functions Q \° l and Qff01 with those
of Q ful, Q ful, Q3 01 and Q^°l since the former group are based on strain energies which 
in the present example take lower values than the stresses on which the latter group 
are based. Similarly the residuals of the objective functions based on the deformations 
(7.15) are not comparable to those based on deformations (7.16) since they contain 
many fewer data points. The quality of fit for the models optimised using Q ful-  
Q ful and Q i°l-Q ^°l can be assessed visually from figure 7.6 where the strain energy, 
circumferential stress and radial stress are plotted along with the homogenised data.
Figures 7.6(a), 7.6(c) and 7.6(e) show the models based on Taylor homogenisation 
while 7.6(b), 7.6(d) and 7.6(f) relate to the periodic condition. As one would expect 
the more tightly constrained Taylor condition leads to stiffer constitutive models.
Considering the Taylor based optimisation results first, we see as expected that the 
Zulliger et al. model provides a very good match to the homogenised data regardless 
of whether the strain  energyTormulation or stress formulation.isuseddn the objective 
function. By contrast the Holzapfel et al. stress based objective function (Q^°l) 
yields a noticeably stiffer optimal model than the strain energy formulation (Q i°l) 
especially at higher strains.
The results for the periodic condition also show the Holzapfel et al. stress based 
optimisations produce stiffer behaviour than their strain energy based counterparts. 
The optimised Zulliger models differ significantly between stress and strain energy 
formulations but one is not consistantly stiffer than the other. We can however 
see from this example that significant differences in outcome can result in choosing 
between stress and strain energy based formulations of the objective function.
It seems clear overall that the Zulliger et al. model, being based on the same 
assumptions used for the micro model, is better able than the Holzapfel et al. model 
to capture the homogenised behaviour. This is true even though the Holzapfel et al. 
optimisation contained one more ‘free’ parameter thus emphasising the importance 
of choosing a suitable form of macro model.
Table 7.3 shows the optimal parameter values for objective functions Qf0uZ, Q i^1,
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Table 7.1: Optimised parameters for the macro model by Zulliger et al. -  optimisation 
based on deformation range (7.15)
Parameter set Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4
Objective function Q l ul Q lul Q l ul Q l ul
CTast (kPa) 48.1341 47.9364 47.9354 40.8101
C l  (kPa) 198959.64 30691.27 200513.84 87074.35
residual 0.5798 18.0564 74.5010 48337.1410
Table 7.2: Optimised parameters for macro model by Holzapfel et al. -  optimisation 
based on deformation range (7.15)
Parameter set HI H2 H3 H4
Objective function Q ?°l Q ?°l Q™ o r
copt (kPa) 28.478 16.158 39.240 49.374
k f 0.385 4.609 0 .1 2 1 1.250xl0-7
ipi*2 1.623 0.225 2.319 6.846
residual 142.896 38.442 14539.4785 9944.2568
Q2 5 1 and Qsq1. These are the functions based on deformation range (7.16) with 
varying microcell values of c!^ oll. Figure 7.5 shows the relationship between optimised 
Zulliger et al. model parameters c ^ 5t and and the value of collagen stiffness 
used in the microcell. The ratios c ^ sf/ c ^ f and have been plotted against
ceJJa . Here ceJ^st and c^{ are the effective values of elastin and collagen parameters 
(as defined by equations (7.12) and (7.13)). Note that both the optimized macro 
parameters c^u and c^*st are smaller than their RVE counterparts. This is because 
the periodic condition applied in homogenization yields a softer response than the 
rule of mixtures. The stiffening effect of increasing c^{ in the RVE leads to increased 
c°^ u in the optimized model but is also accompanied by a degree of softening in c^*st.
Table 7.3: Optimised parameters for the macro model by Zulliger et al. -  optimisation
based on deformation range (7.16) with varying microcell values of c^oll
Parameter set Z10 Z15 Z20 Z25 Z30
Objective fn. r^ZulVio
r^Zul
Vl5
ftZ ul
V20 Q& 1 r)ZulV30
CTast(kPa) 46.3734 45.3121 44.2494 43.1861 42.1225
a 0 
0 
0 97511.424 146236.23 194960.95 243685.67 292410.41
residual 89248.86 205809.09 370608.77 583673.61 845016.63
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Figure 7.5: Relationship between optimised Zulliger et al model parameters ceiast 
and ccou and the value of collagen stiffness used in the microcell.
7.7 M acro boundary value problem  — inflation and  
exten sion  o f artery
In an unloaded state arteries are known to retain some residual stresses. These 
are thought to be relieved by a radial cut through the wall [41] allowing the artery 
to spring open with a characteristic opening angle, ©o, as shown in figure 7.7(a). We 
follow authors such as [55] and assume that extension and axisymmetric inflation of an 
artery without twisting may be represented by the following mapping from reference 
cylindrical coordinates (R, ©, Z) in the zero stress state to the deformed cylindrical 
coordinates (r, 9, z)
r =  r(R), 0 = H @ , z = \Z .  (7.30)
© 0
Here A is a constant axial stretch. It may be seen that the principle directions of 
the deformation gradient coincide with the cylindrical basis vectors i.e. the radial, 
circumferential and axial directions, and we obtain the principle circumferential and 
axial stretches as
K = H = X - (7 -31)
Since perfect incompressibility is assumed (ArA^ A,* =  1 ) the radial stretch is given by
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Figure 7.6: Optimised strain energy functions ((a) and (b)), circumferential stresses 
((c) and (d)) and axial stresses ((e) and (f)) assuming plane stress in the 9 -z  plane.
This may be integrated to obtain the relationship between R  and r  as
f l = \ / - Ro - ^ V o 2 - r 2), (7.33)
where rQ is the current radius of the outer surface. It is now seen from equations 
(7.31), (7.32) and (7.33) th a t if the initial geometry, axial stretch and current outer
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radius are known then the state of deformation is fully determined by r and the one 
dimensional nature of the problem becomes apparent.
Now it may be shown (see e.g [55]) that, assuming shear stresses are absent, 
equilibrium of the artery requires the following expression for the internal lumen 
pressure to hold:
Note that (7.33) with r =  r\ may be inverted to obtain n  in terms of rQ. Furthermore 
since the deformation is a known function of r  then if the constitutive function of the 
artery material is determined, equation (7.34) may be integrated to obtain the lumen 
pressure as a function of current outer radius.
Using these relations we obtained graphs of pQ versus p for the two macro consti­
tutive models with optimised parameter sets Z1-Z4, Z20 and H1-H4. Figure 7.8(a) 
shows the graphs calculated using the models fitted to the Taylor data. The graphs 
relating to the periodic boundary condition are shown in figure 7.8(b) with the ex­
ception of the curve based on Z20. This is shown in figure 7.7 along with the graph 
for Z2 for comparison. Also plotted in each figure are the curves obtained by using 
the homogenised response of the finite element microcell directly as a constitutive re­
lation. Note that only the difference {dee — drr) appears in (7.34) so that hydrostatic 
pressure terms in oqq and arr cancel out. This means that the plane stress response 
of the microcell is adequate for calculating the pressure even though the artery wall 
is not typically in a state of plane stress.
In figure 7.8(a) we see predictably that the Zulliger et al. model, produces a much 
better fit than the model by Holzapfel et al, with little difference evident between 
strain energy and stress based objective functions. By contrast the results of the 
stress based optimisation (H3) are notably better than those of the energy based 
optimisation (HI) for the Holzapfel model. However in figure 7.8(b) the energy based 
Zulliger optimisation (Z2 ) models the periodic homogenised response much better 
than its stress based counterpart (Z4). Thus we cannot conclude that a stress based 
objective function shows advantages over a strain energy based formulation.
In figure 7.7 the curves for Zulliger et al. parameter sets Z20 and Z2 are com­
pared. Both sets arise from optimizations based on periodic homogenisation using a 
strain energy formulation. Only the range of deformations evaluated in the respective 
objective functions differentiates them. Note that the inflation of the cylinder rep­
resented by figure 7.7 induces deformations in the material of the wall such that the
(7.34)
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circumferential right Cauchy-Green component C qq is contained within the envelope 
[0.089,1.042] with the axial component Cqq constant at 2.0164. Neither of the sets 
of deformations used to obtain Z2 (7.15) and Z20 (7.16) matches this envelope in 
extent. However the deformations for Z2 involve far fewer data  points (in absolute 
and proportionally terms) th a t he well outside the envelope. This probably explains 
why the Z2 parameters produce the curve closer to the homogenised response. The 
difference between the two curves emphasises the importance of choosing a range of 
deformations appropriate to the problems to which the macro model is intended to 
be applied.
Figure 7.7: (a) Initial stress free configuration and (b) current configuration of artery 
cross-section. The opening angle ©0 is half the angle of the arc.
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Figure 7.8: Outer radius versus pressure for each of the optimised models. (O0 =  112°, 
A =  1.42, Ri =  0.96mm, R 0 =  1.102mm)
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7.8 Conclusion
A procedure has been presented to determine hyperelastic model parameters for 
heterogeneous materials through modelling of the microstructure. The practicality 
of the method is dem onstrated by example. Comparing the performance of different 
optimised models in a macro boundary value problem highlights the substantial dif­
ferences in outcome between choices of canonical macro models and between objective 
function formulations based on stress and strain energy respectively. The computa­
tional expense of evaluating multiple micro-cell responses and the potential difficulties 
in finding objective function minima are recognised. Nevertheless the m icrostructure 
based optimisation procedure described here potentially offers a practical way of ob­
taining useful single scale macro models which account for detailed microstructure 
information.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
The description of the mechanical constitutive behaviour of micro-heterogeneous 
materials by means of effective macroscopically homogeneous models is now well 
established. Among approaches adopted to derive such models those based on com­
putational homogenisation offer considerable advantages in their ability to cope with 
arbitrary microstructural geometry, advanced constituent materials and large defor­
mations. In this thesis a concise finite element formulation, developed through a 
variational treatment of the fundamental theory, has been described. An implemen­
tation of this has been tested on a variety of hyperelastic microstructures. Basic 
properties of the homogenised responses such as their relative stiffness under differ­
ent boundary conditions and material symmetries were confirmed and some limited 
studies on microstructural geometry presented.
In chapters 6  and 7 an uncoupled two scale method has been considered, whereby 
an explicit macroscopic constitutive model is fitted to data from computational ho­
mogenisation. The procedure was applied to a micro model representing arterial 
tissue.
In general terms the methodology has some advantages. It takes full account of mi­
crostructural information and interactions but still yields an explicit model which can 
be easily used with existing finite element codes. Once the optimisation of material 
parameters has been accomplished the solution of macroscopic boundary problems is 
therefore usually much faster than the coupled multi-scale method. Even including 
all the necessary optimisation calculations the procedure may be more efficient if the 
macroscopic model is used heavily.
Disadvantages of the optimisation approach include the loss of accuracy compared 
with directly coupled multiscale modelling. Here the canonical form of the macro
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model is crucial and so its choice requires some judgement. Another shortcoming 
lies in the optimisation process. For highly nonlinear macro models and deformation 
modes it can be difficult to find the optimal parameter values.
The range of deformations chosen to provide data points for optimisation can have 
a large effect on the outcome on the eventual fitted macro model. Economy of com­
putational effort requires that known or assumed symmetries and constraints should 
be exploited to minimise this range. In addition the desired range of applicability of 
the macro model should be taken into account.
Suggestions for further work
A number of enhancements to the general optimisation based uncoupled modelling 
approach suggest themselves
• Parallelization: The procedure requires the solution of a potentially large num­
ber of independent optimisation calculations to determine the homogenised re­
sponse to a set of deformations. This stage of the overall process therefore seems 
well suited to parallel computing methods.
• Improved optimisation algorithms: The work in this thesis relied on iterative 
algorithms available as off-the-shelf MATLAB functions. Difficulties were ex­
perienced with large data sets and complex parameter dependency. As the field 
of optimisation is an important and evolving one there is scope for examining 
more advanced methods such as genetic algorithms.
•  Second order homogenisation: In order to take account of size effects the use 
of second order homogenisation is desirable. However the additional depen­
dency on the second gradient of displacement increases the space of deforma­
tions that need to be considered and hence increases the number of data points 
for adequate homogenisation. A second order formulation is thus not easy to 
implement but still worthy of further consideration.
As regards the specific application of the method to the modelling of arterial tissue 
some possible directions for further research are
• Modelling damage in collagen fibres: The stress strain behaviour of artery tissue 
is known to exhibit hysteresis similar to the Mullins effect in rubber. Introducing 
damage properties to the fibres in the microstructural model may have the 
potential to capture this phenomenon.
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• More empirical data: There is an obvious need for more experimental informa­
tion -  both macroscopic test results to validate the macro model and measure­
ments of the microstructure to construct a more accurate representative volume 
element.
• Dispersion of fibre angles: Collagen fibres are clearly not aligned with perfect 
regularity. There is scope to include a dispersion of fibres effects in the RVE 
micro model.
•  3-D formulation: A three dimensional model will be able to take into account 
the full range of deformation states and the effect of fibres running in the radial 
direction.
As a final suggestion there seem to be good reasons to consider a database ap­
proach to modelling heterogeneous materials with hyperelastic microstructures. That 
is to say the compilation of a large database of computed homogenised stress responses 
of the RVE at a discrete set of points in the space of deformation gradients. Once the 
database is in place the homogenised response to an arbitrary deformation is obtained 
by interpolation between the known points. The interpolated response should typi­
cally be more accurate than a fitted macro model. The advantage over the coupled 
multi-scale method is that it is quicker once the database is in place. Moreover in 
solving macroscopic problems it is likely that very similar states of deformation arise 
numerous times. Using the coupled approach each such instance requires the com­
putation of the RVE problem. This duplication of effort is avoided with a database 
approach. In the literature the methodology has been applied to problems in plas­
ticity [94] (the present author has not seen examples in hyperelasticity). However 
the method seem more conveniently applied to microstructure with hyperelastic con­
stituent phases. The advantage of hyperelastic materials is that their constituent 
behaviour may be fully characterised by the current deformation gradient alone with­
out considering the deformation history. This reduces the dimension of the database 
space. If further constraints can be invoked such as incompressibility and material 
symmetry the required database may be reduced further to manageable proportions.
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